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1 Introduction & structure of report 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 Peter Brett Associates LLP (PBA) have been appointed by the London Legacy Development 
Corporation ('the Legacy Corporation') to undertake a 'Retail & Leisure Requirements Review' 
which sets out the quantitative and qualitative retail and leisure needs of the Legacy 
Corporation area over the period to 2031, the boundaries of which are shown below (Figure 
1). 

Figure 1—Legacy Corporation boundary and Borough boundaries 
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1.1.2 This study seeks to respond to a number of objectives, which are summarised below, along 
with identification of the section of the study where we respond to the relevant objective: 

Study objective 
Report 
reference 

Provide contextual analysis of the unique circumstances of the Legacy 
Corporation area and Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park (QEOP), relating to 
retail and leisure requirements. 

Section 2 

Review the relevant evidence base in relation to retail and leisure 
requirements for town and local centres within the Legacy Corporation area, 
from the Greater London Authority (GLA) and the boroughs of Hackney, 
Newham, Tower Hamlets and Waltham Forest.  

Section 4 

Bring the existing evidence base up to date for the timelines of the Legacy 
Corporation Local Plan (to 2031). 

Sections 5, 6, 7 
and 8 

Make recommendations regarding the requirements for retail (use class A1 
and A2) within the town and local centres within the Legacy Corporation 
area (the centres of Stratford town centre extension, Bromley-by-Bow, 
Hackney Wick, Pudding Mill and East Village). 

Sections 6, 7 
and 9 

Appraise commitments of retail and leisure use within the Legacy 
Corporation area, including the Legacy Communities Scheme planning 
permission, and the unbuilt elements of retail & leisure within the Stratford 
City permissions, to establish the necessity for further planned provision 
within these centres.  

Section 6 (for 
retail);  
Section 8 (for 
leisure) 

Assess likely qualitative requirements for leisure development within the 
Legacy Corporation area, including scope for expansion; promotion of new 
uses and potential types of leisure uses. 

Section 8 

Provide informed comment upon an appropriate ‘local impacts’ threshold for 
the Legacy Corporation area.  

Section 9 

 

1.1.3 The Study fully reflects the above objectives, and will form part of the evidence base for the 
Legacy Corporation's Local Plan, which is currently at a draft stage of preparation. The 
approach which we adopt in meeting the requirements of the Legacy Corporation fully reflects 
current national planning policy and best practice guidance. It intends to build on existing 
sources of data produced by the Boroughs and the GLA, in order to bring it up to date and 
develop bespoke, tailored conclusions to the Legacy Corporation area. We therefore have 
adopted an approach of 'Review, Refresh and Recommend' in order to meet the study 
objectives set out above. 

1.2 Report structure 

1.2.1 The remainder of our report is structured as follows: 

 In Section 2 we provide a summary of the relevant national and local planning policy 
context, focussing in particular on the unique planning position of the Legacy Corporation;  
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 In Section 3 we provide some wider context on the present trends in the retail & leisure 
economy;  

 In Section 4 we review the existing evidence base which this report seeks to build on; and 
review the principal changes in shopping provision which have taken place subsequent to 
the completion of the previous evidence base documents;  

 In Section 5 we provide summary 'health checks' of the five main centres within the 
Legacy Corporation area (Stratford town centre extension; Bromley-by-Bow; Hackney 
Wick; Pudding Mill and East Village), based on visits to the centres and information 
provided by the Legacy Corporation; 

 In Section 6 we set out our methodology for calculating updated retail capacity forecasts 
for the Legacy Corporation area, and the total quantitative amount of comparison (non-
food) and convenience (food) A1 retail floorspace which is expected to be required for the 
Legacy Corporation area over the study period to 2031; 

 In Section 7, drawing on the findings of Sections 4 and 5, we set out our qualitative 
assessment of the need for additional retail floorspace;  

 In Section 8 we consider the need for additional leisure uses, having full regard to the 
legacy facilities and scope for development of complementary facilities; and 

 Finally, Section 9 draws together the findings of the preceding sections to provide a series 
of strategic recommendations; and also sets out our conclusions. 

1.2.2 Our report is supported by the following appendices: 

 Appendix 1, which is a summary of the Legacy Corporation's draft Local Plan references 
in respect of retail, leisure and town centre uses;  

 Appendix 2, which sets out quantitative retail capacity tables; and  

 Appendix 3, which sets out quantitative leisure expenditure tables.  
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2 National & local policy context 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 In this section, we set out a summary of the key national and local planning policy, which is of 
relevance to the Study. At the national level, the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
is the current national planning policy context under which this Study has been prepared. It 
sets out the Government's planning policies for England and how these are expected to be 
applied. The study also has full regard to the National Planning Policy Guidance (PPG), which 
was published by Government in 2014.  

2.2 National Planning Policy Framework (2012) 

2.2.1 On 27 March 2012, the Government published the National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF), which consolidates guidance set out in preceding Planning Policy Statements (PPS), 
Planning Policy Guidance (PPG), and a number of related circulars, into a single document. 
Following its publication, this document now forms the statutory national planning policy 
guidance against which plans are made and applications for new development must be 
assessed.  

2.2.2 Paragraph 6 of the NPPF confirms that 'the purpose of the planning system is to contribute to 
the achievement of sustainable development' and provides the economic, social and 
environmental implications of this for the planning system. Paragraph 9 adds that 'pursuing 
sustainable development involves seeking positive improvements in the quality of the built, 
natural and historic environment, as well as in people's quality of life' through a variety of 
means, including 'making it easier for jobs to be created in cities, towns and villages', and 
'replacing poor design with better design'. 

2.2.3 The NPPF makes it clear that there should be a presumption in favour of sustainable 
development. The Ministerial Foreword to the NPPF makes this point clear from the outset, 
stating that 'Development that is sustainable should go ahead, without delay - a presumption 
in favour of sustainable development that is the basis for every plan, and every decision'. This 
is detailed further in the main text of the NPPF, with Paragraph 14 stating that 'At the heart of 
the NPPF is a presumption in favour of sustainable development, which should be seen as a 
golden thread running through both plan-making and decision-taking'. 

2.2.4 For plan-making, this presumption in favour of sustainable development means that 'local 
planning authorities should positively seek opportunities to meet the development needs of 
their area' and that 'Local Plans should meet objectively assessed needs, with sufficient 
flexibility to adapt to rapid change' (unless the adverse impacts of doing so would significantly 
outweigh the benefits, or specific policies contained within the NPPF indicate that 
development should be restricted).  

2.2.5 Paragraph 15 of the NPPF adds that 'Policies in Local Plans should follow the approach of the 
presumption in favour of sustainable development, so that it is clear that development which is 
sustainable can be approved without delay. All plans should be based upon and reflect the 
presumption in favour of sustainable development, with clear policies that will guide how the 
presumption should be applied locally'. 

2.2.6 Paragraph 17 of the NPPF sets out a series of 12 'Core Planning Principles' which should 
underpin both plan-making and decision-taking. These 12 Principles include a requirement 
that planning should be 'genuinely plan-led', with 'succinct plans' to shape development of an 
area. Local planning authorities should also support sustainable economic development, and 
plans should take account of market signals to set out a clear strategy for allocating sufficient 
land for development.  
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2.2.7 Paragraphs 23 to 27 of the NPPF ('ensuring the vitality of town centres') pay particular 
attention to retail matters. The NPPF retains the approach set out in PPS6, PPS4 and 
preceding national planning guidance by advocating a 'town centres first approach', stating 
that planning policies should  positively promote competitive town centre environments 
(paragraph 23). In drawing up Local Plans, LPAs should: 

 Recognise town centres as the heart of their communities and pursue policies to support 
their viability and vitality; 

 Define a network and hierarchy of centres that is resilient to anticipated future economic 
changes; 

 Define the extent of town centres and primary shopping areas, based on a clear definition 
of primary and secondary frontages in designated centres, and set policies that make 
clear which uses will be permitted in such locations; 

 Promote competitive town centres that provide customer choice and a diverse retail offer 
and which reflect the individuality of town centres; 

 Retain and enhance existing markets and, where appropriate, re-introduce or create new 
ones, ensuring that markets remain attractive and competitive; 

 Allocate a range of suitable sites to meet the scale and type of development needed in 
town centres. It is important that needs for retail, leisure, office and other main town centre 
uses are met in full and are not compromised by limited site availability. Local planning 
authorities should therefore undertake an assessment of the need to expand town centres 
to ensure a sufficient supply of suitable sites; 

 Allocate appropriate edge of centre sites for main town centre uses that are well 
connected to the town centre where suitable and viable town centre sites are not 
available. If sufficient edge of centre sites cannot be identified, set policies for meeting the 
identified needs in other accessible locations that are well connected to the town centre; 

 Set policies for the consideration of proposals for main town centre uses which cannot be 
accommodated in or adjacent to town centres;  

 Recognise that residential development can play an important role in ensuring the vitality 
of centres and set out policies to encourage residential development on appropriate sites; 
and 

 Where town centres are in decline, local planning authorities should plan positively for 
their future to encourage economic activity.  

2.2.8 Paragraphs 24 to 27 of the NPPF discuss the principal 'tests' which LPAs should apply to 
applications for retail development, which fall outside defined town centre locations. Firstly, 
applications for 'town centre uses' (such as retail) outside defined centres will need to 
demonstrate compliance with the sequential approach - i.e. they must demonstrate the 
proposed scheme cannot be accommodated on an in-centre site (if the application site is in an 
edge-of-centre location), or either an in-centre or an edge-of-centre (if the application site is in 
an out-of-centre location). Both applicants and local planning authorities are expected to 
demonstrate flexibility on issues such as format and scale. 

2.2.9 Applications for 'town centre uses' outside defined centres which are above 2,500 sq.m (or a 
locally-set threshold) must also submit an impact assessment, to assess the impact of the 
proposal on existing, committed, and planned investment in defined centres in an appropriate 
catchment area, as well as the impact on town centre vitality and viability, including local 
consumer choice and trade in the town centre and wider area. The NPPF is clear that in 
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instances where a planning application cannot demonstrate compliance with either the 
sequential or impact 'tests', it should be refused planning permission.  

Plan-making 

2.2.10 Paragraphs 150 to 185 of the NPPF discuss plan-making, with paragraphs 150 to 157 
focussing on the role of Local Plans. Paragraph 150 of the NPPF states ‘Local Plans are the 
key to delivering sustainable development that reflects the vision and aspirations of local 
communities’ and that ‘planning decisions must be taken in accordance with the development 
plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise’.  

2.2.11 The NPPF advises that local plans should be aspirational but realistic, and should set out 
‘opportunities for development and clear policies on what will or will not be permitted and 
where’ as well as ‘the strategic priorities for the area’, including for the provision of retail, 
leisure and other commercial development.  

Evidence base 

2.2.12 The NPPF also identifies a requirement for local planning authorities to use a proportionate 
evidence base. Furthermore, local plans must be based on ‘adequate, up-to-date and relevant 
evidence about the economic, social and environmental characteristics and prospects of the 
area and be comprehensive in their assessments, ensuring that they are ‘integrated and that 
they take full account of relevant market and economic signals’ (paragraph 158).  

2.2.13 As such, in relation to retail matters, the evidence base should assess, amongst other things 
(paragraph 161):  

 The needs for land or floorspace for economic development, including both the quantitative 
and qualitative needs for all foreseeable types of economic activity over the plan period, 
including for retail and leisure development; 

 The role and function of town centres and the relationship between them, including any 
trends in the performance of centres; and 

 The capacity of existing centres to accommodate new town centre development. 

Examining Local Plans 

2.2.14 The NPPF stipulates that Local Plans must undergo independent examination.  In addition to 
showing a Local Plan has been prepared in accordance with the Duty to Cooperate, legal and 
procedural requirements; the Local Plan must also be found to be ’sound‘. Paragraph 182 
stipulates that a ’sound‘ plan is one that is:  

 positively prepared – based on a strategy which seeks to meet objectively assessed 
development and infrastructure requirements;  

 justified – the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered against 
reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence base;  

 effective – the plan should be deliverable over the plan period; and  

 the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable development in accordance with 
policies in the Framework.  
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2.3 National Planning Practice Guidance (2014) 

2.3.1 The Government recently published the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) in order to provide 
further guidance on and support to the policies contained within the NPPF. The PPG is a web-
based resource, which will be actively managed by the DCLG in order to allow for any necessary 
updates to be issued as soon as possible. The guidance will continue to be subject to a regular 
review process. 

2.3.2 The PPG is set out thematically. Matters associated with town centre uses are set out in the 
section ‘Ensuring the vitality of town centres’. This section states that a positive vision or 
strategy for town centres, articulated through the Local Plan, is key to ensuring successful 
town centres, which enable sustainable economic growth and provide a wider range of social 
and environmental benefits. It also states that any strategy should be based on evidence of 
the current state of town centres and opportunities to meet development needs and support 
their viability and vitality. Strategies should also identify changes in the hierarchy of town 
centres, including where a town centre is in decline. In these cases, strategies should seek to 
manage decline positively to encourage economic activity and achieve an appropriate mix of 
uses commensurate with a realistic future for that town centre.  

2.3.3 The PPG also provides further guidance in terms of the interpretation of the NPPF’s 
sequential and impact tests (discussed above), including how they should be applied to both 
plan-making and decision-taking. A stage-by-stage guide to undertaking an impact test is also 
provided. 

2.4 The London Plan 

2.4.1 The London Plan was published in July 2011 and is the overall strategic plan for London, 
setting out a fully integrated economic, environmental, transport and social framework for the 
development of the capital to 2031. It forms the development plan for Greater London.  

2.4.2 On 11 October 2013, the Mayor published Revised Early Minor Alternations to the London 
Plan (REMA), which were operative as formal alterations to the London Plan and form part of 
the development plan for Greater London. 

2.4.3 The Mayor published the Draft Further Alterations to the London Plan (FALP) in January 2014 
for a twelve-week period of public consultation. 

2.4.4 Policy 2.4 of the FALP is concerned with the 2012 Games and their legacy. It states that the 
Mayor will work with and through the Legacy Corporation to ‘promote and deliver physical, 
social, economic and environmental regeneration of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and its 
surrounding area, in particular be maximising the legacy of the 2012 Olympic and  Paralympic 
Games, be securing high quality sustainable development and investment, ensuring the long 
term success of the facilities and assets within its direct control and supporting and promoting 
the aim of convergence’ and will seek to close the deprivation gap between the Olympic host 
boroughs and the rest of London.  

2.4.5 The Olympic host boroughs named in the Plan are the LBs of Barking and Dagenham, 
Greenwich, Hackney, Newham, Tower Hamlets and Waltham Forest, whose boundaries are 
shown at Figure 1.  

2.4.6 The policy also states that in terms of strategic and LDF preparation the Mayor’s planning 
priorities for Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park (QEOP) and its surrounding areas were set out in 
his Olympic Legacy Strategic Planning Guidance (OLSPG). This work is now being taken 
forward through a Local Plan prepared by the Legacy Corporation which should reflect and 
develop the objectives and ambition set out in the London Plan and OLSPG, in particular the 
need for a planned approach to regeneration and change; to embed exemplary design and 
environmental quality including attention to the response to climate change and provision of 
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exemplary energy, water conservation and waste management; and to help meet existing and 
new housing needs – particularly for families.  

2.4.7 The Local Plan should plan for Stratford’s development as a Metropolitan Centre, strategic 
transport hub and strategic location for growth in office, retail, academic and leisure uses. It 
should also consider social, community and cultural infrastructure requirements; set out how 
the areas around the QEOP can benefit from, be accessible from and be fully integrated with, 
the retained venues and legacy proposals that new development within and surrounding the 
QEOP will facilitate accessible and affordable sport and recreation and maximise opportunities 
for all to increase physical activity and reduce health inequalities.  

2.4.8 In terms of LDF preparation and planning decisions the policy states that through the Legacy 
Corporation and more widely, the Mayor will and boroughs should, inter alia, reflect and give 
full weight to the Local Plan when preparing their own Development Plan Documents. In 
conjunction with the London Plan, the Legacy Corporation’s DPD will provide the local 
development plan for the area for development management purposes. 

2.4.9 One of the opportunity areas identified in the Local Plan is Lower Lee Valley, which includes 
Stratford. The London Plan states that this area is currently the most important single strategic 
regeneration initiative and an urban renewal challenge of global significance securing the 
legacy of the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. It also states that a new Metropolitan 
centre will be focused on Stratford town centre and a rich mix of employment, housing and 
open spaces across the Lower Lee Valley. 

2.5 London Legacy Development Corporation — Local Plan Consultation 
Document (2013) 

2.5.1 The Legacy Corporation has produced its Local Plan Consultation Document, and undertook a 
period of consultation on this document between December 2013 and February 2014. There is 
extensive discussion of matters related to retail provision, leisure provision, and the hierarchy 
of centres in the Legacy Corporation area, mentioned throughout the text of the Consultation 
Document. There are relevant references to retail and leisure uses in many different parts of 
the Consultation Document and there may be merit in drawing these together in a summary in 
the final version of the Local Plan.  

2.5.2 We have provided a summary of these policy references at Appendix 1 which should be 
considered alongside the review below, as the two together provide important context for the 
remainder of the study.  

2.5.3 Section 3 of the Local Plan Consultation Document sets out the vision and objectives of the 
Legacy Corporation. Paragraph 3.2 states that the legacy of the 2012 Games coupled with the 
significant opportunities for new development in the areas around the QEOP provide a unique 
opportunity to create a focus for growth in the capital, to meet the economic and housing 
needs of east London and to be a powerful catalyst for achieving the goals of the 
Convergence agenda.  

2.5.4 The objectives for the area include securing the provision of: 

 Business Growth; 

 Jobs; 

 Housing; 

 Education; 

 Health, culture and wellbeing; 

 Urban design & design quality; 

 Creating inclusive places; 

 Creating neighbourhoods; and 

 Convergence 
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Town centre policies 

2.5.5 Policy BEE.7 is concerned with town, neighbourhood and local centres and states that the 
town and local centres identified in Table 5.3 of the Consultation Document will be the focus 
for new retail, commercial, community and leisure floorspace. The hierarchy of centres is 
headed by Stratford town centre extension (the Legacy Corporation boundary does not 
extend to cover the whole of Stratford town centre), and this will be supported by a district 
centre at Bromley-by-Bow, a proposed extended neighbourhood centre at Hackney Wick, 
and new proposed local centres at East Village (within Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park) and 
Pudding Mill.   

2.5.6 Policy BEE.7 goes on to state that the type and scale of new floorspace in these locations 
should be appropriate to all the identified hierarchy of centres (our emphasis). It also states 
that residential development will be acceptable in all centres unless the quantum of residential 
use proposed will, on its own or cumulatively, prejudice the identified function of that centre.  

2.5.7 The hierarchy of centres identified in Policy BEE.7 is summarised in Figure 2, and are 
identified on the plan which follows, Figure 3.   

Figure 2 — Queen Elizabeth Park Retail Hierarchy 
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Figure 3 — Plan of proposed town and local centres in Legacy Corporation area 

 

Source: Legacy Corporation (1. Stratford Town Centre Extension; 2. Bromley-by-

Bow; 3. Hackney Wick; 4. Pudding Mill; and 5. East Village) 

2.5.8 Policy BEE.8 is concerned with retail and commerical uses outside of designated centres and 
states that outside of these centres, proposals for retail, commercial or leisure uses should be 
small and of a scale and nature that they provide services to the immediate business and 
residential community. No single unit should occupy an area greater than 280 sq.m. Proposals 
for such uses of a greater than local scale will not be permitted unless it can be demonstrated 
that they relate directly to the wider existing function of that place, are subservient to another 
use, or it can be demonstrated that a larger floorspace area is necessary to serve the local 
residential or business community.  

Sub-Areas 

2.5.9 The Legacy Corporation area is split up into four sub-areas. Sub Area 1 includes Hackey 
Wick and the vision for this area states that new residential communities and employment 
hubs will be served by a neighbourhood centre located around Hackney Wick Station. 

2.5.10 Paragraph 12.16 states that the nneighbourhood centre at Hackney Wick should comprise a 
wide range of business and other employment uses and new homes, in addition to the range 
of retail, service industry, cultural and communtiy uses that might be expected in such a 
centre.  
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2.5.11 Sub Area 2 includes East Village, and the Consultation Document states that the area of 
East Village will include sufficient retail floorspace to form a Local Centre. The Consultation 
Document allocates a total of 9,999 sq.m for use classes A1 to A5 and B1a at East Village in 
accordance with the identified Local Centre designation.  

2.5.12 Sub Area 3 includes the Westfield Stratford City development, and is referred to as Stratford 
Town Centre Extension. The vision for this area is to create a thriving centre for business, 
retail, leisure, cultural, visitor and sporting activity, incorporating new and existing residential 
communities. Policy SA3.1 states that proposals for development within Sub Area 3 should 
contribute to the Metropolitan Centre function of Stratford town centre and comply with the 
character and mix of uses defined within the site allocation for the Stratford Town Extension 
and Plan Policies BEE.1 and BEE.7 in the Consultation Document 

2.5.13 Sub Area 4 includes Pudding Mill and Bromley-by-Bow.  Paragraph 15.4 of the 
Consultation Document states that this area has the potential to accommodate a new District 
Centre at Bromley-by-Bow, focused on the existing foodstore, and a Local Centre at Pudding 
Mill.   

2.5.14 Policy SA4.1 of the Consultation Document states that the Legacy Corporation supports the 
future designation of a new District Centre at Bromley-by-Bow, in accordance with Table A2.2 
of Annex 2 of the Local Plan 2011. Proposals for development will be required to demonstrate 
that they contribute to the comprehensive development of the Bromley-by-Bow site allocation 
area, including an appropriate mix and balance of uses that together have the potential to 
function as a District Centre (including retail, employment floorspace, community uses, a 
primary school, open space and improved public realm).  

2.5.15 Finally, Para 15.27 of the Consultaton Document allocates a new Local Centre adjacent to 
Pudding Mill Docklands Light Railway Station and Pudding Mill Lane. 

2.6 Relevant local planning policy context 

2.6.1 The Legacy Corporation is preparing a single Local Plan for its area, the consultation draft of 
which is summarised in Section 2.4. Until the Local Plan is adopted, development plan 
documents adopted by the four local planning authorities which fall within the Legacy 
Corporation area remain relevant for the purpose of determining planning applications. The 
parts of LB Hackney, Newham, Tower Hamlets and Waltham Forest which fall within the 
Legacy Corporation area are shown in Figure 1.  

2.6.2 The principal adopted planning guidance which remains extant for this purpose are listed 
below. Whilst we do not review these documents in detail as part of our report, we make 
reference to their policies where relevant in the remainder of our report.  

 London Borough of Hackney: Core Strategy (adopted 2010), which sets out the 
overarching planning policies for development falling within this area. The Core Strategy 
also identifies high-level policy for strategic sites across LB Hackney, including Hackney 
Wick. 

 London Borough of Hackney: Hackney Wick Area Action Plan (adopted 2012), which 
provides further detail to the Core Strategy, setting out details for the redevelopment of 
areas including Here East, and proposals for development of linkages with existing 
neighbourhoods and the QEOP. 

 London Borough of Newham: Core Strategy (adopted 2012), which sets out planning 
policies for LB Newham, as well as direction for Stratford Metropolitan Centre, Pudding Mill 
Lane and the ‘Olympic Quarter’. 
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 London Borough of Tower Hamlets: Core Strategy (adopted 2010), which provides 
strategic planning policies for the relevant area, and also for the centre of Bromley-by-Bow, 
which falls within the Legacy Corporation area. 

 London Borough of Tower Hamlets: Fish Island Area Action Plan (adopted 2012), 
which sets out a framework for the development of the Fish Island area. 

 London Borough of Waltham Forest: Core Strategy (adopted 2012), which sets out the 
planning policies for LB Waltham Forest, including the parts of Leyton which fall within the 
Legacy Corporation area.  
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3 Retail & leisure sector trends 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 In this section, we summarise the key factors in the national retail and leisure landscape, 
which are serving to shape people’s shopping patterns, and in turn having an impact on the 
future demand for different types of retail and commercial leisure floorspace.  

3.1.2 There is no doubt that town and city centres in the UK are in the middle of a ‘perfect storm’ of 
change: Technological advances, changing shopping patterns, and evolutions in retail 
practices all mean that the role and function of the ‘high street’ is different now to what it has 
been at any time in the past. In brief, we consider the key factors which are underpinning the 
current and future trends in the retail and leisure sector to be: 

 The recent downturn in the UK economy, which has resulted in the growth of ‘value’ 
retail, a greater reluctance to spend amongst consumers, and investors being more 
cautious in their financial decisions; 

 The ‘polarisation trend’, which has resulted in many retailers concentrating their activity in 
larger, higher-order shopping destinations, and has also resulted in a marked reduction in 
store portfolios (and therefore high street representation by some retailers); 

 Changes in the convenience goods sector, with a move by retailers away from larger, 
‘hypermarket’-format developments, towards smaller stores with a greater emphasis on 
convenience goods, as well as heavy investment in ‘local’ / ‘convenience’-format stores; 

 The continued growth of internet retailing, which acts as a ‘claim’ on the total amount of 
expenditure available to support new retail floorspace within town and city centres — 
although the increasing popularity of ‘click & collect’ services suggests potential for synergy 
between the two retailing formats; and 

 The increasing role and function of commercial leisure
1
 in supporting the role and 

function of town centres, enabling them to become ‘destinations’ rather than just places for 
shopping and services.  

3.2 Key trend 1: The downturn in the economy 

3.2.1 The sustained downturn in the economy had a number of clear changes on the retail 
landscape in the UK, with a number of high-profile retailers entering administration, and a 
general trend towards discount retailers increasing their representation — both in the 
comparison goods sector (for example, Poundland, 99p Stores and Wilkinson) and the 
convenience goods sector (for example, the continued expansion of Aldi and Lidl). The 
downturn also affects consumer spending, with a greater reluctance to spend amongst 
consumers on non-essential goods. As a result, forecast levels of growth in consumer 
spending remain generally subdued, particularly in the short term. Although there are early 
indications of consumer and investor confidence beginning to return, the overall economic 
sentiment remains one of caution. 

3.2.2 The economic downturn has resulted in investors being more cautious about risk. Nationally, 
many large retail developments have been put on hold until the economy returns to stability — 
indeed the opening of Westfield Stratford City in the midst of the economic downturn was one 
of the few large new developments to open during this time.  

                                                      
1
 Often referred to as ‘food & beverage’ or ‘family entertainment’ 
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3.3 Key trend 2: The polarisation trend 

3.3.1 The ‘polarisation trend’ is a significant and long-term trend which has been taking place in 
UK retail in recent years, and is expected to continue in the short to medium term. It refers to 
the preference of retailers to concentrate trading activities in larger schemes in larger centres. 
Retailers recognise that greater efficiency can be achieved by having a strategic network of 
large stores offering a full range of their products, rather than a network of smaller-format 
stores, which are only able to offer a limited range of products. Increasingly therefore retailers 
are seeking to serve larger population catchments from larger stores – and this explains why 
demand for space at recent major shopping centre openings (for example Westfield Stratford 
City, Shepherd Bush and soon Croydon) has been high, whilst demand for premises in small 
and medium-sized town centre locations has been weaker.  

3.3.2 The ‘polarisation trend’ is also driven by customers, who have become more discerning and 
are increasingly prepared to travel further afield. There is therefore a concentration of 
comparison goods expenditure in a smaller number of larger centres. This concentration of 
retailing activity is likely to threaten medium and smaller centres, and require them to 
potentially refocus their role and function away from solely being retail destinations and offer a 
more attractive environment in which to spend time. 

3.3.3 Although 2013 saw a general upturn in the performance of many retailers, there is no 
indication this polarisation trend will change. As Capital Economics note

2
, ‘until the problem of 

excess capacity on high streets is tackled, the main beneficiaries will be retail landlords in 
London and the dominant regional shopping locations.’ Capital add that in the six months to 
March 2013, average high street yields have risen, and that ‘such patterns seem consistent 
with the trend amongst retailers to release less profitable sites and focus instead on 
maintaining or acquiring a presence in dominant regional shopping locations’. Capital express 
concern that ‘the lowest quality tranche of the retail property stock will be surplus to 
requirements for years to come’.  

3.3.4 London has therefore — to an extent — been resilient to these changes, but is not entirely 
immune: Experian state that 'While London benefits from a scale, a dynamism and substantial 
tourism and  international visitor spending power, this pattern of concentration on fewer larger 
and stronger centres can also be seen and should be expected to continue'

3
.  

3.3.5 The polarisation trend is intrinsically linked with the other key changes described in this 
section, in particular the economic downturn and the growth in online shopping. The result of 
this, according to Deloitte

4
, is that retailers are beginning to reassess their store portfolios: 

‘Retailers are beginning to reassess and reset their store portfolios in light of the changes in 
the economy and consumer behaviours. The increasing costs of operating stores, changes in 
consumer behaviours, and the growing online opportunity, coupled with the rise of shopping 
centres with larger catchment areas and improvements in infrastructure facilitating travel 
suggest that retailers will need fewer stores in the future’  

 
3.3.6 The implications for this on town centres is that many retailers will, in the medium to longer 

term, seek to downsize their portfolios, particularly in smaller centres. Deloitte consider that 
this will have three principal impacts on retail property: 

 Firstly, increased availability of property as vacancy rates increase; 

 Secondly, decreasing prime retail rents (with the exception of central London); and 

                                                      
2
 Capital Economics, UK Commercial Property Update, March 2013 

3
 Experian, ‘Consumer Expenditure and Comparison Goods Floorspace Need in London’, 2013 

4
 Deloitte, ‘The Changing Face of Retail’, 2011 
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 Thirdly, increased flexibility in rental terms, with retailers demanding better terms, 

including shorter leases, rent-free periods, earlier break clauses, and monthly rental 

arrangements.  

3.3.7 Experian conclude that, in the case of London, the polarisation trend means that: 

'Some centres will require substantial extra retail space and others will need to plan for a more 
static scenario and in some cases require policies to ameliorate the possible decline in retail 
space. In short, the current location and type of retail comparison goods floorspace is adapted 
to the past levels and types of demand and supply methods. London will need to adapt to the 
present and probable future demand and to the changes in supply methods to reflect them 
more accurately' 

 
3.3.8 We would therefore anticipate the polarisation trend to have the most significant impact on 

suburban, middle-ranking shopping destinations across Greater London. The direct 
implications are likely to be less pronounced in central London and other high-performing 
shopping locations, as these are the very locations within which retailers are seeking to focus 
their activities.  However, even in these locations, there will be a need for retailers to develop 
strong, multi-channel retailing in order for stores to remain viable trading destinations. 

3.4 Key trend 3: The continued growth of online retail  

3.4.1 There is extensive evidence, which suggests that online shopping has increased at a rapid 
pace in recent years — particularly in the comparison goods sector. Online shopping is 
perceived to offer a number of significant advantages over ‘traditional’, high street-format 
shopping — including lower prices (as there are lower operating ‘overheads’ for online 
retailers compared with those in a town centre), a wider variety of choice, and the ability for 
customers to easily search out bargains — including second hand goods. While unfavourable 
economic conditions are forcing many retailers to scale back on physical retail space, their 
online operations allow them to reach a much wider customer base. 

3.4.2 Internet sales have been rising much more rapidly than general retail sales in recent years. 
The proportion of retail sales made online has increased year-on-year for every month since 
2007 — although the rate of increase slowed in 2009, and has subsequently remained 
erratic

5
. The ONS stated in January 2014 that online sales increased 11.8% by value between 

December 2012 and December 2013. Average weekly online spending was valued at 
£675.4m

6
.  

3.4.3 The ONS forecast that online sales accounted for 9.4% of all retail sales in October 2012, 
which increased to 10.5% in October 2013 (equivalent to a year-on-year increase of 1.1 
percentage points). Experian consider that this pattern is likely to remain the case for the 
foreseeable future, but consider that at the turn of the next decade, growth in online shopping 
will begin to plateau.  

3.4.4 The outputs of this study specifically take into account this anticipated growth in online 
shopping — based on the most up-to-date Experian guidance we remove the proportion of 
total expenditure, which is expected to diverted towards online shopping, before presenting 
the final updated quantitative floorspace requirements for the Legacy Corporation area.  

3.4.5 In Figure 4 we show the projected growth in online comparison and convenience goods 
shopping over the course of the study period to 2026, based on the forecasts provided by 
Experian. The figures shown are Experian’s ‘adjusted’ comparison (non-food) and 
convenience (food) goods forecasts, which make a deduction on Experian’s ‘baseline’ figures 

                                                      
5
 ONS, Retail Sales, October 2013 

6
 ONS, January 2014 
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in order to take account of internet goods sales from store space (such as through ‘Click & 
Collect’, as discussed below)

7
.   

Figure 4 — Forecast of non-store retailing (‘Special Forms of Trading’) market share to 2030 

 

Source: Experian Retail Planner Briefing Note 11, October 2013, Appendix 3. SFT includes spending on online 

shopping, mail order / catalogue shopping, and markets. ‘Adjusted’ figures include a reduction for store-picked online 

transactions.  

3.4.6 There has been considerable discussion of the concept of High Street retail stores 
increasingly acting as ‘showrooms’ where customers visit ‘bricks and mortar’ stores to 
compare, look at or try on a product, before using technology such as smartphones to check 
whether the product is available elsewhere (in another store, or online) for a cheaper price. 
Research undertaken by design agency Foolproof

8
 over Christmas 2012 found that 24% of all 

shoppers ‘showroomed’, and 40% of these ‘showroomers’ subsequently bought items from a 
competitor (either instore or online) having compared prices. The proportion of people who 
undertake ‘showrooming’ increases significantly in the 18-39 age range. At least 20% of 
respondents to Foolproof’s survey indicated that they visited a store solely to look at 
something they planned to buy online.  

3.4.7 ‘Showrooming’ has, until relatively recently, been seen as a threat to traditional High Street 
retailers, and when considered as part of the wider move towards internet shopping it can 
arguably be considered as such. However recent trends indicate that major retailers are 

                                                      
7
 For comparison goods, Experian apply a discount of 25% to calculate the ‘adjusted’ figure, and for convenience 

goods this figure is 70%. The latter figure is particularly high because many online food shopping transactions 
placed with Sainsbury’s, Tesco, Asda and Waitrose are ‘picked’ from the shelves of the nearest large store of the 
retailer. Convenience goods retailers are increasingly choosing to instead fulfil orders from warehouses known as 
‘dark stores’ — although this trend remains in its infancy. 
8
 http://www.foolproof.co.uk/insight/blog/the-true-impact-of-showrooming/  

http://www.foolproof.co.uk/insight/blog/the-true-impact-of-showrooming/
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becoming more willing to embrace the challenge, putting into place technology such as better 
mobile websites, offering free instore Wi-Fi, or in-store technology points where a customer 
can order a product online which may be sold out or not available within the store 

3.4.8 The growth in online retail does not equate to a redundant future for ‘bricks and mortar’ stores 
therefore. A physical presence on the high street improves the visibility of businesses, and it is 
noteworthy that 12 out of the top 20 e-commerce businesses in the UK have a physical 
presence on the high street (Figure 5). However, it does mean that the role and function of 
high streets — particularly those outside the higher-order shopping centres — are likely to 
need to consider uses beyond that of traditional retail activity in order to remain vital and 
viable.  

Figure 5 — Top 20 e-commerce websites in the UK, 2013 

 

Source: IMRG Experian Hitwise Hot Shops List, 2013 

Trends within the online sector 

3.4.9 The growth in the ‘click & collect’ method of online shopping is a relatively new trend, but 
one which looks set to play an increasing role over future years. The ‘click & collect’ concept is 
such that a customer orders and pays for the desired product online, and then collects the 
product from the nearest large branch of the retailer in question. This approach is being rolled 
out by an increasing number of retailers. For example, it is used by supermarket operators 
such as Sainsbury’s and Tesco to allow customers to order an extensive range of non-food 
products, and collect from local / express branches which may be close to a customer’s home 
or place of work. In many cases, the size of such stores prevents a comparable range of 
products being stocked within the store itself.  

3.4.10 Another example of a retailer making efficient use of ‘Click & Collect’ is John Lewis — who 
improved their service in 2013 to allow customers to pick up products from their nearest 
branch of Waitrose, bringing the service within reach of a much wider range of customers 
(there are over 300 Waitrose stores in the UK, compared to 40 John Lewis stores). John 
Lewis’ ‘Click & Collect’ sales increased by 60% between 2012 and 2013

9
. Other retailers 

which have embraced the ‘Click & Collect’ model include Next, House of Fraser, Currys/PC 
World and Argos.  

3.4.11 There is further evidence of the growing popularity of ‘Click & Collect’ within the London 
region. In November 2013, Asda announced a partnership with Transport for London to 

                                                      
9
 John Lewis Partnership press release, January 2014 
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introduce ‘Click & Collect’ facilities for online grocery shopping orders in the car parks of 
London Underground stations in East Finchley, High Barnet, Harrow & Wealdstone, Highgate, 
Stanmore and Epping. Asda also confirmed plans to open 1,000 ‘Click & Collect’ sites over the 
next five years

10
. Tesco have recently entered into a similar agreement

11
, whilst Westfield 

(Shepherd’s Bush) has created a ‘Click & Collect’ point, which enables shoppers to pick up 
online orders and try on purchases in a dedicated ‘lounge’ area before deciding whether to 
take them home or return them.  

3.4.12 There has also been a growth in local shops, such as newsagents, acting as collection points. 

3.4.13 Experian consider that ‘Click & Collect’ will be ‘the key driver of current and future internet 
growth’, but notes that ‘since this requires a bricks-and-mortar presence in easily accessible 
locations, this is largely space demand neutral’. 

What this means for the demand for retail floorspace 

3.4.14 Experian consider that ‘whilst it is understandable that the challenge to traditional store-based 
shopping will continue to grow strongly, a number of crucial factors temper this threat’, which 
can be summarised as follows: 

 Many stores sell online but source these sales from regular stores, rather than 
warehouses, implying an increased requirement for store floorspace to cater for increasing 
online sales; 

 Store-based shopping is still expected to expand at an annual average of 1.9% per annum 
in per capita terms to 2030;  

 Sales via online shopping will begin to grow less rapidly as the market becomes more 
‘mature’, particularly in sectors such as music, DVD and e-books;  

 ‘Click & collect’ will therefore be the main driver of current and future internet growth — this 
also requires a ‘bricks and mortar’ presence in easily accessible locations, however.  

 Home delivery — with goods sourced from warehouses rather than stores — acts as a 
threat to future demand for retail floorspace, particularly in the convenience goods sector.  

 ‘Bricks and mortar’ stores are increasingly acting as ‘showrooms’ for products, service 
locations, and collection / drop-off points for online shopping orders. Stores therefore form 
part of a retailer’s ‘multi-channel’ strategy, and can therefore actually drive demand for 
traditional outlets. 

3.4.15 Taken together with other factors, many town centres have witnessed high vacancy rates, a 

loss of investment, and a reduction in the attractiveness of the retail offer.  

3.5 Key trend 4: Growth of the convenience goods sector 

3.5.1 Large foodstores (those typically with a net retail area of at least 25,000 sq.ft / 2,300 sq.m) 
have been the primary driver of growth in the convenience goods sector for much of the past 
decade and beyond. Growth in floorspace of these large foodstores continued throughout the 
economic downturn, with a typical 3-4% increase in floorspace per year. Floorspace in smaller 
stores (smaller-format supermarkets, Co-Ops and convenience stores) has historically 
declined, whilst floorspace in food specialists has typically also reduced. However, the role of 
smaller, convenience-format stores appears to be once again increasing (see below).  

                                                      
10

 The Grocer, 9 November 2013 
11

 The Grocer, 30 January 2014 
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3.5.2 Tesco has for some time been the largest foodstore operator in the UK by market share, 
followed by Asda and then Sainsbury’s — the latter two of which have very similar market 
shares, albeit these are significantly smaller market shares in comparison to Tesco.  For the 
most part, the convenience goods sector has been unaffected by the economic downturn — 
indeed it has often been the beneficiary of floorspace becoming available in town and city 
centres as a result of comparison goods retailers entering administration. 

3.5.3 These acquisitions are reflective of a recent move by convenience goods operators away from 
opening larger-format stores towards smaller supermarkets and establishing a network of ‘top 
up’ convenience goods shopping facilities. Verdict Research

12
 comment that: 

‘The second dip of the double-dip recession in 2012 has knocked consumer confidence and 
shoppers are sticking more tightly than ever to their budgets. They are shopping little and 
often and sticking more tightly than ever to their budgets… increasing fuel prices, deterring 
out-of-town trips, and the move towards online food shopping each feed into this trend 
towards top-up shopping. Out-of-town space is increasingly difficult for grocers to make 
profitable’.  

 

3.5.4 Verdict add that:  

‘The convenience sector is growing ahead of the overall food & grocery market, and small 
stores are benefiting. The trend towards local shopping is keeping shoppers closer to home 
and in smaller stores for their food & grocery spend. Multiples have responded by rolling out 
further c-stores in the case of Tesco, Sainsbury’s and Waitrose, or by introducing new formats 
in Morrisons’ case’.  

3.5.5 Verdict consider that the proportion of convenience goods floorspace which will be accounted 
for by ‘smaller stores’ will increase from 37.6% in 2007 to 41.6% by 2017. The majority of 
floorspace will continue to be accounted for by ‘superstores’ (53% of floorspace by 2017), with 
‘food specialists’ and off-licences continuing to have their market share reduced.  

3.5.6 Industry body IGD predicts that the convenience goods market will grow by 29% between 
2012 and 2017, from £33.9bn to £43.6bn, and the main retail operators are responding quickly 
by opening new stores. The discount retail operators — led by Aldi and Lidl — also have 
substantial expansion plans over the next few years, and we expect these retailers to continue 
to take market share from the ‘big four’ supermarket operators.  

3.6 Summary of current and future trends 

3.6.1 In this section, we have identified the key factors, which are influencing current and future 
trends in the retail and leisure sector. They can broadly be summarised as: 

 The recent economic downturn and continued subdued retail sector — this has resulted 
in the growth of ‘value’ retail, a greater reluctance to spend amongst consumers, and 
investors being more cautious in their financial decisions; 

 The ‘polarisation trend’, which has resulted in many retailers concentrating their activity in 
larger, higher-order shopping destinations, with central London and the four largest malls 
standing above the other destinations. We anticipate the polarisation trend to have the 
most significant impact on suburban, middle-ranking shopping destinations across Greater 
London. The direct implications are likely to be less pronounced in central London and 
other high-performing shopping locations, as these are the very locations within which 
retailers are seeking to focus their activities.  However, even in these locations, there will 
be a need for retailers to develop strong, multi-channel retailing in order for stores to 
remain viable trading destinations. 

                                                      
12

 Verdict Research ‘Food & Grocery Retailing in the UK’ Market Report 
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 The continued growth of internet retailing, which acts as a ‘claim’ on the total amount of 
expenditure available to support new retail floorspace within town and city centres. 
Experian forecast that online sales growth will increase over the next 20 years, but will 
begin to plateau beyond 2020. The legacy of lots of small shops in diverse ownerships will 
act as a drag on the ability of physical shopping to adapt to changes. The growth in online 
retail does not equate to a redundant future for ‘bricks and mortar’ stores.  However, there 
is a role for physical outlets to act as ‘showrooms’ for online retailers. A physical presence 
on the high street improves the visibility of businesses, and it is noteworthy that 12 out of 
the top 20 e-commerce businesses in the UK have a physical presence on the high street.  

 The continued growth of multi-channel retailing opportunities such as ‘click and collect’ 
offers both an opportunity and a threat for town centres. Because it is reliant on a ‘bricks 
and mortar’ presence, there are opportunities for high streets to take advantage of this 
growing trend. 

 Changes in the convenience goods sector, with a move by retailers away from larger, 
‘hypermarket’-format developments, towards smaller stores with a greater emphasis on 
convenience goods, as well heavy investment in ‘local’ / ‘express’-format stores, are also 
affecting demand for new floorspace.  
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4 Review of existing evidence base 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 In this section, we review the existing retail and leisure evidence base studies for the four 
planning authority areas, which fall within the administrative boundaries of the Legacy 
Corporation area. Each study forms part of the Core Strategy evidence base for the respective 
local planning authority; the findings of this study will update the quantitative and qualitative 
recommendations in respect of the parts of each authority which fall within the Legacy 
Corporation area, but does not act as an update for those parts outwith.  

4.1.2 The existing evidence base documents are as follows: 

 Town Centre Health Check Report (GLA, 2013); 

 Consumer Expenditure and Comparison Goods Floorspace Need in London (Experian for 
GLA, 2013); 

 London Borough of Tower Hamlets Retail & Leisure Study (Roger Tym & Partners, 2009
13

); 

 London Borough of Newham Town Centre & Retail Study (GVA Grimley, 2010); 

 London Borough of Hackney Retail & Leisure Study (Roger Tym & Partners, 2005);  

 London Borough of Hackney Retail Centres Study (Strategic Perspectives, 2011); 

 London Borough of Waltham Forest Retail & Leisure Study (Nathaniel Lichfield & Partners, 
2009) 

4.2 Greater London Authority, Town Centre Health Check Report (2013) 

4.2.1 The GLA’s Town Centre Health Check report provides a snapshot of the ‘health’ of over 200 of 
London’s town centres using a selection of strategic health check indicators, and illustrates 
how the centres changed over time. This document informed preparation of the replacement 
London Plan and contributes to the evidence base for local development plan policies, 
development proposals and implementation of town centre and local strategies.  

4.2.2 The report includes a review of the Strategic Town Centre Network and assesses the existing 
scale, role and function of the town centres in this network. The current role and function of 
each town centre in the network, plus the potential new centres were tested against a set of 
defined thresholds.  

4.2.3 In respect of the centres within the Legacy Corporation area, the report identifies Stratford as 
a new ‘Metropolitan Centre’ following completion of the Stratford City development. Stratford is 
one of 12 town centres identified in the Report as having ‘High’ potential for growth. The report 
also recommends that Bromley-By-Bow remains an unclassified centre in the London Plan.  

4.3 Greater London Authority, Consumer Expenditure and Comparison 
Goods Floorspace Need in London (2013) 

4.3.1 The purpose of this report was to create an update to the previous London-wide Retail Needs 
Study (from 2009) in order to have full regard of the effect of the economic downturn on the 
need for new comparison goods floorspace. The report states that although levels of expected 
expenditure growth remain significant, domestic spending power is much reduced relative to 
the 2009 position, even when taking into account the spending power of international tourism 
and business. Therefore, retail demand levels are much lower compared to that forecast in 
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2009. However, the report states that despite this, London’s economy remains more dynamic 
than the rest of the UK with a younger, growing, diverse population and healthy business base 
that will translate to greater levels of retail space needs than much of the UK.  

4.3.2 The report also states that in parallel to the economic downturn there are other significant 
structural retail changes with a substantial and continuing move from shop-based retail 
purchases to online retail (a trend we discuss separately in Section 3 of this report).  

4.3.3 The report concludes that substantially less additional comparison goods retail floorspace will 
be needed in London than was forecast at the time of the 2009 study. However, at a London 
level this still represents a substantial amount of floorspace, which in part is due to the 
continuing strong demand from tourism and commuters (especially in central London).  

4.3.4 The report also states that at a more local level the impact of strengthening major shopping 
centres is expected to have a significant impact on the nearby smaller centres. Therefore 
planning policy needs to recognise the implications of the continuing retail move towards 
fewer, larger centres and the need to address the consequent impacts on the other centres 
and high streets. 

4.3.5 The study also considered varying estimates of the future spending based on varying 
assumptions about the future performance of the economy. In additional three levels of 
improvement in retail space efficiency were considered. Within this framework a series of 
future scenarios were examined: first, a ‘baseline’, no change scenario; secondly a ‘pipeline’ 
scenario which assumed all known developments were built out, and further scenarios which 
assumed the entire pipeline was built and in addition a range of ‘extra-large developments’ 
were also constructed. 

4.3.6 The report found that London will need nearly 1 million sq.m of additional comparison goods 
retail space by 2036, based on the most likely scenario. However, this will be reduced to 
370,750 sq.m of additional comparison goods space if all known schemes are constructed. If a 
series of large development nodes are constructed in addition to this pipeline then this will rise 
to between 400,000 and 500,000 sq.m of net comparison goods retail space by 2036 as the 
enhanced attractiveness of centres in London draw in more spend from the surrounding 
region.  

4.4 London Borough of Tower Hamlets Retail & Leisure Study (2009) 

4.4.1 The LB Tower Hamlets Retail & Leisure Capacity Study was undertaken by Roger Tym & 
Partners (RTP

14
) in 2009. The catchment area of this study covered the entire Borough plus 

some adjoining areas beyond the boundary, including Bermondsey and Greenwich.  The 
study found there to be capacity for an additional 16,600 sq.m net of comparison retail 
floorspace in the Borough by 2017, and capacity for an additional 17,710 sq.m net of 
convenience floorspace by 2017. 

4.4.2 The report includes health checks of the centres located in the Borough, including Bromley-by-
Bow. It states that there are 22 units

15
 at Bromley by Bow, half of which are in A2-A5 service 

use. It states that there are only five A1 convenience outlets and only 1 comparison outlet.  In 
terms of the environment of the centre, the report found it to be run down and overall a poor 
shopping environment.  

4.4.3 The report states that Bromley-by-Bow does not currently have a designation but that the 
Council’s AAP for the area states it should become a new neighbourhood centre with 

                                                      
14

 Roger Tym & Partners are now part of Peter Brett Associates LLP 
15

 With the exception of the Tesco foodstore, all of the units at Bromley-by-Bow are outside the boundaries of the 
Legacy Corporation area.  
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connections over the A12 between the Tesco store and Bromley-by-Bow underground station, 
and a mix of uses and activities during the day and evening.  

4.4.4 In terms of recommendations, the study set out a number of areas, which they think, should 
be the priority for the identified comparison retail floorspace, and this includes Bromley-by-
Bow if it is developed as a new district centre.  The study also states that due to the fact that 
the Tesco store at Bromley-by-Bow is overtrading it should be encouraged to extend or 
redevelop.   

4.4.5 The report also provides further recommendations on Bromley-by-Bow and states that the 
Tesco store is in need of redevelopment and expansion and the considerable housing growth 
planned for the area will support additional facilities. It is also states that in order for Bromley-
by-Bow to become a district centre, any proposal would need to deliver a remodelled 
streetscape including a high quality pedestrian road crossing, together with additional 
convenience and comparison shopping, a range of service outlets, and civic facilities. It goes 
on to say that, the Council could allocate Bromley-by-Bow as a district centre and specify that 
any scheme would need to include all these elements in order to obtain planning permission.  

4.4.6 The report also recommends that Hackney Wick should also be considered as a new 
neighbourhood centre.  

4.5 London Borough of Tower Hamlets: Tower Hamlets Town Centre Spatial 
Strategy to 2025 

4.5.1 This document sets out a strategy of how the town centres in Tower Hamlets borough could 
be developed over the next fifteen years, and provides the Council with a framework for place 
shaping to coordinate physical growth and development with economic regeneration and local 
management priorities. The findings of the Tower Hamlets Retail & Leisure Study (as 
discussed above) contributed to the recommendations of the Strategy.  

4.5.2 The Study found most centres in Tower Hamlets to be ‘reasonably healthy’, and many to have 
benefited from a growth in footfall as a result of population (and therefore expenditure) growth, 
and in some cases improvements to the public realm. The report notes that town centres to 
the central and eastern areas of the Borough are generally smaller and have less pressure for 
growth, but are expected to experience growth and change in the composition of their local 
population. The report adds that ‘many of these town centres provide very local, but vitally 
important services, to some deprived neighbourhoods’.  

4.5.3 The Study continues to set out an overall ‘vision’ for town centres in Tower Hamlets Borough 
and identifies four overarching aims for the Borough, centred around the proactive planning of 
town centres; ensuring good quality design and public realm, maximising use of public assets; 
effective management of town centres; and maximise their accessibility and roles as strategic 
transport interchanges.  

4.6 London Borough of Hackney Retail & Leisure Study (2005) 

4.6.1 The LB Hackney Retail and Leisure Study was undertaken by Roger Tym & Partners in 2005 
in order to provide background information to inform the emerging LDF and to provide 
baseline information for the development of AAPs and regeneration strategies for Dalston 
Kingsland and Hackney (Mare Street) town centres. The study did not discuss Hackney Wick 
in any significant detail. 

4.6.2 The catchment area of the study consisted of LB Hackney and a small number of wards in 
Islington and Tower Hamlets.  The study estimated that in the Borough there was capacity for 
an additional 6,400 sq.m net comparison floorspace by 2016, and capacity for an additional 
5,959 sq.m convenience floorspace by 2016.  
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4.6.3 In terms of the convenience goods floorspace, the report indicated that Dalston had capacity 
for the highest proportion of the convenience goods floorspace growth across the entire 
forecast period.  

4.6.4 The report also identifies the potential opportunity sites where the identified floorspace could 
be accommodated.  It states that Dalston, the major town centre in Hackney, contains most of 
the opportunity sites, whereas Stoke Newington only contains one.  

4.7 London Borough of Hackney Retail Centres Study (2011) 

4.7.1 The LB Hackney Retail Centres Study was undertaken by Strategic Perspectives (SP) in 
2011. The aim of the study was to assist with the further development and implementation of 
its Area Action Plans (AAPs) for each centre, specifically focusing on practical 
recommendations on the appropriate scale and type of new retail and leisure floorspace.  

4.7.2 This report sets out the findings of the 2005 study in terms of retail floorspace capacity. It 
states that they have not updated this but recommend that an updated assessment is 
undertaken as soon as possible especially in light of the Stratford City opening which will have 
a significant impact on shopping patterns across East London and beyond.  

4.7.3 The report states without carrying out a detailed update of the 2005 capacity assessment, 
underpinned by a new survey, it is difficult to advise whether the capacity forecasts will 
change significantly. Notwithstanding this, it is apparent that the Borough-wide floorspace 
capacity forecasts for both comparison and convenience goods of up to 6,400sqm and 3,900 
sq.m by 2016 are modest when considered against the significant new retail floorspace 
opening at Stratford City in 2011.  

4.7.4 SP state that, in their judgement, an appropriate ‘critical mass’ of comparison and 
convenience goods retail floorspace will need to be provided in Dalston and Hackney Central 
if these centres are to maintain and strengthen their attraction and market shares in the face 
of increased competition from other centres in the East London area and beyond.  

4.7.5 The study also sets out its findings and recommendations in relation to Hackney Wick and 
states that based on the review of the AAP retail strategy and the opportunity sites identified 
for new Class A1 and Class A3-A5 uses, it concludes that the main provision should be 
concentrated in and around Hackney Wick Station, specifically focused on the proposed 
Wallis Yard public square and around Main Yard.  

4.7.6 The report also sets out the floorspace capacity requirements for Hackney Wick and estimates 
that by 2020 there will be capacity for up to 1,910 sq.m of retail floorspace, rising to 2,770 
sq.m by 2030. The majority of this identified capacity is for convenience goods floorspace.  
These are considered to be relatively modest capacity requirements, which are in line with the 
limited role and function, which Hackney Wick currently plays in the local retail hierarchy (and 
also in line with the Legacy Corporation’s proposed designation of Hackney Wick as an 
‘Emerging Neighbourhood Centre’)

16
.  

4.7.7 In terms of A3-A5 floorspace, the report estimates there is capacity for up to 820 sq.m by 
2020, rising to 1,190 sq.m by 2030.  

4.8 London Borough of Waltham Forest Retail & Leisure Study (2009) 

4.8.1 The LB Waltham Forest Retail & Leisure Study was undertaken by Nathaniel Lichfield & 
Partners (NLP) in 2009. In terms of convenience goods, floorspace the study estimated that in 
the Borough there is capacity for an additional 7,624 sq.m of large foodstore floorspace up to 

                                                      
16

 It is acknowledged that part of the Hackney Wick area falls within LB Tower Hamlets however it is considered 
the conclusions of the Hackney Retail Centres Study are applicable to the centre as a whole. 
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2026, and an additional 4,193 sq.m net of small store floorspace by 2026. The study states 
that the majority of this floorspace should be concentrated in Waltham Forest North/Central 
(outside the Legacy Corporation area).  

4.8.2 In terms of comparison goods floorspace, when taking into account the Stratford City 
development, assuming it would reduce Waltham Forest’s current market share, the study 
found there to be capacity for 12,172 sq.m net of additional comparison floorspace in Waltham 
Forest North up to 2026, 21,492 sq.m net in Waltham Forest Central up to 2026, and 14,648 
sq.m net in Waltham Forest South by 2026.  

4.9 London Borough of Newham Town Centre & Retail Study (2010) 

4.9.1 The LB Newham Town Centre & Retail Study was undertaken by GVA Grimley in 2010. The 
aim of the study was to inform the policy approach in the Council’s LDF documents and 
development control decisions. 

4.9.2 The study sets out capacity projections for retail floorspace in the borough up to 2025. In 
terms of convenience floorspace, the study estimated that there was an oversupply of 2,777 
sq.m net floorspace up to 2015, but a positive requirement of 1,978 sq.m net arising by 2025. 
The majority of this floorspace capacity was found to be in the north-west of the Borough 
around Stratford, with some limited capacity in the south-east, around East Ham, Green Street 
and Beckton.   

4.9.3 The study also considered the convenience goods capacity assessment after commitments 
and incorporating a 15% survey area market share ‘uplift’. GVA stated that given the scale of 
proposed development being proposed in the Borough (much of which is subsequently 
underway), it is appropriate to assume that Newham will achieve a strong uplift in the level of 
convenience goods market share. Incorporating this market share uplift, GVA estimated that 
there would be capacity for an additional 6,400 sq.m net

17
 of convenience floorspace by 2015, 

rising to 12,900 sq.m net by 2025. These clearly represent substantial convenience goods 
requirements, although we note the date of the study means that it was prepared under a 
different set of expenditure growth forecasts compared to those used in this study.  

4.9.4 In terms of comparison goods floorspace capacity requirements, using a baseline scenario 
based on current market shares, GVA estimated that there was no capacity for additional 
floorspace by 2015, but forecast a significant positive requirement of 43,100 sq.m net by 2025. 
The majority of this capacity was again found to arise in the Stratford area, reflecting the 
population (and therefore expenditure) growth which is expected to come forward in this area. 
In addition, some capacity for new comparison goods floorspace is also identified in the south-
east of the Borough, around East Ham, Green Street and Beckton, and the north-east, around 
Forest Gate.  

4.9.5 GVA also estimated the comparison goods capacity after commitments and the development 
of Stratford City and estimated that the development of this would increase the borough-wide 
comparison goods capacity requirement to 19,200 sq.m net of floorspace by 2015, rising to 
87,200 sq.m net by 2025.  

4.9.6 In terms of recommendations for Stratford town centre, the study stated that the forthcoming 
masterplan for the town centre should be driven by the overall objective to create a cohesive 
town centre with strong linkages, connectivity, pedestrian circuits, and the creation of one 
retail destination driven by a sense of place/identity.  

                                                      
17

 Rounded figures 
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4.10 Summary of existing retail study evidence bases 

4.10.1 As can be seen from our summaries above, the existing retail evidence bases for the 
boroughs vary in how up to date they are. Importantly, each of the studies discussed above 
were undertaken prior to the opening of Westfield Stratford City, and therefore there is no 
clear understanding of how the opening of this development has influenced shopping patterns 
across the boroughs within the existing evidence base documents; furthermore they do not 
take into account the changes in shopping patterns that this opening will have had.  

4.10.2 However, in terms of the other centres across the four boroughs we consider that there is 
relatively little change in the retail offer (and overall performance) of the existing town centres. 
Therefore as indicators of the performance and potential trade draw of these centres the 
findings of these studies can be considered to remain relevant.  

4.10.3 Whilst the methodology which underpins the assessment of retail and leisure capacity is 
broadly unchanged from the time of preparation of the studies listed above, caution should be 
applied when considering the capacity forecasts set out in these evidence base documents, 
particularly those which pre-date the economic downturn, because of different assumptions 
into each study in respect of expenditure growth rates, ‘special forms of trading’ (such as 
online shopping) and so on. However, as an indicative amount of the level of floorspace, 
which could potentially be supported in Hackney Wick Proposed Neighbourhood Centre, we 
consider the conclusions of the Hackney Retail Centres study to remain broadly robust

18
.  

4.10.4 We would also advise that each study adopted different catchment areas as the basis of their 
assessments (with a considerable degree of overlap with one another). In our assessment, we 
have therefore made a judgment on the most suitable catchment area to use and provided 
updated retail and leisure capacity forecasts based on this. We discuss this further in Section 
6 of our report.  

4.10.5 The PPG states that each local planning authority should ensure that the Local Plan is based 
on adequate, up-to-date and relevant evidence about the economic, social and environmental 
characteristics and prospects of the area. LPA’s should ensure that their assessments and 
strategies for housing, employment and other uses are integrated, and that they take full 
account of relevant market and economic signals. The study therefore responds to this 
requirement of the PPG.  

4.11 Changes in provision since the completion of the evidence base studies 

4.11.1 In order to update the quantitative and qualitative recommendations of the evidence base 
studies summarised

19
, it is important to have a clear understanding of significant changes in 

retail provision, which have taken place subsequent to the completion of the above-listed 
evidence base studies in each of these Boroughs. Given the strategic nature of this study, we 
are principally concerned with developments, which can be expected to have influenced 
shopping patterns over a reasonable geographic area, including the Legacy Corporation area.   

4.11.2 We have reviewed information from ‘commitments’ data in the evidence base studies above, 
as well as our own work elsewhere in the Greater London and wider region. Table 4.1, shown 
below, summarises the principal ‘pipeline’ developments, which those studies identified, and 
updates their current position, as well as assessing the potential for them to impact on 
shopping patterns of residents in the Legacy Corporation area.  

                                                      
18

 It is acknowledged that part of the Hackney Wick area falls within LB Tower Hamlets. However it is considered 
the conclusions of the Hackney Retail Centres Study are applicable to the centre as a whole. 
19

 Because the household survey data which we use to underpin our study is dated from 2007, any developments 
completed subsequent to this need to be factored in as ‘commitments’. It is therefore a worthwhile exercise to 
clearly identify any newer developments which have scope to impact on shopping patterns.  
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4.11.3 The findings of Table 4.1 are then used to inform our quantitative and qualitative retail 
capacity updates in Section 6.  

Table 4.1 — Major retail developments in Legacy Corporation Boroughs 

Description of development Current status Impact assessment on Legacy 
Corporation area 

Westfield, Stratford City 

Major new shopping facility 
adjacent to Stratford town centre, 
anchored by John Lewis and 
Marks & Spencer stores and 
containing a large number of 
high-profile national and 
international retail and leisure 
brands. Other facilities include a 
Waitrose supermarket, Vue 
Cinema and an extensive number 
of family dining restaurants. 
 

The development has now been 
completed and commenced 
trading. 

The scale of the retail offer is considered 
to have a significant impact on local and 
regional shopping patterns. It is 
necessary to have full regard to this 
opening of this development in our 
quantitative and qualitative assessment.  

Silvertown Quays, LB Newham (outside Legacy Corporation area) 

Large-scale redevelopment of the 
Silvertown Quays area to provide 
a mixture of residential and 
commercial uses.  

Planning permission has lapsed 
but a development agreement 
signed in 2012 to move site 
forward. 
 
 

Likely to have limited impact on shopping 
patterns of residents in the Legacy 
Corporation area due to distance.  

Canning Town, LB Newham (outside Legacy Corporation area) 

Redevelopment of Rathbone 
Market area to provide enhanced 
facilities 

Ongoing Likely to have limited impact on shopping 
patterns of residents in the Legacy 
Corporation area due to distance. 

New development adjacent to 
Canning Town station to include 
a Morrisons foodstore, cinema, 
hotel, town square and range of 
shops.  

Construction underway; the 
foodstore is expected to 
commence trading in 2015.  

Likely to have limited impact on shopping 
patterns of residents in the Legacy 
Corporation area given provision of these 
uses in Stratford town centre.  

Dalston town centre, LB Hackney (outside Legacy Corporation area) 

Redevelopment of Kingsland 
Shopping Centre in Dalston town 
centre 

Revised plans for the 
redevelopment of the scheme 
were revealed in summer 2013. It 
is understood that no planning 
application has yet been 
submitted.  

Likely to have limited impact on shopping 
patterns of residents in the Legacy 
Corporation area due to distance.  

Tesco foodstore, Highams Park, Chingford (outside Legacy Corporation area) 

Tesco foodstore with a net sales 
area of 2,294 sq.m and estimated 
turnover of £30m 

The development has now been 
completed and commenced 
trading. 

Likely to have limited impact on shopping 
patterns of residents in the Legacy 
Corporation area due to distance and 
presence of comparable facilities within 
and closer to boundaries of Legacy 
Corporation area.  

Source: evidence base studies, IGD, PBA research 
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5 Review of centres in Legacy Corporation area 

5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 In this section we present a brief review of the retail and leisure offer of the centres of Stratford 
Town Centre (Extension and existing town centre, which together form Stratford Metropolitan 
Centre), Hackney Wick and Bromley-by-Bow, which all fall within the Legacy Corporation 
area, and are defined in the emerging Local Plan.  The locations of the above centres, which 
are our main focus, are shown mapped at Figure 3 (Section 2). For the centres of Hackney 
Wick and Bromley-by-Bow our assessment is based on qualitative observations as the limited 
size of these centres means there is limited quantitative data in the public domain. The 
emerging Local Plan also identifies two further centres — Pudding Mill Lane and East Village 
— these are emerging centres and there are presently insufficient facilities within these 
centres for a full assessment to be made.  

5.1.2 Our review of the performance of each centre takes into account key ‘health check’ indicators 
as set out in the PPG, including the diversity of town centre uses; retail and commercial 
diversity of uses; operator demand; vacant units; pedestrian footfall; town centre 
environmental quality; and accessibility by a variety of means of transport.  

5.2 Stratford (Town Centre Extension & Metropolitan Centre) 

5.2.1 Stratford town centre forms the principal centre within the Legacy Corporation area. Whilst it 
is only the ‘Town Centre Extension’ which falls within the administrative boundaries of the 
Legacy Corporation area, the ‘established’ centre is well connected to this and accordingly it is 
considered appropriate to assess the retail offer of both parts of the centre together. The 
‘Town Centre Extension’ reflects the part of the town centre, which has been developed as 
Westfield Stratford City (WSC) and its surrounding environs. 

Westfield Stratford City 
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5.2.2 Stratford (including the Town Centre Extension) is identified as a ‘Metropolitan Centre’ in the 
London Plan, reflecting the scale and breadth of the offer of ‘town centre’ uses within the 
centre. 

Diversity of uses within the centre 

5.2.3 The opening of WSC in 2011 delivered a fundamental step-change in the scale and quality of 
the retail offer in Stratford, and indeed East London, diversifying the quality of the retail offer 
towards a more middle and upper-middle market scale, introducing an extensive number of 
new retailers to the centre, and introducing new commercial leisure operators. The centre now 
acts as a major shopping destination for much of the east London conurbation with a 
catchment area stretching further beyond this.  

5.2.4 WSC has approximately 330 retail stores, the vast majority of which are occupied by national 
retail operators.  The offer of the centre is principally comparison (non-foods) goods-led, 
including two major department stores (John Lewis and Marks & Spencer) and a retail offer, 
which is heavily geared towards mid- and upper-middle fashion goods retailers. The 
convenience (food) offer within WSC is more limited, extending to a medium-sized Waitrose 
supermarket, but this is balanced by a stronger offer elsewhere in Stratford town centre (i.e. 
outside of WSC). WSC has a good level of provision of ‘family dining’ facilities, such as 
Strada, Jamie’s Italian, Las Iguanas and Wagamama’s — addressing a previous under-
provision of these type of facilities in Stratford town centre.  

5.2.5 In the remainder of Stratford town centre (outside WSC), the retail offer is a broader mix of 
convenience, comparison and services, but generally geared towards the middle and lower-
end of the market spectrum. Within the existing town centre, 23% of floorspace is given over 
to convenience goods uses, against a UK average of 17%. There are two foodstores — 
operated by Sainsbury’s and Morrisons — the latter of which in particular can be considered to 
act as an ‘anchor’ store within this part of the centre.  

5.2.6 The Sainsbury’s store, located within The Mall, is smaller and, whilst functional, would 
potentially benefit from improvement. Comparison goods representation in this part of the 
centre is considered to be generally in line with UK averages, although the choice within each 
of the comparison goods categories is limited in terms of both choice and quality, particularly 
when compared to the offer in WSC.  There is also some duplication in the retail offer in WSC 
and the rest of Stratford town centre.  

5.2.7 The retail offer of this part of the centre is complemented by a number of services operators 
such as hairdressers, banks, building societies and travel agents, as well as a range of fast 
food restaurants (McDonalds, KFC), coffee shops (Starbucks) and restaurants (Pizza 
Express).  

5.2.8 Overall, we consider the diversity of uses in Stratford town centre — when assessed as a 
whole — to be generally good and reflective of Stratford’s status as a Metropolitan Centre.  

Retailer representation 

5.2.9 Retailer representation in Stratford has clearly been substantially enhanced through the 
opening of WSC, which has introduced a substantial number of new retailers who were 
previously unrepresented in the area. As noted above, the centre is anchored by major 
department stores John Lewis and Marks & Spencer, supported by a wide range of other 
comparison goods retailers — mostly fashion-led. The fashion retail offer includes a mixture of 
aspirational ‘lifestyle’ brands such as Hollister, Levi’s, Lacoste and Fred Perry, and ‘High 
Street’ fashion stores such as Primark, Topshop/Topman, Next, H&M, River Island, Zara and 
Pull & Bear, as well as general merchandise ‘High Street’ stores such as Boots, Superdrug, 
Currys and WHSmith (there is some overlap in the retail offer with the existing town centre in 
this respect). There are also a range of services such as branches of Natwest and HSBC 
banks, and Kuoni travel agents.  
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Commercial leisure representation 

5.2.10 As noted above WSC benefits from an extensive commercial leisure offer, with representation 
from coffee shop operators such as Starbucks, Pret a Manager and Costa; a large number of 
restaurants, as noted above, including two internal food dining courts, and a ‘market’ area for 
more specialist retailers. There is also a Vue Cinema, Aspers Casino and All Star Lanes 
Bowling Alley.  

Operator demand 

5.2.11 Although we have not undertaken any consultations with commercial property agents, we 
anticipate demand for retail premises in Stratford (and particularly WSC) to remain high on 
account of the existing strong retail offer and the desire for other retailers currently 
unrepresented to be proximate to this. The FOCUS Commercial Property Database lists active 
requirements specifically for Stratford for Paul (upmarket boulangerie), Phase Eight (ladies 
clothing), and Soletrader (footwear) as well as more mid-market requirements such as 
Domino’s, Caffe Nero and Dr China. In the wider London area the FOCUS database indicates 
high levels of demand for in-centre retail and commercial leisure premises and we would 
expect that if suitable opportunities arise within Stratford they would be attractive to operators 
in these sectors. 

Vacant units 

5.2.12 Stratford town centre (excluding WSC) benefits from a relatively low vacancy rate of 8% at the 
time of the most recent Experian Goad survey of the centre, compared to the UK average 
vacancy rate of 14%. Our visits to the centre indicate this vacancy rate remains generally low, 
with no high-profile vacant premises and sites within the centre. WSC is at near-full 
occupancy, with few vacant units. Reflecting our comments above, the strong quality of the 
retail offer at WSC means that any vacant units, which do become available would be 
expected to be leased quickly.  

Pedestrian footfall 

5.2.13 The opening of WSC has unquestionably had a positive impact on pedestrian footfall — but 
has also altered the geography of the centre. Although the retail offer of WSC and the existing 
town centre generally complement one another, they do not appear to experience the same 
levels of footfall. Nevertheless, footfall in the existing town centre can generally be considered 
to be strong. The presence of two reasonably-sized supermarkets and a range of other 
reasonable anchor stores assists in generating a good level of footfall in this part of the centre. 
Nevertheless, any further initiatives which assist in improving pedestrian footfall between the 
two parts of the centre should be supported.  

Town centre environmental quality 

5.2.14 The environmental quality of the centre as a whole can be considered generally strong. WSC 
is a well-maintained, generally high-quality shopping centre which is linked with the 
established town centre via a pedestrian footbridge across the railway lines. Whilst there is no 
doubt that Stratford does feel a centre of ‘two halves’, given the heavy rail infrastructure which 
bisects the centre is it difficult to see significant scope for further improvement of this. Both 
WSC and the existing town centre are well-connected to public transport interchanges. The 
existing town centre has also evidently benefited from significant investment which allows it to 
have a generally good standard of environmental quality, although the Stratford Centre 
inevitably looks somewhat dated compared to WSC.   
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Accessibility 

5.2.15 One of the principal advantages of Stratford town centre — both WSC and the existing town 
centre — is its strong levels of accessibility. There is substantial car parking provision at WSC, 
and the Stratford Centre is served by a separate multi-storey car park at Great Eastern Street. 
However, Stratford’s key strength is its public transport connections, with the town centre 
served by two Underground lines, High Speed 1 services between St Pancras International 
and destinations in Kent, Docklands Light Railway, London Overground, and eastern mainline 
services between Liverpool Street, Norwich, Chelmsford and a wide network of suburban 
centres in Essex and Hertfordshire. 

5.3 Bromley-by-Bow 

5.3.1 Bromley-By-Bow sits to the southern edge of the Legacy Corporation area, and is a second 
area where the Legacy Corporation (and LB Tower Hamlets previously) have considered there 
to be scope for intensification of ‘town centre’ uses in order to assist in the regeneration of the 
area and promote a greater level of access to services by local residents. The Legacy 
Corporation identifies an area of land bounded by the A12 to the west, Great Eastern Main 
Line to the south, Three Mills Lane to the north, and the River Lea to the east, as being 
suitable for town centre uses.  

5.3.2 On the opposite side of the A12 lies Bromley-By-Bow underground station and the Legacy 
Corporation’s aspirations for the area include improving connectivity between the station and 
the area identified for improvement. It is also noteworthy the London Plan identifies Bromley-
By-Bow as a potential location for a new district centre. 

5.3.3 Presently, ‘town centre’ uses in the area are limited, and principally restricted to a Tesco 
foodstore located at the junction of Three Mills Lane and Hancock Road. The store is 
sufficiently large so as to be able to cater for both ‘main’ and ‘top-up’ shopping needs, and 
from our visits to the store appears to have benefited from recent investment and 
modernisation. The store appears popular and well-supported, with a large customer car park 
to the rear. The store divorced from nearby residential areas by the A12, and we understand 
that the Legacy Corporation is keen to see improved linkages across the A12 to improve 
connectivity in this respect.  

Tesco store, Bromley-By-Bow 
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5.3.4 The environmental quality of the area is presently poor. The A12 is a major thoroughfare 
across east London, and the proposed town centre area is reached via a small underpass. 
The heavy vehicular traffic is intrusive and is unquestionably detrimental to the environmental 
quality of the area, and it is considered that personal safety outside of daylight hours would be 
considered an area of concern. There a number of derelict buildings and plots of land on the 
site which contribute to the run-down appearance of the area. However, it is positive to note 
that some parcels of land immediately adjacent to the proposed district centre boundary have 
been the subject of redevelopment, and the location of the historically-significant Three Mills 
Island to the east of the centre both make positive contributions to the quality of the area.  

5.3.5 In terms of accessibility, the location of the centre adjacent to Bromley-by-Bow station ensures 
the area is easily accessible from central and east London. The proposed centre is also 
served by two bus routes – the 108, which runs every ten minutes between Stratford and 
Lewisham, and the 488, which runs five times an hour and provides connections to Hackney 
Wick and Dalston.  

5.3.6 Planning permission has been granted for the redevelopment of the area to facilitate the 
creation of a district centre, but we understand this permission has recently lapsed. The 
permission proposed approximately 11,400 sq.m of A1 retail floorspace (including a relocated 
Tesco foodstore), and a further 8,200 sq.m of flexible use floorspace covering use classes A1 
to A5, B1, D1 and D2. Nevertheless, the principal of redevelopment of this parcel of land has 
been established and we consider there is clear scope for improvement of facilities in this 
area. 

5.4 Hackney Wick 

5.4.1 Hackney Wick presently has relatively little in the way of retail and leisure facilities. However, 
as discussed in Section 3, it is the aspiration of the Legacy Corporation to establish a 
‘neighbourhood centre’ in the vicinity of Hackney Wick station to enable day-to-day shopping 
needs to be met. At present, town centre uses in the area are restricted to a small local 
foodstore and take-away on Wallis Road, and a small Premier neighbourhood foodstore on 
Felstead Street. Whilst these stores stock daily essential convenience goods items, they are 
of insufficient size to cater for the increasing resident and workforce population in the area. 
Also on Felstead Street are a limited number of other ‘town centre’ uses including two take 
away restaurants, an art supplies store and a café. The nearby Hackney Pearl restaurant / 
coffee shop appears to act as an important hub for local residents and workers.  

5.4.2 On the southern side of the railway line, presently the majority of land uses are given over to 
light industrial uses and there are currently no ‘town centre’ uses. At present area feels quiet, 
but there is nevertheless a steady level of pedestrian activity passing through the area.  
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White Post Lane, Hackney Wick 

 

5.4.3 The environmental quality of the area which the Legacy Corporation propose to be developed 
as the neighbourhood centre would benefit from improvement, but in respect of the Wallis 
Road / Prince Edward Road area, can be considered reasonable, with evidence of recent 
investment in paving, directional signage and street furniture. Should the area be developed 
as a neighbourhood centre as intended, it is likely that further investment in the public realm 
and visual appearance of the area will be needed.  

5.4.4 Hackney Wick benefits from a good level of accessibility. There is limited car parking provision 
(on-street only) on account of the limited presence of ‘town centre’ uses and some modest 
enhancement of this may be needed. The proximity of Hackney Wick Overground station to 
the centre clearly represents a positive benefit to the area — services run approximately every 
ten minutes eastbound to Stratford and westbound to Clapham Junction or Richmond via 
Highbury & Islington and West Hampstead. The area is also served by two bus routes — 
Route 276 — which runs approximately every ten minutes and links the area to Stoke 
Newington, Homerton, Stratford Bus Station, West Ham, Plaistow and Newham Hospital, and 
route 488, which runs five times an hour between Dalston and Bromley-by-Bow.  

5.4.5 At face value, Hackney Wick does not have a sufficient range of facilities at present to 
effectively operate as a neighbourhood centre — there is an extremely limited range of ‘town 
centre’ uses to meet the needs of the local resident and working populations. However, it is 
recognised that the improvement of facilities in this area is a clear objective of the Legacy 
Corporation and we would expect future assessments to identify improvements to the offer as 
the Legacy Corporation aspirations are progressed. There are clear opportunity sites within 
the identified neighbourhood centre area to facilitate enhancement the current offer.  

5.4.6 We agree with the Legacy Corporation that there is a need for an improvement in facilities to 
better meet local needs. There are two prime opportunities within the centre which afford the 
opportunity for modest improvement to the retail offer in the centre — the former Lord Napier 
public house on Hepscott Road (south of the Overground station), and a vacant site on the 
junction of Wallis Road and Prince Edward Road. Given the central location of this site 
between the existing (limited) town centre uses, this latter site is considered a natural location 
for enhancement of uses. We return to discuss this further later in our report.  
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6 Quantitative retail capacity forecasts 

6.1 Introduction 

6.1.1 This section is our assessment of the quantitative need for comparison (non-food) and 
convenience (food) retail floorspace which the Legacy Corporation should consider planning 
and allocating sites/locations for over the course of the plan period to 2031.  

6.1.2 Reflecting the requirements of the study brief, the findings of the study have not been 
supported by a new household telephone survey of shopping patterns. Instead, we have used 
existing evidence base studies, updating the figures to take into account developments, which 
have taken place subsequent to this. We return to discuss this approach further below. We 
also define the study area (SA) which has been used as the basis of our assessment.  

6.1.3 Our assessment of quantitative need adopts a widely-followed, industry-accepted step-by-step 
methodology. We present more detailed analysis and tabulations as appendices to the main 
report, which we refer to where appropriate. The six principal steps in undertaking a 
quantitative need assessment are summarised overleaf (Figure 6).  

Figure 6 — Stages of quantitative need assessment 
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6.2 Definition of the Study Area 

6.2.1 In order to effectively undertake an assessment of need for new retail floorspace, it is first 
necessary to define a suitable Study Area (SA), which fully covers the Legacy Corporation 
area, plus a surrounding catchment area, which are likely to look towards facilities within the 
SA.  

6.2.2 As the remit of the study brief is for existing evidence base studies to be refreshed and 
updated for the purposes of establishing updated capacity forecasts, we have therefore 
considered the existing retail capacity evidence base studies for each of the four London 
Boroughs, which falls within the Legacy Corporation administrative area. Our appraisal of 
these identified that: 

 The LB Newham Retail Study is the most recently-published retail study, but the household 
survey undertaken in support of this study is a hybrid of household survey work completed 
in 2007 for the LB Newham ‘Canning Town Retail Study & Vision’ study, and a separate 
2009 study which undertook a more detailed insight into local shopping patterns and 
leisure destinations in the six main centres within the LB Newham.  

 The LB Tower Hamlets Retail Study draws from a household survey undertaken in June 
2008, and whilst the catchment area covers the Legacy Corporation area in its entirety, it is 
considered that it does not extend sufficiently to cover the increased trade draw to Stratford 
town centre as a consequence of the opening of WSC.  

 The LB Waltham Forest Retail & Leisure Study covers an extensive catchment area, and 
dates from 2009. However, its coverage of the Legacy Corporation area is only partial, and 
therefore does not represent a suitable SA on which to base our analysis.  

 The LB Hackney Retail Study has the oldest survey data (from 2004) and the SA does not 
extend to cover the Legacy Corporation site.  
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6.2.3 Having considered the existing evidence base, it is considered the LB Newham studies 
represents the most appropriate evidence base to update for the purposes of our study. 
Figure 7 shows the boundaries of the SA we are updating, which is taken from the 
aforementioned Canning Town Retail Study (CTRS). We have extended the boundary of zone 
8 of the CTRS to take into account the small parts of the Legacy Corporation area which fall 
outside the boundaries of the CTRS for the purposes of our assessment (these areas do not 
include any established areas of commercial activity; the only defined centre which falls within 
this area is Hackney Wick). Therefore, it can be assumed that this area shows the same 
shopping patterns as zone 8.  

Figure 7 — Study Area 

 

6.2.4 Figure 7 shows that the majority of the Legacy Corporation area falls within the SA, with the 
exception of the proposed neighbourhood centre at Hackney Wick. However, as we have 
identified in the previous section that there is very little in the way of retail facilities at this 
location, we do not consider this to be a concern. The Legacy Corporation area falls almost 
entirely within zone 8 of the SA, with the exception of Bromley-By-Bow which falls within zone 
12. Other principal centres in the SA include Canning Town (zone 2), East Ham (zone 3), and 
retail warehousing / large-format supermarkets in the Beckton area (zone 4).  

6.3 Population growth in the Study Area (Step 1a) 

6.3.1 We have updated the population forecasts for each of the SA zones from those set out in the 
CTRS. The updated populations are shown in Table 6.1, for the study base year of 2014, and 
the ‘interval’ years adopted for the purposes of our retail and leisure capacity forecasting, of 
2017, 2021, 2026 and 2031. Current and future population figures for each zone are derived 
from Experian’s MicroMarketer system.  Experian are an established and industry-accepted 
data provider and the use of their population (and also per capita expenditure) forecasts 
represents a robust approach.   

6.3.2 We have also adjusted the population of zone 8 to take into account the significant residential 
growth, which is expected to take place within the Legacy Corporation area, based on 
population growth forecasts provided to us by the Legacy Corporation. It can be seen from 
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Table 6.1 that the total population of the SA is currently estimated at 421,987 persons. When 
having regard to the population growth which is anticipated to come forward by 2031 within 
the Legacy Corporation, the total population of the SA is expected to increase to 555,625 — 
an increase of 133,639 persons.  

Table 6.1 — Population of SA to 2031 

Year 2014 2017 2021 2026 2031 
Change, 
2014-31 

Population 
(persons) 

421,987 450,534 488,021 528,465 555,625 +133,639 

Source: Experian MicroMarketer G3 projections for study area zones and Legacy Corporation projections for population growth 
within the Legacy Corporation area 

6.3.3 We have adopted the same SA for the purposes of our assessments of comparison and 
convenience goods retail capacity, and also commercial leisure capacity (discussed 
separately in Section 8) 

6.4 Current and future study area spending growth in the Study Area (Step 
1b) 

6.4.1 The growth in population in the SA will translate into an increase in total expenditure, which is 
available for spending on comparison and convenience goods shopping. We summarise this 
below.  

6.4.2 The total amount of comparison goods expenditure which is expected to come forward in the 
SA over the study period to 2026 is summarised in Table 6.2. It can be seen that total 
spending on comparison goods is expected to increase from £832.54m in the study base year 
of 2014, to £1,120.57m by 2021 and £1,695.55m by 2031 — in total the amount of 
comparison goods expenditure available to residents of the SA will at least double by 2031, 
partly on account of the considerable population growth coming forward in zone 8 (the Legacy 
Corporation area). 

6.4.3 Increases in spending on convenience goods will be less pronounced but nevertheless 
considerable, increasing from £605.18m (2014) to £714.28m (2021) and £872.63m (2031), an 
increase of £267.45m over the course of the study period (Table 6.3).  

6.4.4 The growth in expenditure for each of the individual zones in the SA is summarised at Table 
3a (for comparison goods) and Table 3b (for convenience goods) of Appendix 2, and is 
calculated by applying the zonal population figures (Table 1, Appendix 2) to the per-capita 
spending on comparison goods (Table 2a, Appendix 2) and convenience goods (Table 2b, 
Appendix 2).  

6.4.5 This growth in expenditure makes allowance for ‘Special Forms of Trading’ — principally 
online shopping, but also other non-store based forms of retailing such as markets and 
catalogue shopping. We have set out in Section 3 that online shopping in particular is 
becoming an increasingly significant means of shopping, and our assessment has full regard 
to this. Allowance for SFT is therefore deducted from the total ‘pot’ of comparison goods 
expenditure available to residents of the SA. Based on current forecasts, Experian consider 
that SFT will continue to grow its influence over spending patterns until 2021, beyond which 
time there will be a levelling out of the growth rates.  

6.4.6 Experian make allowance for ‘store-picked’ transactions in both their comparison and 
convenience goods SFT estimates, which are termed the ‘adjusted’ SFT forecasts. ‘Store-
picked’ transactions refer to goods which are ordered by a customer online, but collected / 
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processed by the customer’s nearest branch of the retail store in question (and therefore 
contribute to the turnover of that store). We apply these ‘adjusted’ figures as our SFT discount 
(see Tables 3a and 3b, Appendix 2).  

Table 6.2 — Comparison goods expenditure in the SA to 2031  

 2014 2017 2021 2026 2031 

Total comparison 
goods expenditure 
in SA (£m) 

941.78 1089.94 1329.26 1662.46 2016.11 

Deduction for SFT 
(%) 

11.6% 13.8% 15.7% 15.9% 15.9% 

Deduction for SFT 
(£m) 

109.25 150.41 208.69 264.33 320.56 

Residual 
comparison 
goods 
expenditure in SA 
(£m) 

832.54 939.53 1120.57 1398.13 1695.55 

Source: Table 3a, Appendix 2 

Table 6.3 — Convenience goods expenditure in the SA to 2031 

 2014 2017 2021 2026 2031 

Total convenience 
goods expenditure 
in SA (£m) 

621.97 668.55 748.72 844.85 924.39 

Deduction for SFT 
(%) 

2.7% 3.5% 4.6% 5.1% 5.6% 

Deduction for SFT 
(£m) 

16.79 23.40 34.44 43.09 51.77 

Residual 
convenience 
goods 
expenditure in SA 
(£m) 

605.18 645.15 714.28 801.76 872.63 

Source: Table 3b, Appendix 2 

6.5 Spending patterns in the Study Area (Step 2) 

6.5.1 As stated above, for the purposes of establishing comparison and convenience goods 
floorspace capacity we have, as a starting point, used the findings of a household telephone 
survey of shopping patterns undertaken by NEMS Market Research in support of the CTRS. 
The household survey was completed in July 2007, and sought to establish residents’ patterns 
of shopping for ‘main’ and ‘top-up’ food shopping, and shopping for different types of 
comparison goods, including clothing & footwear; furniture, floor covering and household 
textiles; DIY and decorating goods; domestic appliances; audio/visual equipment; and 
personal/ luxury goods.  
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6.5.2 The results of the household survey were previously not subject to a ‘composite’ analysis, an 
exercise which aggregates the market shares for the different types of comparison and 
convenience goods shopping to produce two overall sets of shopping patterns (one set for 
comparison, and one for convenience), which are in turn used as the basis of the retail 
floorspace needs assessment. However, we have instructed NEMS Market Research to 
undertake this exercise in support of this study and we discuss the results of this below. 

6.5.3 The composite spending patterns for comparison goods have been derived through 
application of percentage weights for the six shopping categories listed above, based on up-
to-date Experian per capita spending data for each of the zones in the SA. The composite 
spending patterns for convenience goods have been based on a weighted split of 80% for 
‘main’ food shopping trips and 20% for ‘top-up’ food shopping trips.  

Comparison goods 

6.5.4 Table 4 of Appendix 2 shows the ‘baseline’ market shares (i.e. percentage values) attracted 
to each of the main comparison goods shopping destinations within and surrounding the SA. 
Given the survey was completed in July 2007, it pre-dates the opening of Westfield Stratford 
City (WSC), which can be expected to have increased the popularity of, and therefore turnover 
of, Stratford town centre. We return to discuss this further below. 

6.5.5 Table 5 of Appendix 2 then converts these market shares to spending patterns (i.e. monetary 
values), by applying the market shares from Table 4 to the total comparison goods 
expenditure available to the SA at 2014, as summarised in Table 6.2.  

6.5.6 Table 5 of Appendix shows that of the total £832.54m comparison goods expenditure 
available to the SA, based on ‘baseline’ (unadjusted) shopping patterns, £481.78m is retained 
within the SA, and the majority of this spent at destinations including Beckon retail parks 
(£198.50m), East Ham town centre (£113.47m) and Stratford town centre (£96.62m). The 
remainder of the expenditure ‘leaks’ to other destinations, chiefly Ilford (£107.16m) and central 
London (£81.61m). A summary of the main comparison goods destinations is set out at Table 
6.4, and a more detailed breakdown of ‘baseline’ spending patterns is shown at Table 5 of 
Appendix 2. 

Table 6.4 — Summary of main comparison goods shopping destinations (baseline/unadjusted) 

Main comparison goods 
shopping destinations within 
SA (unadjusted) 

Turnover, 
2014 
(unadjusted) 
(£m) 

Main comparison goods 
shopping destinations 
outside SA (unadjusted) 

Turnover, 
2014 
(unadjusted) 
(£m) 

Beckon — Retail parks 198.50 Ilford 107.16 

East Ham 113.47 Central London / West End 81.61 

Stratford 96.62 Lakeside 45.86 

Barking 47.30 Romford 31.01 

Upton Park 14.94 Canary Wharf / Isle of Dogs 14.94 

Source: Table 5, Appendix 2 

6.5.7 The retail parks in Beckton can be seen to exert a strong influence on shopping patterns in the 
SA, attracting a turnover almost double that of Stratford (pre-Westfield). A considerable 
amount of expenditure is also lost to Ilford, which sits just outside the eastern boundary of the 
SA.  
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Adjustment for opening of Westfield Stratford City 

6.5.8 In their unadjusted form, the patterns of comparison goods shopping identified in the CTRS 
and summarised above, are not by themselves a robust basis on which to base updated 
capacity forecasts because: 

 They underestimate the turnover of Stratford town centre, which will have substantially 
increased as a consequence of the opening of WSC;  

 They overstate the turnover of the other centres in the SA, which can be expected to have 
experienced a degree of trade diversion to the improved retail offer at Stratford.  

 The nature of the retail offer at WSC means that it will be expected to draw trade from 
other centres with a comparable, sub-regional (or larger)-scale, national multiple-led retail 
offer — for example central London, Lakeside, Ilford and Romford — to a much greater 
extent than other locations within the SA.  

6.5.9 We have therefore undertaken a manual adjustment to the ‘baseline’ market shares shown in 
Table 4 of Appendix 2 to have regard of the opening of WSC. In undertaking this, we have had 
regard to the results of a household telephone survey of shopping patterns undertaken in 
support of the retail evidence base for Thurrock Council. As Thurrock includes the sub-
regional shopping destination of Lakeside, a wide geographical catchment area was adopted 
for this study, covering the majority of the eastern side of greater London — i.e. including 
Westfield Stratford City and its surrounding catchment area.  

6.5.10 The household survey results provide an indication of the geographical extend of Westfield 
Stratford City’s catchment area, as well as the turnover, which the development draws from 
this area. It is therefore a robust source on which to base the readjustment of shopping 
patterns for the purposes of our assessment. This exercise is set out in Tables 6, 7 and 8 of 
Appendix 2, and is structured as follows: 

 Table 6a of Appendix 2 sets out the total estimated turnover of WSC, which we have 
estimated at £905.64m. This estimate has been informed by up-to-date household survey 
data that forms part of the Thurrock Council evidence base. For the purposes of our 
assessment, we have assumed that 30% of the turnover of WSC will originate from within 
the SA, and the remaining 70% from outside the SA

20
. Table 6a shows that of the 

estimated turnover of £905.64m, £271.69m will therefore be drawn from the SA, with the 
remaining turnover of £633.95m being ‘inflow’ from outside the boundaries of the SA. This 
high level of inflow is reflective of the regional function of the retail offer at WSC  

 Table 6a then shows the locations from within the SA from which WSC is expected to draw 
trade from. For example, Table 6a shows that WSC diverts £54.89m comparison goods 
expenditure from existing retailers in Stratford; £58.65m from Beckton retail parks; 
£32.67m from West End / Central London; £27.56m from Ilford and £23.84m from East 
Ham. These figures are solely based on the turnovers these centres draw from residents in 
the SA. 

 Table 6b of Appendix 2 then shows the ‘residual’ turnovers of each centre within the SA 
having made allowance for the trade diversion in Table 6a. 

 Table 7 of Appendix 2 then shows the revised market shares of comparison goods 
shopping destinations in the SA, which demonstrate increased market shares attracted to 
Stratford town centre on account of the opening of WSC, and a corresponding reduction in 
the market share of other comparison goods shopping destinations within and surrounding 
the SA.  

                                                      
20

 Estimate informed by turnover to WSC from zones 10 and 12 of the Lakeside Sub-Regional Study survey 
zones, which are a comparable equivalent to the boundaries of the SA used in this assessment.  
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 Finally, Table 8 of Appendix 2 converts the market shares to revised spending patterns, by 
applying the percentages in Table 7 to the total ‘pot’ of comparison goods expenditure 
previously identified in Table 3a. It shows for example that the turnover of Stratford town 
centre from the SA increases from £96.62m (Table 5), to £313.42m (Table 8), and the 
turnover of other destinations across the SA (and beyond) is reduced. There is only 
marginal difference in the turnover of the smaller centres in the SA, which only have a 
limited comparison goods offer.  

Convenience goods 

6.5.11 Table 11 of Appendix 2 shows the ‘baseline’ market shares (i.e. percentage values) attracted 
to each of the main convenience goods shopping destinations within and surrounding the SA. 
The market shares are again based on the findings of the CTRS, and therefore again pre-
dates the opening of WSC. However, in the case of convenience goods shopping patterns, we 
are not aware of any fundamental store openings, which will have significantly altered 
shopping patterns to an equivalent degree as WSC. Analysis of foodstore databases and 
existing evidence base studies indicates that the majority of store openings within the SA 
subsequent to the CTRS have been small-scale, ‘Express’ format store openings, and 
because these are designed to meet local needs, they do not need to be specifically factored 
into our assessment.  

6.5.12 Whilst there have been two larger foodstores opening within WSC, we treat these as 
‘commitments’ for the purposes of our assessment. We return to discuss these below.  

6.5.13 Table 12 of Appendix 2 converts the market shares to spending patterns, by applying the 
percentage shown in Table 11 to the total convenience goods expenditure available to 
residents in the SA, shown in Table 3b of Appendix 2 (and summarised at Table 6.3 above). 
Table 12 shows that the most popular destinations for convenience goods shopping within the 
SA are: 

 Asda, Tollgate Road, Beckton (turnover £49.41m
21

); 

 Morrisons, The Grove, Stratford (turnover £48.54m*); 

 Sainsbury’s, Myrtle Road, East Ham (turnover £34.71m); 

 Tesco, Armada Way, Beckton (turnover £32.53m); 

 Sainsbury’s, The Mall, Stratford (turnover £28.60m*); and 

 Tesco, Highbridge Road, Barking (turnover £27.38m) 

6.5.14 These main stores are supported by a network of smaller foodstores, which can be expected 
to cater for a mixture of ‘main’ and ‘top-up’ shopping needs. It is worthwhile noting that the 
household survey identifies the Tesco store in Bromley-by-Bow as achieving a relatively low 
turnover (£12.45m) but this is because of its location at the very edge of the SA; in reality, the 
store will draw much of trade from outside the SA.  

6.5.15 The two foodstores within WSC, plus the Tesco store at Bromley-By-Bow, represent the only 
‘main’ food shopping destinations within the Legacy Corporation area. The Morrisons and 
Sainsbury’s stores in Stratford town centre are not within the boundaries of the Legacy 
Corporation area but clearly benefit from a close functional relationship due to their position in 
Stratford town centre.  

                                                      
21

 Turnovers shown are at 2014 in 2011 prices 
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6.5.16 There is also some leakage of convenience goods expenditure to stores outside the SA. The 
main destinations for this expenditure leakage are: 

 Tesco, High Road, Leytonstone (expenditure leakage £17.03m); 

 Sainsbury’s, Rodden Street, Ilford (expenditure leakage £14.42m); 

 Asda, East Ferry Road, Isle of Dogs (expenditure leakage £13.71m); 

 Asda, Marshall Road, Leyton (expenditure leakage £11.22m) 

6.5.17 From within the Legacy Corporation area (Zone 8 of the SA), 77%
22

 of available convenience 
goods expenditure is retained within the zone, suggesting that many residents’ convenience 
goods shopping needs are being met locally. There is some ‘leakage’ of expenditure however, 
chiefly to Asda in Leyton (£5.69m) and Tesco in Leytonstone (£3.13m).  

6.6 Claims on expenditure growth (Step 3) 

6.6.1 The next step is to make allowance for ‘claims’ on the growth in comparison and convenience 
goods expenditure which is expected to come forward over the study period. We have 
previously established that it is necessary to make an allowance for ‘special forms of trading’ 
such as online shopping — this has already been accounted for in Stage 1 of our assessment. 
However, it is also necessary to make further deductions for: 

 Commitments for new retail floorspace (that is, new retail development which is under 
construction or commenced trading subsequent to completion of the household survey; or 
extant permissions for new retail floorspace which are yet to commence trading) 

 Sales density growth (the growth in turnover of existing retailers, within existing 
floorspace). 

Commitments for new retail floorspace 

6.6.2 There are a number of extant planning permissions for new retail floorspace within the Legacy 
Corporation area, alongside other town centre uses. A full schedule of these is set out at 
Table 9 of Appendix 2. The majority of the commitments are for flexible use classes (typically 
use classes A1 to A5) and therefore in the absence of any detailed breakdown of floorspace, 
we have made a number of assumptions in terms of the likely composition of floorspace within 
these commitments in order to inform our floorspace capacity assessment.  

6.6.3 The four principal commitments
23

 for new floorspace are as follows: 

 Retail floorspace within the Legacy Communities Scheme (LCS), which is the 
overarching planning application to deliver the comprehensive mixed use redevelopment of 
the QEOP, delivering up to 6,780 new homes, as well as significant amounts of floorspace 
for new business and employment uses; retail and food & drink uses; and leisure and 
community facilities. The development will be split across seven different Planning Delivery 
Zones (PDZ) and will be progressed in phases. The LCS has a fundamental role to play in 
delivering the Legacy Corporation’s objectives in respect of convergence.  

 Retail floorspace with Stratford City (including East Village), the new business district 
which is coming forward to the north and south-west of WSC. The development proposes 
372,000 sq.m of new workspaces, alongside a new hotel, 303 new homes, shops and 

                                                      
22

 Including foodstores in Stratford town centre outside the Legacy Corporation area 
23

 For the purposes of our assessment we have only considered commitments with over 500 sq.m of retail 
floorspace 
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restaurants and 3 acres of open space. Total permitted retail floorspace is 11,000 sq.m 
gross (use class A1 to A5), and total permitted leisure floorspace amounts to 25,528 sq.m.  

 Retail floorspace of 1,275 sq.m within Neptune Wharf, a housing-led, mixed use 
regeneration scheme within the Fish Island area, which will deliver approximately 500 new 
residential units, 1,729 sq.m of B-class floorspace, 6,599 sq.m of D-class floorspace and a 
new primary school.  

 Retail floorspace within Sugar House Lane, a mixed-use development located off Stratford 
High Street to include 1,200 residential units, 33,950 sq.m of office and workshop uses, a 
350 bedroom Marriott hotel, and 12,593 sq.m of  flexible commercial uses, of which retail 
(A1) use is capped at 1,600 sq.m.   

6.6.4 The majority of the permitted floorspace will come forward as part of the LCS development. 
The ‘Retail & Leisure Impact Assessment’ (RLIA) submitted in support of the planning 
application

24
 provides a breakdown of the likely composition of the scheme, indicating that 

there is expected to be a maximum total of: 

 13,100 sq.m gross / 9,170 sq.m net (maximum) class A1 and A2 floorspace; and 

 17,100 sq.m gross (maximum) class A3, A4 and A5 floorspace
25

.  

6.6.5 Of the total 9,170 sq.m proposed net floorspace, it is estimated that 3,745 sq.m net will be 
delivered by 2021 (Phase 2 of the LCS development), and 5,425 sq.m net by 2031 (Phase 3).  

6.6.6 The RLIA does not disaggregate the proposed A1 and A2 floorspace between comparison 
and convenience goods retail. However, the Legacy Corporation have advised that they 
expect the majority of A1 floorspace which is expected to come forward within the LCS 
scheme to be used for the sale of convenience goods, and therefore we do not make any 
allowance for comparison goods floorspace within this scheme in our assessment

26
. Of the 

total 9,170 sq.m net floorspace within the LCS, we therefore assume that 80% will be used for 
the sale of convenience goods retail, whilst the remaining 20% will be given over to class A2 
uses

27
. We forecast that the A1 convenience goods floorspace will generate an estimated 

turnover of £20.97m for Phase 2 of the development, and £30.38m for Phase 3, the total 
turnover of the floorspace by 2031 will therefore be £51.35m.  

6.6.7 We have assumed that 50% of the permitted 11,000 sq.m A1-A5 floorspace within Stratford 
City (including East Village) will be used for the sale of convenience goods, on advice of the 
Legacy Corporation. We have assumed a sales density of £7,000 per sq.m, which generates 
an estimated total turnover of £26.95m, based on an estimated net sales area of 3,850 sq.m. 

6.6.8 We have also been advised that there is there is extant planning permission for 1,275 sq.m of 
gross retail floorspace at Neptune Wharf for A-class uses. There is no indication in the 
planning application documents in respect of the likely composition of this floorspace, but the 
Legacy Corporation have advised that they expect the majority of floorspace to come forward 
as convenience goods retail, to serve local need. Based on a net sales area of 893 sq.m (70% 
of the gross area of 1,275 sq.m) we estimate this floorspace will achieve a turnover of £3.12m.  

                                                      
24

 Planning application reference 11/90621/OUTODA 
25

 Total floorspace within A-classes at the LCS development is capped at 25,987 sq.m — so for example if 
13,1000 sq.m of floorspace is developed for A1/A2 uses, then the amount of floorspace to be developed for A3-
A5 provision would be less than 17,100 sq.m. 
26

 No allowance for use class A2 floorspace is tested, and therefore the amount of use class A1 convenience 
goods floorspace tested represents the maximum possible expenditure claim for this type of use.  
27

 This represents a theoretical assumption in the absence of any detailed information in respect of the 
composition of the scheme.  
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6.6.9 Reflecting the fact that the Legacy Corporation expects the convenience goods floorspace 
within the two above-mentioned sites to come forward as smaller units rather than large 
supermarkets, we have adopted a sales density of £7,000 per sq.m to calculate the turnover 
of the convenience goods commitments.  

6.6.10 Finally, we have made allowance for the 1,600 sq.m of retail uses permitted as part of the 
planning application for the redevelopment of Sugar House Lane to come forward for 
convenience goods retail floorspace.  

6.6.11 Table 6.5 summarises the floorspace and turnover of the use class A1 retail commitments we 
have tested in our capacity assessment. 

Table 6.5 — Summary of retail commitments within Legacy Corporation area 

 Convenience goods 

Commitment Assumed net 
floorspace within 
commitment (sq.m) 

Assumed turnover 
(£m)  

Legacy Communities Scheme Phase 2 2,996 20.97 

Legacy Communities Scheme Phase 3 4,340 30.38 

Stratford City, incl East Village 3,850 26.95 

Neptune Wharf 893 3.12 

Sugar House Lane 1,120  

Total 12,752 89.27 

Source: Legacy Corporation, RLIA, PBA assumptions 

6.6.12 In our assessment of convenience goods capacity, it is also necessary to have regard to new 
foodstore developments which have commenced trading within the Legacy Corporation area 
but which post-date the completion of the household survey of shopping patterns which was 
undertaken in support of the CTRS. The only two foodstores which we are aware of opening 
within this interval period are the two stores within the WSC development, operated by 
Waitrose and Marks & Spencer.  

6.6.13 For the purposes of our assessment, and in the absence of any up-to-date survey information, 
we have assumed that both stores are operating at company average (‘benchmark’) levels, 
which is equivalent to a turnover of £21.17m for Waitrose and £18.33m for Marks & Spencer

28
 

(Table 14, Appendix 2). We therefore deduct a total of £39.50m from the total ‘pot’ of available 
expenditure to take into account the opening of these stores in the intervening time following 
completion of the CTRS. Allowance is also made for sales density growth of these 
‘commitments’ (see below). 

Sales density growth 

6.6.14 It is also necessary to make allowance for growth in sales density of existing comparison and 
convenience goods retailers within the SA, with stores expecting to trade at increasingly 
efficient levels of turnover per square metre of sales area over the course of the study period. 

                                                      
28

 This turnover over refers to the convenience goods floorspace within the Marks & Spencer store, rather than 
the turnover of the store as a whole.  
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Sales density growth of existing floorspace is intrinsically linked to overall levels of expenditure 
growth; the former cannot normally outstrip the latter.  

6.6.15 For the purposes of our assessment we have allowed for comparison goods sales density to 
increase at a rate of 1.5% per annum from the study base year (2014) over the remainder of 
the study period to 2031. This is an appropriate allowance given the modern retail floorspace, 
which forms the majority of the retail offer within the Legacy Corporation area.  

6.6.16 For convenience goods, Experian identify negative expenditure growth in convenience goods 
spending until 2015, and only 0.1% between 2015 and 2016

29
. Therefore, we do not make any 

allowance for sales density growth in the convenience goods sector over this time. For the 
remainder of the study period (2016 to 2031) we make allowance for sales density growth of 
0.3% per annum for convenience goods retailers. 

6.6.17 For ease of reference, Table 6.6 summarises the total ‘claims’ on comparison and 
convenience goods expenditure (sales density growth, commitments, plus — for convenience 
goods — new foodstore openings).  

Table 6.6 — Summary of claims on comparison and convenience goods expenditure 

 2014 (£m) 2017 (£m) 2021 (£m) 2026 (£m) 2031 (£m) 

Claims on comparison goods expenditure 

Sales density growth 0.00 43.27 104.06 185.32 272.86 

Plus comparison goods 
commitments (Table 6.5) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total (comparison 
goods) 

0.00 43.27 104.26 185.32 272.86 

Claims on convenience goods expenditure 

Sales density growth 0.00 0.86 2.01 3.47 4.96 

Plus convenience goods 
commitments (Table 6.5) 

0.00 58.89 89.98 91.33 92.71 

Plus post-CTRS new 
foodstore openings 

39.50 39.86 40.34 40.95 41.57 

Total (convenience 
goods) 

39.50 99.60 132.33 135.75 139.23 

Source: Table 9, Table 10 & Table 14, Appendix 2 

6.7 Over-trading of floorspace (Step 4) 

6.7.1 ‘Overtrading’ refers to both the performance of centres and stores within a catchment when 
related to benchmark turnovers (for example, a centre of comparable size, or the turnover of a 
particular store based on applying company average sales densities to the floorspace of that 
store) but can also be recognised by indicators such as overcrowding and congestion within 
stores. The degree to which stores within a catchment area are under-trading or over-trading 

                                                      
29

 Source: Experian Retail Planner Briefing Note 11, October 2013. See notes to Table 3b, Appendix 2.  
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is therefore highlighted in the practice guidance as both a quantitative and qualitative indicator 
of need therefore. 

6.7.2 Informed by the findings of the household survey results, and our assessment of trading in 
each of the centres, we do not consider it appropriate to make allowance for over-trading of 
comparison goods floorspace.  

6.7.3 For convenience goods, we have undertaken an assessment of the trading performance of the 
main foodstores within the SA. However, the only store for which trading performance data is 
available is the Tesco store in Bromley-by-Bow. Evidence undertaken in support of the CTRS 
and other studies indicates this store is trading very strongly, at a level approximately double 
the ‘benchmark’ level (see Table 13, Appendix 2). We therefore make allowance for the strong 
trading performance of this store in our convenience goods capacity forecasts. 

6.7.4 We assume the convenience goods ‘commitments’ within WSC are trading at company 
average levels, in the absence of any up-to-date survey information demonstrating anything to 
the contrary.  

6.8 Calculation of quantitative need (Step 5) 

6.8.1 The next stage in the assessment of quantitative need is to summarise the outputs of stages 1 
to 4 (as described above) to produce a summary of the quantitative need for new comparison 
and convenience goods retail floorspace. The summary of comparison goods floorspace 
requirements is set out at Table 10 of Appendix 2, and the summary of convenience goods 
requirements is set out at Table 15.  

6.8.2 For both the comparison and convenience goods capacity forecasts, we set out forecasts at 
the interval years of 2014 (the study base year), 2017, 2021, 2026, and 2031, which 
represents the end of the study period. The capacity figures identified are the totals for the 
Legacy Corporation area as a whole and are not disaggregated between the individual centres 
in the Legacy Corporation area. However, in Section 9 of our report we provide commentary 
on how this floorspace could potentially be distributed between the principal centres in the 
Legacy Corporation area, in line with the aspirations of the Legacy Corporation for the 
development of a hierarchy of centres in the area.  

Comparison goods  

6.8.3 Table 15 of Appendix 2 summarises the quantitative need for additional comparison goods 
floorspace. It is important to state from the outset that the comparison goods capacity figures 
shown in Table 15 are the total requirement for the Legacy Corporation area plus Stratford 
town centre, i.e. both WSC and the existing town centre, because of how the capacity tables 
have been prepared using existing household survey data derived from the CTRS.  

6.8.4 Table 10 of Appendix 2 is structured as set out in Table 6.7 below. 

Table 6.7 – Summary of key stages in quantitative comparison goods need assessment 

Row Description 

Row A Population: Total population for the SA for the interval periods of 2014, 2017, 
2021, 2026 and 2031. The total population figures have full regard to the 
significant growth in residential population which is expected to come forward 
within the QEOP and wider Legacy Corporation area.  

Row B Expenditure: Total comparison goods expenditure for the SA for the same 
interval periods, having made allowance for SFT. 
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Row Description 

Row C, 
Row D 

Retained expenditure: The proportion of expenditure, in percentage terms (Row 
C) and monetary terms (Row D), which is retained by stores in the Legacy 
Corporation area (plus Stratford town centre), based on the findings of the 
household survey undertaken in support of the CTRS. Expenditure which flows to 
centres within the SA but outside the Legacy Corporation area is removed from 
this figure.  It is assumed that the current patterns of spending will remain 
unchanged for the duration of the study period (‘constant market share’).  

Row E Leakage: Expenditure leakage to destinations outside the SA such as Romford, 
Ilford, and central London (i.e., Row B minus Row D) 

Row F, 
Row G 

Inflow: Inflow into the Legacy Corporation area from outside the SA. The 
presence of WSC within the boundaries of the Legacy Corporation area means 
that there is a significantly greater amount of inflow into the Legacy Corporation 
area than might typically be expected. The inflow figure we have applied is based 
on findings from evidence base studies completed for PBA elsewhere in the sub-
region. The inflow has been applied to the comparison goods turnover of Stratford 
town centre as a whole, in the absence of an up-to-date assessment of trade draw 
solely to WSC from residents within the Legacy Corporation area. Row G shows 
the amount in monetary terms which this ‘inflow’ equates to, as a proportion of the 
turnover of the town centre from the overall SA.   

Row H Total comparison goods turnover: The product of Row D and Row G, showing 
the total turnover of comparison goods stores in the Legacy Corporation area plus 
Stratford town centre. This figure is held static throughout the period to 2031, 
because the growth in sales efficiency of existing retailers is accounted for 
separately in Row J. 

Row I Growth in comparison goods expenditure: The growth in comparison goods 
expenditure retained by stores and centres in the Legacy Corporation area over 
the study period. Owing to the significant forecast population and expenditure 
growth, under the constant market share scenario, an additional £825.55m of 
comparison goods expenditure will be retained within the Legacy Corporation 
/Stratford town centre by 2031.  

Rows J, 
K. L 

Claims on expenditure: deductions for growth in sales efficiency of existing 
retailers, and extant comparison goods planning commitments, as shown above.  

Row M, 
N, O 

Expenditure summary: this shows the initial surplus of comparison goods 
expenditure (taken from Row I), less the ‘claims’ on capacity summarised (taken 
from Row L). Row O shows the residual comparison goods expenditure which is 
available to support new retail floorspace.  

Row P Turnover per sq.m: this is the figure used to translate the residual expenditure 
shown in Row O to floorspace requirements. For the purposes of the comparison 
goods assessment, we have utilised a turnover of £7,000 per sq.m, reflecting the 
strong trading performance of WSC as a comparison goods shopping destination, 
and the expectation that any new comparison goods floorspace (which we expect 
would principally be directed towards further enhancement of the offer at Stratford) 
would trade at a similar level. This increases throughout the period to 2026 in line 
with the sales efficiency growth rate of 1.5% per annum for the period beyond 
2016.  

Row Q Comparison goods floorspace requirement (net): The total residual 
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Row Description 

comparison goods expenditure (Row O) is applied to the turnover per sq.m (Row 
P) to produce the requirement for net additional comparison goods floorspace for 
the Legacy Corporation area plus Stratford town centre over the study period to 
2031, and for the interval years (note that figures shown are cumulative).  

Row R Comparison goods floorspace requirement (gross): Using a gross: net ratio of 
70%, Row R translates the net floorspace requirements in Row Q to gross 
floorspace. 

  Source: Table 10, Appendix 2 

6.8.5 The total net comparison goods floorspace requirements for the Legacy Corporation area 
(plus Stratford town centre) are therefore summarised at Row Q of Table 10, Appendix 2. For 
ease of reference, we summarise these requirements below in Table 6.8. This shows that 
there is presently no quantitative requirement for additional comparison goods floorspace in 
the Legacy Corporation area, and this is expected to remain the case for the short term. 
However, by 2021 there is a requirement for an additional 15,500 sq.m net comparison goods 
floorspace, which increases to 39,300 sq.m net by 2026 and 61,300 sq.m net by 2031.  

Table 6.8 — summary of comparison goods floorspace requirements to 2031 (Legacy Corporation area plus Stratford town 
centre) 

 2014 2017 2021 2026* 2031* 

Surplus comparison goods 
expenditure capacity (£m) 

0.00 -8.25 120.27 329,23 552.69 

Net additional comparison 
goods floorspace 
requirement (sq.m) — 
cumulative requirement  

0 -1,127 15,480 39,338 61,300 

Net requirement, rounded 
(sq.m) 

0 -1,100 15,500 39,300 61,300 

Source: Table 10, Appendix 2 (*indicative figures) 

6.8.6 These requirements are cumulative and therefore the figure of  61,300 sq.m represents the 
total requirement for the study period.  The figures shown in Table 6.8 are based on the 
current identified levels of population and expenditure growth, but are susceptible to changes 
in these inputs. It is therefore recommended that figures beyond 2021 are considered 
indicative. It is also recommended that capacity forecasts are subject to regular review 
throughout the study period, particularly given the considerable population growth, which is 
expected to come forward in the Stratford area over the course of the Plan period.  

6.8.7 The requirements summarised in the table above represent, by the end of the study period, 
clearly quite significant amounts of floorspace, which will need to be accommodated. The 
reason for these significant requirements are twofold — firstly the significant growth in 
population (and therefore expenditure) which will come forward in the Legacy Corporation 
area, but moreover, the significant levels of expenditure inflow into the Legacy Corporation 
area as a result of the presence of WSC.  

6.8.8 The success of WSC as a shopping destination in turn generates the requirement for new 
floorspace. If the inflow was removed, the requirement for new comparison goods floorspace 
would reduce to approximately 26,000 sq.m net by 2031. It follows therefore that any 
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additional floorspace coming forward would principally be expected to reinforce the retail 
function of this part of the Legacy Corporation area, with a proportion of the floorspace also 
being allocated towards supporting the enhancement of other centres in the Legacy 
Corporation area, particularly the district centre at Bromley-by-Bow. We return to discuss this 
in Section 9. 

6.8.9 It is also important to remember that the capacity forecasts include the turnover of the rest of 
Stratford town centre. Therefore, the requirements identified will – in part – need to be directed 
towards the provision of additional floorspace within the ‘established’ town centre. Given the 
close functional relationship between WSC and the rest of the town centre (reflected in their 
combined designation as a ‘metropolitan centre’ in the London Plan), and the emphasis on 
duty to co-operate placed by the NPPF, we would expect the Legacy Corporation and LB 
Newham to agree an appropriate strategy for the allocation of these requirements within and 
adjacent to the Legacy Corporation area.  

Convenience goods  

6.8.10 Table 15 of Appendix 2 summarises the quantitative requirement for additional convenience 
goods floorspace for the Legacy Corporation area over the study period to 2031. The structure 
of the table follows that of the comparison goods summary (Table 10, Appendix 2, as 
described above), with the following differences: 

 No allowance is made for ‘inflow’ of convenience goods expenditure 

 the inclusion of a second row of ‘commitments’ at Row L which factor in the turnover of the 
Waitrose and Marks & Spencer stores within WSC (the opening of which postdate the 
household survey data which underpins our capacity assessment); 

 an additional Row P, which makes allowance for the over-trading of the Tesco store at 
Bromley-by-Bow. Row P shows that this store is estimated to be over-trading by 
approximately £25m against company averages;  

 Because household survey data is available for existing individual foodstores, for our 
convenience goods assessment we remove existing stores trading in Stratford town centre. 
Therefore, the capacity figures shown represent the requirement for the Legacy 
Corporation area only, i.e. excluding the remainder of Stratford town centre.  

6.8.11 Table 15 of Appendix 2 shows that, on account of the introduction of the foodstores in WSC, 
there is no quantitative requirement for additional convenience goods provision over the 
course of the study period. However, this lack of capacity is largely a product of the fact that 
there is limited convenience goods expenditure retained in the Legacy Corporation area at 
present, because there is only one ‘existing’ foodstore (Tesco at Bromley By Bow) plus the 
two WSC ‘commitments’. Indeed, if even a modest uplift in the retention of the Legacy 
Corporation area is applied, then a more substantial requirement for additional floorspace 
arises.  

6.8.12 Notwithstanding this, as set out in the following section, there is a clear qualitative requirement 
for enhanced provision in the Legacy Corporation area. We discuss our recommendations 
further in respect of this in Section 9.  
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7 Qualitative assessment of retail need  

7.1 Introduction 

7.1.1 In this section, we present a brief appraisal of the qualitative need for additional retail 
floorspace across the Legacy Corporation area, in order to assist the recommendations and 
conclusions set out in Section 9 of this study. For our assessment, we have considered the 
following factors: gaps in existing provision; consumer choice and competition; overtrading; 
location-specific issues, and the quality of existing provision. We consider these in turn below.  

7.2 Gaps in existing provision 

7.2.1 Assessment of gaps in provision involves analysing patterns of retail provision, taking account 
of retail catchment, including levels of accessibility. In assessing whether there are any gaps 
in provision, it is appropriate to review spending patterns across the SA, which we have 
discussed in detail in Section 6. 

7.2.2 In terms of comparison goods shopping, the quality of the retail provision in the Legacy 
Corporation area has clearly significantly benefited from the opening of Westfield Stratford 
City. This has introduced an extensive number of middle and upper-market comparison goods 
retailers to the local area, for which residents would previously have been required to travel 
into central London (or other destinations outside the catchment area) to visit. The opening of 
WSC can in itself be considered to have a addressed a qualitative gap in the provision of 
middle-market comparison goods shopping in the wider east London area.  

7.2.3 The retail offer at WSC complements that of the existing offer in Stratford town centre to 
produce a relatively broad, diverse retail mix, which would be expected to meet the shopping 
needs of the majority of local residents. The rest of the Legacy Corporation area benefits from 
generally good connections to Stratford, enabling local residents to take advantage of the 
broad retail and leisure mix here.  

7.2.4 We do therefore not consider there to be significant gaps in the provision of comparison goods 
shopping facilities, which are, at least in certain sectors, becoming increasingly concentrated 
in a smaller number of higher-order centres. The opening of WSC has elevated Stratford to a 
higher-order comparison goods shopping destination, as reflected in its London Plan 
allocation. We would therefore expect Stratford to meet the shopping needs of a wide 
catchment area, and demand for representation in the centre from retailers can be expected to 
continue over the course of the Plan period.  

7.2.5 The Legacy Corporation should make provision for this demand to be met through appropriate 
further expansion of the retail offer in the vicinity of the existing town centre. For the other 
centres, the emphasis should be on the development of local-scale facilities, which enhance 
the diversity of uses and allow for local shopping needs to be met.  

7.2.6 Stratford town centre can also be considered to have a good range of convenience goods 
shopping facilities, and we do not consider there to be any gaps in provision in Stratford town 
centre in this respect.  

7.2.7 The rest of the centres presently are limited in terms of their comparison goods offer and — 
with the exception of Bromley-by-Bow — their convenience goods offer. In each of the centres 
of Bromley-by-Bow, Hackney Wick, Pudding Mill Lane and East Village there is a need for 
provision of additional facilities of a scale appropriate to the role and function of the centre.  
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7.2.8 Turning to each of the smaller centres in detail: 

 There are currently no retailing facilities at Pudding Mill Lane. The Legacy Communities 
Scheme planning permission makes provision for 2,345 sq.m of A1 retail floorspace

30
 at 

Pudding Mill Lane, which will, if developed, meet the qualitative need for improved 
provision in this area; 

 A modest level of further retail provision over the current facilities is understood to be 
proposed at East Village, with retail floorspace provided for as part of the LCS permission 
and significant comparison and convenience provision within Stratford town centre (to the 
immediate south of East Village), indicating that the qualitative need for new floorspace 
within the East Village itself is restricted to serving local needs only.  

 Hackney Wick presently suffers from a limited retail offer, even in terms of local-scale 
shopping. With the exception of a modest range of facilities on Felstead Road and Prince 
Edward Road, the nearest shopping facilities are in Hackney town centre, Roman Road 
and Stratford town centre, indicating that there is something of a qualitative gap in local 
provision. We note that up to 1,000 sq.m of A1 retailing

31
 will be provided in PDZ5 through 

the LCS permission, which is in slightly closer proximity to Hackney Wick than any of the 
existing centres. However, it is considered that this should not preclude the provision of 
further facilities within Hackney Wick itself.    

 Bromley-by-Bow currently has extremely limited comparison goods retailing, beyond the 
provision within the Tesco store. The aspirations of the Legacy Corporation for Bromley-by-
Bow to be developed as a district centre suggests a greater amount of comparison goods 
floorspace could be accommodated here compared to Pudding Mill, East Village and 
Hackney Wick. Whilst the presence of Tesco means that there is no particular gap in 
convenience goods provision, this also means that this store dominates spending patterns; 
we discuss this separately below.  

7.3 Consumer choice and competition 

7.3.1 Many of the conclusions, which are set out in Section 7.2, are also applicable here. WSC and 
Stratford town centre perform generally complementary roles, with the former largely fulfilling a 
higher-order offer and the latter a value and convenience-orientated offer. The opening of 
WSC has improved consumer choice in respect of both comparison and convenience goods 
shopping and can be have expected to have resulted in more expenditure retained locally. 
Further development of comparison goods floorspace at Stratford will help to cement the 
vitality and viability of Stratford as a shopping destination, in line with the aims and objectives 
of the London Plan.  

7.3.2 Elsewhere, as stated above, the focus should be on meeting day-to-day comparison goods 
shopping needs. Any opportunities of an appropriate scale within existing centres, which seek 
the diversity of the retail offer, and potentially promote more sustainable patterns of shopping 
(i.e. which allow a greater number of residents to meet their essential shopping needs without 
having to travel further afield), should therefore be supported.  

7.3.3 In terms of convenience goods, consumer choice and competition is considered to be 
acceptable in relation to Stratford and Bromley-by-Bow — although in the latter the Tesco 
store does dominate shopping patterns of residents in this part of the Legacy Corporation area 
and opportunities for enhancement of consumer choice of an appropriate scale should 
generally be supported. Elsewhere, there is very limited consumer choice.  

                                                      
30

 It is not specified whether this is for comparison or convenience goods retail use.  
31

 Again, it is not specified whether this is for comparison or convenience goods retail use. 
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7.4 Over-trading of floorspace 

7.4.1 We have not made any allowance for overtrading of comparison goods floorspace in our 
assessment, as it is considered it would not be appropriate to dilute the apparently strong 
trading performance of Stratford town centre. Proposals for enhancement of provision in the 
Legacy Corporation’s other centres should be considered on their individual merits, providing 
they are of an appropriate scale.  

7.4.2 For convenience goods, the question of whether overtrading of foodstores represents a need 
is more difficult to justify. The use of ‘benchmark’ trading performance (taken into account in 
our quantitative assessment) should not be considered alone, and that to fully understand the 
trading performance of individual foodstores, more detailed evidence is required. 

7.4.3 We set out in the previous section that – on balance – the only main foodstore within the 
Legacy Corporation area, the Tesco foodstore at Hancock Road, is over-trading quite 
significantly, at almost double its benchmark level. Notwithstanding the provision of additional 
foodstores in WSC, we expect this store to still be trading very strongly. However, because the 
store sits on the periphery of the Legacy Corporation area, it does not draw all its trade from 
the Legacy Corporation catchment, and therefore it does not follow that any enhanced 
foodstore provision need necessarily sit within the Legacy Corporation area.  

7.4.4 However, provision of enhanced consumer choice — likely to be in the form of an additional 
large supermarket

32
 — within the vicinity of Bromley-by-Bow would appear to be beneficial as 

a short-to-medium term aspiration. It is not considered this need necessarily needs to be met 
within the proposed district centre itself

33
 as consumer choice could also be enhanced through 

the extension/reconfiguration of the existing supermarket alongside a smaller-format 
convenience store more catered towards top-up shopping. It is not considered that the centres 
of Pudding Mill or Hackney Wick would represent appropriate locations for large 
supermarkets.  

7.4.5 Should the Legacy Corporation wish to monitor the qualitative overtrading of stores over the 
course of the study period, indicators which can be used to assess this include: 

 Length of queues at checkouts; 

 Number of checkouts open (i.e. are there still queues when all checkouts are open); 

 Proportion of car park space which is occupied (if applicable); 

 Whether shelves in the store are having to be restocked during busy periods whilst the 
store is open, or if there are noticeable numbers of gaps on the shelves due to products 
selling out.  

7.5 Location-specific issues 

7.5.1 The Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) provide useful measures of deprivation.  It is 
important to understand the IMD for the local geography and its relationship with any 
qualitative deficiencies, such as a lack of access to certain shops or services. 

                                                      
32

 IGD define a ‘supermarket’ as being a ‘food-focused store’ with a sales area of between 3,000 and 25,000 sq.ft 
(278 to 2,323 sq.m). We would expect additional provision in the Bromley-by-Bow area to be towards the upper 
end of this size bracket. 
33

 Any planning application for new floorspace which was not within the district centre would need to demonstrate 
compliance with the relevant policy tests set out in the NPPF. 
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7.5.2 The IMD 2010
34

 is based on the small area geography known as Lower Super Output Areas 
(LSOAs) and is the most recent dataset available. Each LSOA has between 1,000 and 3,000 
people living in it with an average population of 1,500 people.  There are 32,482 LSOAs in 
England. The LSOA ranked 1 by the IMD 2010 is the most deprived, and that ranked 32,482 is 
the least deprived.  Within each LSOA deprivation is measured by seven measures or 
indicators known as domains. These comprise: 

 Income deprivation: this domain looks at, amongst other things, the proportion of people 
in Income Support Households or Child Tax Credit Households. 

 Employment deprivation: this domain measures the involuntary exclusion of the working 
age population from the world of work. 

 Health deprivation and disability: this domain identifies areas with relatively high rates of 
people who die prematurely or whose quality of life is impaired by poor health or who are 
disabled. 

 Education, skills and training deprivation: this domain measures deprivation in 
educational attainment, skills and training for children, young people and the working age 
population. 

 Barriers to housing and services: this domain measures ‘geographical barriers’ to 
housing and services, as well as ‘wider barriers’ which includes issues such as 
affordability. 

 Living environment deprivation: this domain focuses on deprivation with respect to the 
characteristics of the local environment, both within and beyond the home.  

 Crime: this domain measures the incidence of recorded crime for four major crime themes, 
thus representing the occurrence of personal and material victimization at a small area 
level.

                                                      
34

 2010 is the most recent year for which IMD data is available. It is acknowledged that the ‘on the ground’ 
situation in parts of the Legacy Corporation is likely to have changed on account of the recent developments 
within and around Stratford.  
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Figure 8 shows the IMD map for the Legacy Corporation area: 

 

Source: IMD, 2010 

7.5.3 The IMD map confirms that virtually the entire Legacy Corporation area falls within the top 
20% most deprived in the UK, based on the most recently-published IMD data. Weight should 
therefore be attached to delivering improvements at the local level where these will enhance 
local residents’ access to services and facilities. We have set out previously that whilst 
residents in the vicinity of Stratford can be considered generally well-provided for, there is a 
need for improvement of local-scale facilities in remaining parts of the Legacy Corporation 
area. In particular, there is a need for small-scale convenience goods and services facilities in 
the areas of Hackney Wick and Pudding Mill, to help meet the Legacy Corporation’s 
aspirations for the development of these areas.  

7.5.4 On this basis, applications for local-scale improvements in these areas should be considered 
favourably, as there is a general gap in these type of facilities (i.e. facilities which residents 
can walk to rather than having to rely on travelling by car or public transport). Generally, we 
would expect these stores to be convenience-format stores, or small supermarkets

35
, with a 

limited sales area (with potential for a slightly larger supermarket of up to 1,000 sq.m net to be 
accommodated in Hackney Wick). They would only be expected to meet a local need, rather 
than draw trade from a wider area.   

7.5.5 Comparison goods shopping provision needs to reflect the existing hierarchy of centres, and 
therefore we would expect Stratford to remain the focus of any significant additional 
comparison goods shopping floorspace development. Directing substantial amounts of 
comparison goods floorspace to other centres within the Legacy Corporation area would 
undermine the proposed hierarchy of centres. However, it is apparent that there is a significant 

                                                      
35

 IMD define convenience-format stores as ‘Stores with a sales area of less than 3,000 sq ft (279 sq.m) which are 
open for long hours and sell products from at least eight different grocery categories’. See previous footnote for 
definition of ‘supermarket’.  
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under-provision of comparison goods floorspace within Bromley-by-Bow district centre 
compared to what would be expected for a centre at this level in the retail hierarchy.  

7.5.6 Therefore, provision of comparison goods floorspace of an appropriate scale, which helps to 
enhance the role and function of the centre, increases the diversity of uses within the centre, 
and promote its regeneration should be supported.  Any comparison goods provision which 
comes forward in the remaining centres (Hackney Wick, East Village and Pudding Mill) should 
be of an appropriate local scale, and focused on meeting local residents’ essential daily 
needs. 

7.5.7 Each of the centres is reasonably well served by public transport at present; however 
initiatives which allow better connectivity between local residents and their nearest district or 
higher-order centre should be supported.  

7.6 The quality of existing provision 

7.6.1 The key factors to consider when assessing the quality of existing provision include the age, 
condition and layout of existing facilities, and whether facilities meet operators’ requirements 
or consumer expectations. There is a need for centres to be ‘fit for purpose’, and capable of 
meeting the needs of enlarged residential populations which will be using them over the Plan 
period.  

7.6.2 The quality of comparison goods provision in Stratford — as the main focus for comparison 
goods retailing in the Legacy Corporation area — is generally good. WSC’s comparison goods 
floorspace comprises of modern, large-format retail units, which ensures it is relatively ‘future 
proof’ in terms of meeting the requirements of modern retailers. Whilst floorspace in the rest of 
Stratford town centre is clearly older in comparison, it can certainly be considered functional 
and we would expect investment in modernisation of some of this floorspace to come forward 
over the study period, which will deliver further improvements to the quality of the retail offer in 
the area.  

7.6.3 Elsewhere, there is generally limited provision of retail stock and, for the most part, the quality 
of what is present is poor. However, in line with the Legacy Corporation’s aspirations for the 
development of a network of centres within the Legacy Corporation area, we would expect 
improvements in the quality of provision to come forward as a result.  

7.6.4 In terms of convenience goods floorspace, the quality of existing provision is generally 
considered to be reasonable. The quality of the new convenience goods floorspace within 
WSC is good, reflecting the upscale offer of the retailers, which trade from the units. The 
quality of existing foodstores elsewhere in Stratford is considered to be adequate and appears 
to be trading well. The Tesco foodstore at Bromley-by-Bow has been recently refurbished and 
modernised and can be considered to offer a good quality shopping experience.  
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8 Commercial leisure needs assessment 

8.1 Introduction 

8.1.1 In this section of the report, we turn our focus to the leisure sector. As we have identified 
previously in our report, commercial leisure and other cultural facilities are forming an 
increasingly important part of the offer in many town centres, as they seek to diversify the 
range of uses in order to remain vital and viable locations.  

8.1.2 Our assessment is principally qualitative in nature. However, we also have regard to 
quantitative per capita spending data provided by Experian to ascertain the level of spending 
growth, which is likely to come forward within the Legacy Corporation over the course of the 
study period. However, in the absence of any up-to-date household survey data on current 
patterns of spending to leisure destinations, it is not possible to identify a floorspace capacity 
figure.  

8.1.3 Our assessment is informed by a commercial appraisal of the existing provision in the Legacy 
Corporation area, which has full regard to the facilities coming forward within the QEOP as 
part of the Legacy scheme. However, it is important to note the caveat inherent in assessing 
leisure needs, namely that the techniques used to determine these needs are not as well 
developed as those utilised in assessing retail needs. Nevertheless, despite this limitation, we 
use practical and effective methodologies to assess this sector for the Legacy Corporation 
area as robustly as possible.  

8.1.4 Due to the QEOP, and surrounding river, canal and rail infrastructure, the Legacy Corporation 
area is quite fragmented. The infrastructure can act as both physical and psychological 
barriers to where people are likely to look towards for both their retail and leisure shopping 
patterns. This means that the leisure facilities present at Stratford are highly accessible to 
residents who live in the eastern areas of the Legacy Corporation area but less so to those in 
the western and south western areas of the Legacy Corporation area. Therefore, residents in 
these areas may choose to visit alternative leisure facilities outside of the Legacy Corporation 
area, in the boroughs of Tower Hamlets and Hackney, as at present they are much more 
accessible.  

8.1.5 Equally, the residents living in the eastern areas of the Legacy Corporation area around 
Stratford are not very well served by more specialist/independent leisure facilities, as where 
these are present in the Legacy Corporation area they tend to be located around Hackney 
Wick.  

8.1.6 However, there are good east-west connections across the Legacy Corporation area by public 
transport, via the London Overground (Stratford to Hackney Wick) and Docklands Light 
Railway (Stratford to Pudding Mill Lane), although connections from the Bromley-by-Bow area 
to Stratford are less strong.  

8.1.7 The findings set out in this section should be read in conjunction with the quantitative data 
tables L1 to L3 at Appendix 3.  

8.2 Quantitative assessment of expenditure growth in the commercial 
leisure sector 

8.2.1 Our assessment of expenditure growth in the commercial leisure sector is based on the same 
SA as used in the retail capacity forecasts set out in the previous section. Table L1 of 
Appendix 3 sets out the population forecasts, which replicate those, used in the retail 
capacity assessment, and therefore have full regard to the planned high levels of population 
growth within the Legacy Corporation area. The per capita expenditure on different types of 
leisure goods are then shown in Table L2 of Appendix 3, and Table L3 shows the total 
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expenditure on these type of services in the study base year of 2014, and the interval years of 
2016, 2021, 2026 and 2031.  

8.2.2 Per capita spending is provided for the following types of commercial leisure activity: 

 Accommodation services (hotels); 
 Cultural services (such as trips to cinemas, theatres, concerts, etc); 
 Games of chance (bingo); 
 Hairdressing salons and personal grooming; 
 Recreation and sporting services; and 
 Restaurants and cafes. 

8.2.3 Of these commercial leisure categories, it is spending on restaurants and cafes which 
accounts for the highest proportion of personal spending by a considerable degree — in total, 
64% of total commercial leisure spending will be spent within the ‘restaurants and cafes’ 
category, ahead of cultural services (14%) and accommodation services (7%). 

8.2.4 Table L3 of Appendix 2 summarises the current total spending on each of the above-listed 
categories, and the extent to which this is expected to increase over the course of the study 
period to 2031. Table L3 shows that: 

 Spending on accommodation services will increase from £40.76m to £67.54m (an increase 
of £26.77m); 

 Spending on cultural services will increase from £76.08m to £126.01m (an increase of 
£49.94m); 

 Spending on games of chance will increase from £29.77m to £49.77m (an increase of 
£19.80m); 

 Spending on hairdressing & personal grooming will increase from £16.45m to £27.42m (an 
increase of £10.97m); 

 Spending on recreation and sporting services will increase from £34.50m to £57.29m  (an 
increase of £22.78m); and 

 Spending on restaurants and cafes will increase from £349.05m to £579.64m (an increase 
of £230.59m).  

8.2.5 In total, expenditure on leisure goods and services will increase by £360.86m between 2014 
and 2026, clearly representing a substantial uplift in expenditure. As stated, the vast majority 
of this growth will take place in the restaurant and café sector, which has performed generally 
strongly through the economic downturn and which expected to continue to demonstrate 
strong levels of growth over the course of the study period.  

8.2.6 It would not be correct to assume that all of the expenditure growth identified above can 
necessarily be used to support the development of new floorspace within the Legacy 
Corporation area, as expenditure will not necessarily be spent within the SA — surrounding 
locations such as central London, Romford, Ilford and Greenwich all have their own 
established leisure offers. Nevertheless, the scale of expenditure growth, which is expected to 
come forward, indicates we would expect there to be scope for additional floorspace to be 
supported, particularly in the latter half of the study period.  

8.2.7 For the short to medium-term, it will need to be remembered that there are a number of extant 
planning permissions for A-class uses which may include A3, A4 or A5 floorspace. We would 
expect that some of this permitted floorspace will act as a ‘claim’ on the levels of expenditure 
growth in the restaurant and café sector set out above, although without having a clear 
indication of the quantum of A3, A4 and A5 floorspace which is going to come forward in the 
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developments, the extent to which they act as a ‘claim’ cannot be fully tested. The planning 
‘commitments’ which could include an element of commercial leisure floorspace are: 

 Stratford City (permission for up to 5,500 sq.m A1 to A5 uses, including East Village); 
 Legacy Communities Scheme (permission for 22,387 sq.m A1 to A5 uses); 
 Here East (permission for 2,500 sq.m A1, A3, A4 and A5 uses);  
 Station House (permission for 536 sq.m A1 to A5 uses); and 
 Bromley By Bow North (permission for 471 sq.m A3 and A4 uses) 

8.2.8 It is recommended that as part of any future update of the Legacy Corporation’s retail & 
leisure evidence base during the Plan period

36
, a full assessment of leisure spending patterns 

is undertaken to identify the exact quantum of additional commercial leisure floorspace which 
can be supported. In the interim, it is recommended that the Legacy Corporation take a 
supportive approach to applications for new commercial leisure development.  

8.2.9 In line with our recommendations in respect of retail floorspace provision within the Legacy 
Corporation area, applications for commercial leisure development should be of a scale 
appropriate to the role and function of the centre in question, and, if outside a defined centre, 
demonstrate compliance with the sequential and impact tests in the NPPF.  

8.2.10 In reality, we would expect demand for most types of commercial leisure floorspace to come 
forward in the Stratford area, to complement and provide further critical mass to the 
improvements in facilities which have come about as a consequence of the opening of WSC. 

8.3 Qualitative assessment of facilities within Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park 

8.3.1 The hosting of the 2012 Games within the QEOP has left a lasting legacy of leisure 
infrastructure which are being adapted for use by the general public, and will ensure that 
communities within and surrounding the Legacy Corporation area have access to an extensive 
range of sporting and leisure facilities without the need to travel significant distances. The 
facilities will significantly enhance the range and breadth of facilities available to local 
residents, which, when considered alongside the significant improved commercial leisure 
facilities which have come about through the opening of WSC (discussed separately below), 
ensure that local residents benefit from a broad range of facilities. 

8.3.2 The principal Legacy sporting and cultural venues can be summarised as follows: 

 The Stadium: The stadium will host community sports events to international athletics 
meetings including the 2017 World Athletics Championships. From 2016, the stadium will 
become the new home of West Ham United FC. 

 Tennis and Hockey Centres: mixed-use sporting facilities which primarily cater for tennis, 
hockey and five-a-side football.  

 London Aquatics Centre: will continue to be used for international sporting events, as 
well as for public and community sessions.  

 Lee Valley VeloPark: upon completion, this will be the UK’s foremost cycling facility, 
marked by the 6,000-seat velodrome, alongside the BMX circuit, a 1km road cycling circuit 
and 8km of mountain biking tracks. It will also have facilities for visitors to hire bikes and 
bring their own in for repair. 

 Copper Box Arena: a sports arena which will be used for a wide range of sports and 
physical activity programmes, which will be available for use by local residents. Key 
facilities include 16 badminton courts, a café, meeting rooms, hospitality spaces, a health & 
fitness centre, and a crèche. The arena will also include seating for 7,500 people.  

                                                      
36

 It is recommended that an update of the evidence base is undertaken, at minimum, every five years over the 
course of the Plan period.  
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 Stratford Waterfront: envisaged to be a year-round visitor destination and offers the 
possibility of providing a creative, innovative ‘urban theme Park’ which may include a series 
of seasonal fairs and attractions within the available footprint of c 19,000 sq.m. The Legacy 
Corporation presently anticipates that the site will be activated for a minimum use of 42 
weeks per year. 

8.3.3 In addition to the facilities listed above, we anticipate the cultural offer of the QEOP will be 
significantly improved with the emerging proposals to attract a range of higher education and 
cultural establishments to the Stratford Waterfront area. The proposals, announced in the 
2013 National Infrastructure Plan, will see the creation of a new higher education and cultural 
establishment within the QEOP, with both organisations seeking to integrate local 
communities into their proposed facilities. We return to discuss this further below.  

8.4 Qualitative assessment of other leisure facilities 

A3, A4 and A5 uses 

8.4.1 The A3 restaurant offer of the area has significantly improved since the opening of WSC, 
which offers a variety of national restaurant operators including Giraffe, Gourmet Burger 
Kitchen, and Jamie’s Italian, as well as London-based operators such as Franco Manca, and 
take-away restaurants such as McDonalds, Subway and KFC. There are provision of further 
facilities (generally lower-end, fast-food orientated) within the rest of Stratford town centre.  

8.4.2 Elsewhere in the area, provision is more limited. However, Hackney Wick is seeing the early 
stages of development of a more specialist/alternative offer in the vicinity surrounding the 
Overground station, including: 

 The Hackney Pearl, a bar/restaurant/coffee shop on Prince Edward Road;  

 Forman’s Bar and Restaurant, an upmarket restaurant which overlooks the Stadium in the 
QEOP;   

 90 Main Yard, a canalside bar, restaurant and event space housed in a former dye-cutting 
factory; and 

 Crate Brewery, a craft brewery, bar and pizzeria located within The White Building, a 
centre for local creative industries which runs in partnership with the Legacy Corporation.  
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 The White Building, Hackney Wick
37

 

 

8.4.3 The operators in Hackney Wick are all independent operators, and can be considered to offer 
a complementary offer to the national chain-based offer in Stratford. They provide a positive 
contribution to the diversity of the Hackney Wick area (and wider Legacy Corporation area), 
and are reflective of the creative industries culture which typifies the surrounding area. Further 
development of similar facilities which enhance the vibrancy of the area and support its 
development as creative hub should be supported.  

8.4.4 The provision of bars, pubs and nightclubs in the Legacy Corporation area is more limited. 
WSC includes two high-end bars (Searcy’s champagne bar and the Stadium Lounge Bar) and 
one public house (‘The Cow’). We would expect the nature of this current offer to principally be 
aimed at visitors to the centre to a greater extent than directly meeting the needs of local 
residents. However, there is also further provision within Stratford town centre, which includes 
public houses operated by JD Wetherspoon and Yates’. There are also a number of 
independent operators. We would also expect that, as the local residential population 
increases in the Legacy Corporation area, a supporting network of facilities to meet the needs 
of this population will come forward, including at locations such as East Village. 

8.4.5 We would expect many residents to travel to destinations outside the Legacy Corporation area 
to visit bars and nightclubs, particularly given the good levels of connectivity to central London 
which much of the Legacy Corporation area benefits from.  

Cinema & theatre 

8.4.6 There is only one cinema located within the Legacy Corporation area, which is the Vue 
Cinema located at Westfield, Stratford City. This cinema has 17 screens, and is one of the 
largest cinemas in the wider east London area.  

8.4.7 Surrounding the Legacy Corporation area there are a number of specialist/independent 
cinema operators, including four-screen Picture House cinemas in Salway Road, Stratford, 
and Mare Street, Hackney. There are also smaller independent cinemas in East Ham, Dalston 
and Stepney, which can all be considered to be accessible, including via public transport (for 
example, residents in Hackney Wick can easily access facilities in Hackney and Dalston, and 
residents in Bromley-by-Bow have good access to facilities in Stratford and Stepney).  
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 Image credit: http://thewhitebuilding.org.uk/  
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8.4.8 Cultural facilities in the Hackney Wick area have been enhanced through the opening of The 
Yard, an award-winning theatre venue located in a vacant warehouse in Queen’s Yard. The 
venue is split between a theatre and a bar/kitchen, and hosts a full programme of leftfield 
theatre works, as well as niche events such as pop-up cinema screenings. The opening of this 
facility clearly represents an important addition to the offer of the area and is part of Hackney 
Wick’s increasing reputation as a cultural hub.  

The Yard, Hackney Wick
38

 

 

8.4.9 Elsewhere in terms of theatre provision, there are long-established facilities in both Stratford 
(Theatre Royal) and Hackney (Hackney Empire) which are within easy reach of residents in 
the east and western parts of the Legacy Corporation area respectively.  

8.4.10 We consider that residents of the Legacy Corporation area generally benefit from good access 
to cinema and theatre facilities, and there is no qualitative need for further significant 
provision.  

Museums, Galleries & other cultural facilities 

8.4.11 There are no museums located in the Legacy Corporation area, with the nearest museums 
being the V&A Museum of Childhood on Cambridge Heath Road in Bow, and the Hackney 
Museum on Reading Lane in Hackney. We do not consider the absence of such facilities to 
represent a particular qualitative deficiency given the limited size of the area and the close 
proximity of facilities nearby.  

8.4.12 There are a few private art galleries located in the Legacy Corporation area, mainly 
concentrated around Hackney Wick. These include the Stour Space Gallery on Roach Road 
and the Wallis Gallery on Wallis Road. Facilities within Stratford are more limited, perhaps 
reflective of Stratford’s more prominent role as a commercial rather cultural centre. 
Opportunities for enhancement of facilities in this area should be considered favourably.  

8.4.13 The Legacy Corporation, together with the Mayor of London and the Government, have 
agreed to work together on proposals to attract world class institutions to the QEOP, in order 
to further enhance the cultural offer of the area. There are emerging proposals for University 
College London and Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) to build new sites adjacent to the 
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Stratford waterfront, on land between the Stadium and Stratford Station. UCL’s plans are 
proposed to include a new centre for culture and heritage, a design school, a new biotech hub 
and an educational technology centre.  

8.4.14 The V&A’s plans would enable more of its permanent collection to be displayed as well as 
providing a showcase for temporary and touring exhibitions in partnership with other leading 
international museums and galleries, and a centre for research and conservation. 

8.4.15 Although it is acknowledged that these proposals are in their relative infancy, should they 
come to fruition they would be expected to significantly further enhance the cultural offering of 
the area, and contribute to meeting something of a qualitative gap which exists at present. 
They would also be expected to help to attract further cultural uses to the area given the high 
profile of the development, with the aim of creating a cultural hub for the area.  

8.4.16 The Legacy Corporation may wish to give consideration to a future reappraisal of the 
adequacy of cultural facilities within the Legacy Corporation area once suitable time has 
elapsed for the emerging proposals to be progressed, and for the effect of the introduction of 
these facilities as ‘stimulants’ to further creative industry-led regeneration to begin to emerge. 
We would expect that such a study would be most appropriate in the medium-to-long term 
within the Local Plan period.  

Health & fitness facilities 

8.4.17 Prior to the opening of the QEOP facilities, there were no leisure centres or health & fitness 
facilities within the Legacy Corporation area, and the absence of any facilities of this nature in 
Stratford town centre can perhaps be considered surprising. Outside the QEOP, the nearest 
leisure centre facilities are currently in Newham and Leytonstone. There are also private gym 
facilities located at Leyton Mills, Bow Wharf and Caspian Wharf.  

8.4.18 Clearly, the development of facilities within the QEOP has excellent potential to improve local 
access to health & fitness facilities. Provision of health & fitness facilities has been enhanced 
through the opening of a leisure centre within the London Aquatics Centre, operated by Better, 
which includes gym and swimming pool facilities. As set out previously in this section, the 
Stadium itself, tennis and hockey centres and other facilities are all designed to be accessed 
and used by all local residents.  

8.4.19 These significant new facilities represent a substantial qualitative improvement in local access 
to facilities, and form part of the key objectives of the Legacy Corporation. We also expect that 
there may be scope for further health & facilities to be provided as part of the extant 
permissions for new retail and leisure floorspace which are yet to be implemented.  

Ten-pin bowling, casinos and bingo halls 

8.4.20 There is provision of each of these facilities within Stratford town centre. There has been an 
improvement in facilities in line with the opening of WSC, which includes an All Star Lanes 
bowling alley and an Aspers Casino. This casino is branded as a ‘super’ casino and is open 
24 hours a day. The casino also has a restaurant and bar contained within it.  In addition, 
there is a branch of Gala Bingo located just outside the Legacy Corporation area on Stratford 
High Street.  

8.4.21 Given these facilities generally attract only limited levels of patronage compared to other 
leisure facilities, we do not consider there to be a pressing qualitative need for further facilities 
of this nature.  
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8.5 Qualitative summary of leisure facilities and levels of access to facilities 

8.5.1 Our assessment of leisure need has considered broad quantitative needs (through 
expenditure growth) and qualitative needs through a consideration of the existing offer and a 
gap analysis. It should be emphasised that assessments of leisure need are less evolved than 
those for retail and thus our findings should be treated sensitively, and subject to regular 
update through the course of the Legacy Corporation’s Plan period.  

8.5.2 In line with the hierarchy of centres within the Legacy Corporation area, and its London Plan 
allocation as a Metropolitan Centre, the majority of leisure facilities in the area are located at 
Westfield Stratford. The range of facilities here has been significantly enhanced through the 
opening of WSC, introducing a range of restaurants to suit a broad range of demographics, 
and other leisure facilities previously absent from the town centre including a bowling alley and 
casino. The offer in WSC is supported by a more restricted offer in Stratford’s existing town 
centre (which falls outside the Legacy Corporation area) which includes a number of other 
commercial leisure facilities, plus important complementary facilities such as a theatre and 
independent cinema.  

8.5.3 Overall, we consider the Stratford area to be well-provided for and there is no urgent 
qualitative need for further additional facilities here. However, to reinforce Stratford’s policy 
status as a higher-order centre, we would expect applications which seek to further improve 
the leisure offer in this area to generally be considered favourably. Forecasts from Experian 
indicate that significant expenditure growth will come forward in the ‘restaurant and cafes’ 
sector over the course of the study period, and whilst some of this will likely be met through 
extant permissions, we would expect that a quantitative need will arise, particularly in the latter 
half of the study period.  

8.5.4 Elsewhere in the Legacy Corporation area, Hackney Wick is at the centre of an ‘alternative’ 
leisure destination, centred around the provision of independent bar/restaurant and performing 
arts facilities which are developing as part of the area’s developing reputation as a hub for the 
creative industries.  

8.5.5 Generally it is recommended that the Legacy Corporation take a supportive approach to 
applications for new commercial leisure development. In line with our recommendations in 
respect of retail floorspace provision within the Legacy Corporation area, applications for 
commercial leisure development should be of a scale appropriate to the role and function of 
the centre in question, and, if outside a defined centre, demonstrate compliance with the 
sequential and impact tests in the NPPF. In instances where there are no sites available within 
defined centres, priority should be given to edge-of-centre sites which have good levels of 
connectivity with the existing centre.  
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9 Conclusions & strategic recommendations 

9.1 Introduction 

9.1.1 In this final section of the report we draw together the findings of the study in order to draw 
conclusions and set out a series of strategic recommendations for the Legacy Corporation to 
take forward in their Local Plan.  

9.2 Conclusions 

Policy context 

9.2.1 In Section 2 of this report, we have summarised the current national and local planning policy 
context which this study has been prepared under. Current national planning policy - as set 
out in the NPPF - promotes the vitality and viability of town centres, and identifies them as the 
most suitable destination for retail, leisure, cultural and other 'town centre' uses, i.e. the uses 
which this study has focussed on. This supports the wider government objectives for 
sustainable economic growth. The NPPF (and PPG) also identifies the need for local planning 
authorities to have a robust and up-to-date evidence base to inform Local Plan development, 
which this study contributes to in respect of retail matters.  

9.2.2 Section 2 also sets the unique policy position of the Legacy Corporation, and its aspirations for 
the development of the Legacy Corporation area set out in the emerging Local Plan. The 
legacy of the 2012 Games, coupled with significant opportunities for new development in the 
areas within and surrounding Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park (QEOP), clearly represent a 
unique opportunity to meet the economic and housing needs of east London, and to be a 
powerful catalyst for achieving the wider Legacy Corporation aspiration of convergence.  

9.2.3 The Legacy Corporation's Local Plan Consultation Document (December 2013) identifies five 
centres which should be the focus for the development of 'town centre' uses over the course 
of the Plan period. The Plan is clear that the type and scale of floorspace which should be 
developed in these locations should be of a scale appropriate to the position of the centre in 
the retail hierarchy: 

 The Plan identifies Stratford town centre extension, together with the existing town 
centre, as the highest order centre, as an 'Emerging Metropolitan Centre', which also 
reflects the aspirations of the London Plan for the future development of this centre; 

 Below this, Bromley-by-Bow is identified as a second-tier 'District Centre',  

 Finally, Hackney Wick is a proposed 'extended Neighbourhood Centre', and new 'Local 
Centres' are also proposed at Pudding Mill Lane and East Village.  

9.2.4 The policies of the draft Local Plan reflect, in part, those of the four local planning authorities 
whose administrative boundaries fall within the Legacy Corporation area. For example, the LB 
Hackney Core Strategy (adopted 2010) sets out policies for the regeneration of Hackney Wick 
and the LB Tower Hamlets Core Strategy (adopted 2010) sets out plans for the development 
of Bromley-by-Bow. The plans contained within the draft Local Plan therefore develop and 
articulate proposals that have been established through previous Plans, and bring them into 
line with the aspirations and objectives of the Legacy Corporation.  

9.2.5 There are references to retail and leisure uses in many different parts of the Consultation 
Local Plan and there may be merit in drawing these together more fully in the final version of 
the Local Plan.  
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Health checks of centres 

9.2.6 In Section 5 of our study we have set out health check assessments of each of these five 
existing and proposed centres, based on public market information and our own assessment 
of the centres. Our assessment concluded that Stratford town centre (considered as a whole, 
rather than just the town centre extension for the purposes of our assessment) is performing 
well, with a strong retail and leisure mix and relatively few gaps in the qualitative offer. We 
expect most local residents' needs to be met by the centre, which can clearly be expected to 
draw significant amounts of trade from a catchment significantly wider than the Legacy 
Corporation area on account of its strong retail offer.  

9.2.7 Elsewhere within the Legacy Corporation area, our assessments identified improvements in 
provision are needed to meet local shopping needs in Hackney Wick, particularly in respect of 
small-scale convenience goods shopping, and Bromley-by-Bow, which suffers from a limited 
retail choice, and poor quality centre environment. The centres of Pudding Mill Lane and East 
Village are in their initial stages of development and it is not appropriate to undertake a full 
health check of these centres at this stage. 

9.2.8 The study has been prepared immediately after a time of economic downturn, and of 
significant shifts in the retail market - retailers are concentrating their activity in a smaller 
number of centres, and constant advances in online shopping are changing the way in which 
consumers undertake their shopping. These trends impact on the level of floorspace which is 
likely to be required in the Legacy Corporation area over the course of the study period.  On 
this basis, it is recommended that the Legacy Corporation undertakes regular reviews of its 
retail and leisure evidence base (at minimum, every four to five years is considered 
appropriate), over the course of the Plan period.  

Capacity requirements 

9.2.9 We have set out our capacity requirements in section 6 of our report. The requirements are 
informed by up-to-date estimates of population and per capita expenditure growth: these are 
important considerations because they determine the amount of expenditure which is 
potentially available to support new retail floorspace. Even in the context of the relatively 
subdued forecast levels of economic growth (at least in the short term), by the end of the plan 
period at 2031 there will be a significant amount of additional expenditure available, once 
allowance has been made for 'special forms of trading' such as online shopping.  

9.2.10 Our study forecasts that comparison (non-food) expenditure in the study area used for the 
purposes of our assessment will increase from £833m (2014) to £1,696m (2031), whilst 
convenience (food) goods expenditure will increase from £605m (2014) to £873m (2031) - 
although as not all of this expenditure is spent within the identified study area, not all will be 
available to support new retail floorspace.  

9.2.11 In order to inform our retail capacity forecasts, we have used as a baseline data from a 
household telephone survey of shopping patterns undertaken in support of the Canning Town 
Retail Study (2007). However, this study pre-dates the opening of the Westfield Stratford City 
(WSC) development which can have expected to have had a substantial impact on shopping 
patterns in both the local and wider area.  

9.2.12 We have therefore applied an adjustment to the 2007 comparison goods shopping patterns to 
factor in the opening of this development - whilst much of WSC's turnover comes from outside 
the study area, we have forecast that some trade will be diverted from existing retail locations 
in the local area, including Stratford town centre, East Ham town centre, and retail parks at 
Beckton.  For convenience goods, we have taken a different approach (as these stores would 
not be expect to draw trade from such a wide area), and have therefore factored in the two 
foodstores which have opened within WSC as planning 'commitments'.  
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Comparison goods capacity 

9.2.13 Having full regard to online shopping, retail planning 'commitments', and making allowance for 
sales density growth, we forecast a requirement of 15,500 sq.m net comparison goods 
floorspace by 2021, increasing to 39,300 sq.m net by 2026 and 61,300 sq.m net by 2031 (all 
figures are cumulative). The reasons for the substantial requirements are two-fold: firstly, the 
substantial growth in population (and therefore expenditure) which is expected to come 
forward in the area over the period to 2031, reflecting the requirement for the QEOP to 
accommodate an expanded residential population over the Plan period; and secondly, the 
significant levels of expenditure inflow into the Legacy Corporation area as a result of the 
success of WSC as a retail destination: the popularity of WSC, in short, generates the 
requirement for new retail floorspace. It should be noted that our capacity requirements for 
comparison goods floorspace cover both the Legacy Corporation area and also the rest of 
Stratford town centre which falls outside the Legacy Corporation boundary.  

Convenience goods capacity 

9.2.14 There is no quantitative requirement for additional convenience goods floorspace identified 
over the entirety of the study period. This is in part owing to the lack of 'main' food shopping 
destinations within the study area, but also reflective of the fact that the recent openings of 
Waitrose and Marks & Spencer within WSC and significant amount of 'committed' 
convenience goods floorspace meet any surplus capacity which may arise. However, as 
discussed below, we do consider there to be a qualitative need for improvements in 
convenience goods provision, in Hackney Wick and Bromley-by-Bow (discussed below).  

Qualitative requirements 

9.2.15 Section 7 discusses qualitative retail needs in further detail, and identifies a number of gaps 
across the Legacy Corporation area. Whilst we would not expect any of the remaining centres 
within the Legacy Corporation area (with the exception of some modest provision at Bromley-
by-Bow) to develop significant concentrations of comparison goods shopping facilities (which 
should be directed towards Stratford town centre as the highest-order centre), there is 
nevertheless a qualitative deficiency in day-to-day comparison goods shopping needs (such 
as pharmacies, basic household goods etc) across much of the Legacy Corporation area.  

9.2.16 The qualitative need is considered to be more pressing in respect of convenience goods. 
There is a need for 'top-up' convenience goods shopping facilities within the centres of 
Hackney Wick, Pudding Mill and East Village, the latter two of which are covered by extant 
planning permissions for new retail floorspace. Bromley-by-Bow benefits from the provision of 
a large Tesco foodstore, however it would appear this store is 'over-trading' and enjoys a 
dominant position over local shopping patterns.  

9.2.17 We consider there is likely to be a case for an additional medium-sized supermarket in the 
Bromley-by-Bow area - although this does not necessarily need to be met within the Legacy 
Corporation area. Furthermore, the provision of additional top-up convenience goods 
shopping within Bromley-by-Bow district centre itself is likely to be beneficial to improve 
consumer choice and competition.  

Leisure requirements 

9.2.18 Section 8 considers the need for additional leisure facilities within the Legacy Corporation 
area. Commercial leisure and cultural facilities are becoming an increasingly important part of 
the offer in many town centres, as they seek to diversify the range of uses in order to remain 
vital and viable locations. Our assessment of leisure needs is principally qualitative in nature, 
however we also set out that there is considerable growth in expenditure on different types of 
leisure services expected to come forward by 2031 in the Legacy Corporation area, including 
an increase in £27m on accommodation services; £50m on cultural services; £23m on 
recreation and sporting goods; and most significantly, £231m on restaurants and cafes.  
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9.2.19 Again, it is not appropriate to assume that all of this expenditure growth will come forward in 
the study area, however even making allowance for some expenditure leakage, the scale of 
expenditure growth which is expected to come forward indicates there is likely to be scope for 
additional commercial leisure to be supported. However, for the short to medium term, we 
expect that some of the permitted floorspace for A-use classes within the Legacy Corporation 
area are likely to act as a 'claim' on this expenditure.  

9.2.20 In general, opportunities for enhancement of leisure facilities of an appropriate scale within the 
Legacy Corporation area should be directed towards the identified centres in the first instance. 
In reality, we would expect demand for most types of commercial leisure floorspace to come 
forward in the Stratford area, to complement and provide further critical mass to the 
improvement in facilities which has come about as a consequence of the opening of WSC. We 
do not consider there to be an urgent qualitative need for additional commercial leisure 
facilities in this area, but to reinforce Stratford's policy status as a higher-order centre, we 
would expect applications which seek to further improve the leisure offer in this area to 
generally be considered favourably.  

9.2.21 In terms of other (non-commercial) leisure uses, the role of facilities within the QEOP is of 
critical importance. The adaption of many of the Olympics venues to provide open-access 
sporting facilities is underway, and we note for example the Copper Box includes gym 
facilities, the tennis and hockey centres are now used as mixed-use sporting facilities, and the 
London Aquatics Centre is used for public and community swimming sessions. The presence 
of these facilities have gone a considerable way to meeting what was previously a clear 
qualitative shortfall, particularly in respect of the Stratford area, and we would expect the 
provision of any additional facilities of the sporting and recreation nature to further maximise 
usage of existing venues, or capitalise on proximity to them. 

9.3 Strategic recommendations 

9.3.1 Based on our assessment and the conclusions set out above, we set out the following 
strategic recommendations for the Legacy Corporation over the Local Plan period: 

Legacy Corporation-wide recommendations 

LC1 Draw together the retail, leisure and town centre elements of the Plan into a single, coherent 
narrative and set of proposals and policies. 

LC2 Make provision for the development of up to 61,300 sq.m net comparison goods floorspace 
over the period to 2031, which should be principally be developed within and around Stratford 
town centre (including those parts of the town centre which fall outside the Legacy Corporation 
area) in order to support the hierarchy of centres identified in the Legacy Corporation’s 
emerging Local Plan and the London Plan

39
. 

LC3 Support applications in principle for the development of retail (class A1 and A2) floorspace of 
an appropriate scale within the district and local centres identified for development in the 
Legacy Corporation’s emerging Local Plan. Development should be of a scale appropriate to 
the role and function of the centre — i.e. should be focussed on meeting local/day-to-day 
shopping needs — and should not undermine the hierarchy of centres within or surrounding 
the Legacy Corporation area. 

LC4 Commercial leisure uses should be directed towards Stratford town centre in order to support 
the development of a diverse, mixed-use metropolitan centre. However applications for 
enhancement/additional provision within district and local centres should also be supported in 
principal, providing they are of an appropriate scale, and support the Legacy Corporation’s 
wider aims and objectives for the regeneration of these centres. 

LC5 Applications for the development of new floorspace should reflect and respect the established 

                                                      
39

 The forecasts summarised above and set out in this report are based on current levels of forecast 
population and expenditure growth. Forecasts beyond 2021 in particular should be treated as indicative and 
should be subject to regular review and updating over the plan period. 
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or emerging hierarchy of centres, and be of a scale appropriate to the role and function of the 
centre in question. Where required, applications should demonstrate compliance with the 
requirements of the NPPF and PPG — including providing sequential and retail impact 
assessments — and the development plan. 

LC6 A threshold of 2,500 sq.m should be applied for impact assessments on the edge of or outside 
Stratford town centre, in line with the requirements of the NPPF. For other centres in the 
hierarchy, reflecting the requirement for a critical mass of floorspace to be concentrated within 
these centres in order to promote their development / regeneration, an impact assessment 
threshold of 200 sq.m should be applied. This is considered an appropriate level which will 
allow for a sufficient degree of policy protection for the proposed neighbourhood and local 
centres within the Legacy Corporation area.  

Stratford town centre recommendations 

STC1 Promote further enhancement of the comparison goods retail provision within Stratford town 
centre (both within and outside the Legacy Corporation boundary, in partnership with LB 
Newham) in line with the capacity requirements identified in this study. 

STC2 Applications which assist in the delivery of providing further modern floorspace within Stratford 
town centre extension should be supported, in line with the identified capacity requirements. 
Improvements to the retail offer should be focussed on the Legacy Corporation’s identified 
opportunity sites, and should seek to deliver modern, large retail units in order to attract new 
investment 

STC3 Applications for developments which enhance the provision of other town centre uses, 
including commercial leisure, museums and galleries, cinema and theatre, should be directed 
towards Stratford town centre (both within and outside the Legacy Corporation boundary) in 
the first instance, to consolidate and support the role of the entire town centre as an Emerging 
Metropolitan Centre. Applications for the enhancement of arts and cultural uses within Queen 
Elizabeth Olympic Park should be supported, but be supported by strong connectivity to 
Stratford town centre (and other defined centres within the Legacy Corporation area).  

STC4 Promote the improvement of the environmental quality and public realm throughout Stratford 
town centre extension, including enhancements of linkages with the rest of the town centre, 
and support applications which further improve the visual appearance of the centre.) 

Bromley-by-Bow district centre recommendations 

BBB1 Seek to secure the comprehensive regeneration of the district centre, in line with the aims and 
objectives of the emerging Legacy Corporation Local Plan and other relevant policy guidance, 
focused on the provision of additional retail floorspace and other town centre uses of an 
appropriate scale.  The regeneration should seek to fully incorporate, or allow for the 
redevelopment of, the existing Tesco foodstore, in order to facilitate the provision of an 
integrated district centre.  

BBB2 The improvement of pedestrian access and the quality of the local environment should be 
considered a priority. Promote the improvement of the environmental quality and public realm 
throughout the district centre, and support applications which improve the visual appearance 
of the centre (for example, the upgrading of shopfronts). 

BBB3 Applications for new retail floorspace (either comparison or convenience goods) within the 
boundaries of the district centre (as defined by the draft Local Plan), which enhance and 
diversify the current retail offer, should be supported, providing they are of an appropriate 
scale and no significant adverse impact on the existing centre or any other centre will arise. 
We would expect the market to dictate the scale of additional floorspace which will come 
forward at this location, but indicatively we would consider that between 10% and 15% of the 
total comparison goods floorspace requirement for the Legacy Corporation (i.e. between 6,130 
and 9,200 sq.m net) to represent a broadly appropriate level of development.   

BBB4 Applications for other town centre uses (such as commercial leisure) should be supported, 
provided they are of an appropriate scale for the role and function of the centre. 

BBB5 Applications for the extension / remodelling of the Tesco store should be supported in order to 
facilitate the integration of this store with any additional floorspace which may come forward in 
the centre, and to assist in relieving the over-trading of this store. 
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Hackney Wick neighbourhood centre recommendations 

HW1 Applications which seek to facilitate the provision of a neighbourhood / local centre within the 
area of Hackney Wick as defined by the Local Plan should be supported

40
.  The centre should 

seek to capitalise on the emerging cluster of commercial activity in the vicinity of Wallis Road / 
Prince Edward Road, and White Post Lane, together with the proposals for the redevelopment 
of Hackney Wick Overground station.  

HW2 Within the proposed neighbourhood centre, provision should be made for a foodstore of an 
appropriate scale in order to address the qualitative gap in provision. We consider that a 
foodstore of between 500 and 1,000 sq.m (net) to be indicative of an appropriate level of 
provision.  

HW3 Proposals for additional comparison goods, convenience goods, services or commercial 
leisure uses, together with community uses should be supported within the Plan area provided 
they are of an appropriate scale, and contribute to the vitality and viability and regeneration 
objectives of the Hackney Wick area.  

HW4 The environmental quality of the centre should be further improved, capitalising on recent 
improvements in the Wallis Road area, including enhancement of directional signage. 

HW5 The Legacy Corporation may wish to give consideration to redefining the boundary of 
Hackney Wick proposed neighbourhood centre, from that set out in the Consultation Local 
Plan. Any amendments to the boundary should be focussed around locations of current or 
future commercial activity, referencing the current provision in and around Felstead Road / 
Wallis Road, and the new proposals at Hackney Wick station. The Legacy Corporation should 
take a view as to whether the leisure functions on the eastern side of the canal within the 
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park would benefit from inclusion, reflecting the potential for the 
‘centre of gravity’ of commercial activity in Hackney Wick to shift eastwards, or whether a 
more tightly-defined boundary, focussed on existing commercial activity around Felstead Road 
/ Hackney Wick station, would be more appropriate.  

Recommendations for Pudding Mill Lane & East Village 

PMEV1 Seek to provide limited-scale retail facilities which enable day-to-day comparison and 
convenience ‘top up’ shopping needs to be met. Any applications should be considered on 
their merits but should be of a scale appropriate to the role and function of the centre and not 
undermine the Legacy Corporation’s proposed hierarchy of centres 

PMEV2 The development of comparison goods shopping facilities is not considered appropriate for 
local centres and should be directed towards centres further up in the retail hierarchy. 

 

                                                      
40

 This should be considered in association with recommendation HW5 
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Appendix 1 Legacy Corporation draft policy for 
retail, leisure and town centres 

 





Policy/Para reference Centre/area Description 

Policy BEE.7 Town, neighbourhood and local centres The town and local centres identified in Table 

5.3 will be the focus for new retail, 

commercial, community and leisure 

floorspace. The type and scale of which 

should be appropriate to the identified 

hierarchy of centres.  

Table 5.3 Stratford 

 

 

Bromley-by-Bow 

 

 

 

Hackney Wick 

 

 

 

Pudding Mill 

 

 

East Village 

 

Emerging as a Metropolitan centre – focus for 

major retail and leisure 

 

Proposed district centre – potential for 

development of complementary retail, 

commercial, leisure and community uses 

 

Proposed extended Neighbourhood Centre. 

Potential for a mix of local retail, commercial 

and other supporting uses 

 

Proposed new Local Centre – retail and 

commercial uses serving local need 

 

Proposed new Local Centre – retail and 

commercial uses to serve local need 

Policy BEE.8 Outside designated centres Proposals for retail, commercial or leisure 

uses should be small and of a scale and 

nature that they provide services to 

immediate business and residential 

community. No single unit should be over 

280 sq.m 

Para 12.1 Hackney Wick A new Neighbourhood Centre around an 

upgraded Hackney Wick Station will ensure 

that the area is well served by local shops and 

services 

Para 12.3 Hackney Wick Fish Island AAP designates a new 

neighbourhood centre within this area, whilst 

the Hackney Wick AAP identifies it as an area 

for employment-led regeneration 

Para 12.8 Planning Delivery Zone 4 - Sweetwater This zone has outline planning permission 

through the Legacy Communities Scheme for 

651 homes, 2,576 sq.m retail floorspace, inter 

alia. 

Para 12.11 Planning Delivery Zone 5 – East Wick This zone has outline planning permission for 

887 homes, 3,268 sq.m retail and 1,457 sq.m 

leisure floorspace, inter alia. 

Para 12.16 Hackney Wick Station Around the station there is the potential to 

establish a new neighbourhood centre. The 

centre should aim to provide a critical mass 

of mixed uses including employment, 

residential, retail and leisure. These will 

generate activity and provide a focal point for 

the Hackney Wick and Fish Island area. Across 

Fish Island Mid and North, and the potential 

neighbourhood centre, there is scope to 

provide between 20,000 and 25,000 sq.m of 

retail, leisure and community floorspace
1
.  

Policy SA1.3 Hackney Wick Sets out the policies for the delivery of a new 

neighbourhood centre.  

Table SA1.2 Sweetwater 2,575 sq.m retail 

Table SA1.3 East Wick 3,268 sq.m retail 

Para 12.35 Hackney Wick Neighbourhood centre will be the meeting 

place at the heart of the new Hackney 

Wick/Fish Island and will see a concentration 

of A1, A3, A4 and D1 uses, together with new 

C3 and B1 opportunities. 

Para 13.17 East Village A sufficient range of non-resi floorspace has 

been permitted/built within the East Village 

area and sufficiently concentrated to form a 

Local Centre within the retail hierarchy, 

providing mainly convenience retail 

                                                           
1
 We understand these figures will be superseded in the publication version of the Local Plan, informed by the findings of this study. 



floorspace.  

Policy SA2.6 Sub Area 2 – North Stratford Uses Classes A1-A5 should be generally of a 

small scale and serve localised need. Larger-

scale uses should normally be located outside 

the Sub Area and within a town, district of 

neighbourhood centre, appropriate to the 

scale and nature of that use.  

Para 13.23 Chobham Farm Some A1 to A5 uses to support 1,100 new 

homes 

Para 13.24 East Village Ancillary uses, mainly within use classes A1 to 

A5 not exceeding a cumulative total of 9,999 

sq.m in accordance with the identified Local 

Centre designation.  

13.25 Chobham Manor Minor element of other uses to support 

residential development (mainly classes A1 to 

A5 to serve local needs) 

Vision for Sub Area 3 Sub Area 3 A thriving centre for business, retail, leisure, 

cultural, visitor and sporting activity 

Para 14.10 Chobham Farm South Opportunity to bring forward a range of uses 

appropriate to a Metropolitan Centre – 

especially leisure, education or resi. 

Table SA3.1 Stratford Waterfront East Permitted floorspace 

 

Retail – 9,900 sq.m 

Leisure – 1,650 sq.m 

Table SA3.2 Stratford Waterfront West Permitted floorspace 

 

Retail – 1,438 sq.m 

Leisure – 165 sq.m 

Para 14.26 Sub Area 3 A range of local retail floorspace has been 

constructed as part of a number of recently 

built development schemes along Stratford 

High Street 

Policy SA3.1 Stratford Proposals for development within the 

Stratford town centre extension site should 

contribute to the Metropolitan Centre 

function of the centre 

Para 14.32 Stratford An extension to the existing Stratford town 

centre to encompass Westfield Stratford City 

and the International Quarter encompassing 

a full range of town centre uses appropriate 

in scale and form to a Metropolitan Centre. 

The site allocation area presents the following 

capacity: 

 

Retail – 3,000 sq.m 

Leisure – 2,000 sq.m 

Para 14.34 Stratford Waterfront East Retail – 9,990 sq.m 

Leisure – 1,650 sq.m 

Para 14.35 Stratford Waterfront West Stratford Waterfront West To include a range of subsidiary community, 

retail and leisure uses 

Para 15.1 Sub Area 4 Proposed district centre at Bromley-by-Bow 

Para 15.4 Bromley-by-Bow Area has potential to accommodate a new 

district centre, focused on the existing 

foodstore, and a Local Centre at Pudding Mill.  

Vision for Sub Area 4 Sub Area 4 New District Centre at Bromley-by-Bow and a 

new Local Centre at Pudding Mill will provide 

a focal point for retail and local services. 

Para 15.6 Pudding Mill Part of the area already has planning 

permission for 2,345 sq.m retail floorspace, 

inter alia. 

 

Potential for a new Local Centre to be focuses 

around the new DLR station at Pudding Mill 

Lane.  

Para 15.12 Bromley-by-Bow Identified in the London Plan as a potential 

new District Centre/ 

Para 15.20 Sub Area 4 Town and local centre services – the potential 

new District Centre at Bromley-by-Bow and a 

new Local Centre at Pudding Mill would 

provide a focus for local retail and business 



for residents at each end of the Sub Area, 

with Stratford providing the main location for 

major town centre services.  

Policy SA4.1 Bromley-by-Bow Designation of a new District Centre. 

Proposals for development will be required to 

demonstrate that they contribute to the 

comprehensive development of the site 

allocation area, including an appropriate mix 

and balance of uses that together have the 

potential to function as a District Centre, 

including retail, employment floorspace, 

community uses amongst other things.  

Para 15.26 Bromley-by-Bow A new mixed-use area consisting of a 

potential new District Centre 
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Appendix 2  Retail capacity tables 





Table 1 — Population growth in LLDC area to 2031

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12 Total

persons persons persons persons persons persons persons LLDC Non-LLDC Total persons persons persons persons persons

2011(a) 9,746 22,809 25,834 18,959 25,087 25,154 19,180 10,274 31,456 41,730 40,781 31,484 33,900 31,325 325,989

2012(e) 12,994 30,102 34,050 25,049 33,122 33,122 25,296 12,395 31,456 43,851 53,427 40,571 36,569 33,881 402,034

2013(e) 13,323 30,748 34,685 25,613 33,779 33,849 25,734 14,030 32,289 46,319 54,703 41,354 37,435 34,571 412,113

2014(e) 13,706 31,297 35,197 26,175 34,371 34,507 26,179 15,678 33,012 48,690 55,884 42,143 38,588 35,250 421,987

2015(e) 14,010 31,862 35,814 26,676 34,965 35,171 26,578 17,325 33,680 51,005 56,944 42,884 39,560 35,942 431,411

2016(e) 14,301 32,375 36,258 27,176 35,515 35,776 26,951 18,972 34,244 53,216 58,067 43,594 40,502 36,594 440,325

2017(e) 14,617 32,825 36,656 27,617 35,971 36,277 27,305 22,323 34,887 57,210 59,099 44,303 41,464 37,190 450,534

2018(e) 14,846 33,194 37,088 28,097 36,495 36,764 27,630 25,635 35,427 61,062 59,935 44,976 42,342 37,803 460,232

2019(e) 15,091 33,633 37,453 28,491 36,941 37,199 27,953 28,951 35,919 64,870 60,738 45,591 43,244 38,451 469,655

2020(e) 15,289 34,010 37,788 28,836 37,349 37,738 28,196 32,270 36,382 68,652 61,651 46,247 44,170 39,046 478,972

2021(e) 15,479 34,374 38,110 29,210 37,718 38,231 28,442 35,592 36,854 72,446 62,499 46,846 45,041 39,625 488,021

2022(e) 15,714 34,717 38,445 29,564 38,125 38,592 28,678 38,586 37,331 75,917 63,205 47,377 45,869 40,233 496,436

2023(e) 15,853 35,023 38,726 29,891 38,518 39,025 28,943 41,590 37,708 79,298 63,939 47,943 46,713 40,842 504,714

2024(e) 16,036 35,372 38,990 30,216 38,890 39,382 29,150 44,595 38,057 82,652 64,663 48,475 47,426 41,388 512,640

2025(e) 16,236 35,681 39,243 30,586 39,246 39,732 29,366 47,602 38,418 86,020 65,372 49,015 48,265 41,997 520,759

2026(e) 16,399 36,021 39,449 30,894 39,625 40,102 29,584 50,610 38,766 89,376 65,978 49,497 48,991 42,549 528,465

2027(e) 16,538 36,284 39,753 31,161 39,982 40,436 29,778 51,563 39,091 90,654 66,597 50,003 49,699 43,077 533,962

2028(e) 16,636 36,537 40,019 31,465 40,272 40,796 30,032 52,567 39,411 91,978 67,244 50,450 50,357 43,661 539,447

2029(e) 16,817 36,843 40,281 31,707 40,612 41,111 30,214 53,567 39,754 93,321 67,855 50,969 50,920 44,196 544,846

2030(e) 16,969 37,140 40,498 32,024 40,926 41,454 30,385 54,565 40,073 94,638 68,504 51,417 51,675 44,743 550,373

2031(e) 17,082 37,395 40,740 32,333 41,251 41,773 30,617 55,561 40,351 95,912 69,056 51,879 52,308 45,279 555,625

Change, 2014-31 3,376 6,098 5,543 6,158 6,880 7,266 4,438 39,884 7,339 47,223 13,172 9,736 13,720 10,029 133,639

Notes

Population projections sourced from Experian Micromarketer G3, 2012, accessed January 2014 — (a)actual population, (e)estimated population

denotes interval year for retail capacity assessment

Zone 8



Table 2a

Per capita expenditure, comparison goods

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

2011
(a)

2,282 1,988 2,463 2,263 1,981 1,953 2,119 2,244 2,138 2,054 1,915 1,785

2012
(e)

2,289 1,994 2,470 2,270 1,987 1,959 2,125 2,251 2,144 2,060 1,921 1,790

2013
(e)

2,360 2,056 2,547 2,340 2,049 2,020 2,191 2,321 2,211 2,124 1,980 1,846

2014
(e)

2,435 2,122 2,628 2,415 2,114 2,084 2,261 2,395 2,282 2,192 2,044 1,905

2015
(e)

2,491 2,170 2,689 2,471 2,163 2,132 2,313 2,450 2,334 2,242 2,091 1,949

2016
(e)

2,561 2,231 2,764 2,540 2,223 2,192 2,378 2,518 2,399 2,305 2,149 2,003

2017
(e)

2,638 2,298 2,847 2,616 2,290 2,258 2,449 2,594 2,471 2,374 2,214 2,063

2018
(e)

2,717 2,367 2,933 2,694 2,359 2,325 2,523 2,672 2,546 2,446 2,280 2,125

2019
(e)

2,799 2,438 3,021 2,775 2,429 2,395 2,599 2,752 2,622 2,519 2,348 2,189

2020
(e)

2,883 2,511 3,111 2,859 2,502 2,467 2,677 2,835 2,701 2,595 2,419 2,255

2021
(e)

2,966 2,584 3,201 2,941 2,575 2,538 2,754 2,917 2,779 2,670 2,489 2,320

2022
(e)

3,052 2,659 3,294 3,027 2,650 2,612 2,834 3,001 2,860 2,747 2,561 2,387

2023
(e)

3,141 2,736 3,390 3,114 2,726 2,688 2,916 3,088 2,942 2,827 2,636 2,457

2024
(e)

3,232 2,815 3,488 3,205 2,805 2,766 3,001 3,178 3,028 2,909 2,712 2,528

2025
(e)

3,325 2,897 3,589 3,298 2,887 2,846 3,088 3,270 3,116 2,993 2,791 2,601

2026
(e)

3,422 2,981 3,693 3,393 2,971 2,929 3,177 3,365 3,206 3,080 2,872 2,677

2027
(e)

3,521 3,067 3,800 3,492 3,057 3,013 3,270 3,462 3,299 3,169 2,955 2,754

2028
(e)

3,623 3,156 3,911 3,593 3,145 3,101 3,364 3,563 3,395 3,261 3,041 2,834

2029
(e)

3,728 3,248 4,024 3,697 3,237 3,191 3,462 3,666 3,493 3,356 3,129 2,916

2030
(e)

3,836 3,342 4,141 3,804 3,330 3,283 3,562 3,773 3,594 3,453 3,219 3,001

2031
(e)

3,948 3,439 4,261 3,915 3,427 3,379 3,666 3,882 3,699 3,553 3,313 3,088

Notes

Source: Experian MicroMarketer G3 (2012) for 2011 base year data, accessed January 2014 — 
(a)
actual population, 

(e)
estimated population

The following expenditure growth rates are applied (source: Experian Retail Planner Briefing Note 11, October 2013, Figures 1a and 1b):

2011-12: 0.30%

2012-13: 3.10%

2013-14: 3.20%

2014-15: 2.30%

2015-16: 2.80%

2016-20: 3.00% (per annum)

2020-31: 2.90% (per annum)

All monetary values are held constant at 2011 prices.

denotes interval year for retail capacity assessment

denotes zone which contains LLDC area



Table 2b

Per capita expenditure, convenience goods

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

2011
(a)

1,610 1,547 1,612 1,577 1,445 1,513 1,571 1,634 1,516 1,489 1,448 1,416

2012
(e)

1,573 1,511 1,575 1,541 1,412 1,478 1,535 1,596 1,481 1,455 1,415 1,383

2013
(e)

1,564 1,502 1,565 1,531 1,403 1,469 1,526 1,587 1,472 1,446 1,406 1,375

2014
(e)

1,554 1,493 1,556 1,522 1,395 1,461 1,517 1,577 1,463 1,437 1,398 1,367

2015
(e)

1,549 1,489 1,551 1,518 1,391 1,456 1,512 1,573 1,459 1,433 1,394 1,363

2016
(e)

1,551 1,490 1,553 1,519 1,392 1,458 1,513 1,574 1,460 1,434 1,395 1,364

2017
(e)

1,563 1,502 1,565 1,531 1,403 1,469 1,526 1,587 1,472 1,446 1,406 1,375

2018
(e)

1,576 1,514 1,578 1,544 1,414 1,481 1,538 1,599 1,484 1,458 1,417 1,386

2019
(e)

1,589 1,526 1,591 1,556 1,426 1,493 1,550 1,612 1,496 1,469 1,429 1,397

2020
(e)

1,601 1,539 1,603 1,568 1,437 1,505 1,562 1,625 1,508 1,481 1,440 1,408

2021
(e)

1,614 1,551 1,616 1,581 1,449 1,517 1,575 1,638 1,520 1,493 1,452 1,420

2022
(e)

1,627 1,563 1,629 1,594 1,460 1,529 1,588 1,651 1,532 1,505 1,463 1,431

2023
(e)

1,640 1,576 1,642 1,606 1,472 1,541 1,600 1,664 1,544 1,517 1,475 1,442

2024
(e)

1,653 1,588 1,655 1,619 1,484 1,554 1,613 1,678 1,557 1,529 1,487 1,454

2025
(e)

1,666 1,601 1,668 1,632 1,496 1,566 1,626 1,691 1,569 1,541 1,499 1,466

2026
(e)

1,680 1,614 1,682 1,645 1,508 1,578 1,639 1,705 1,582 1,553 1,511 1,477

2027
(e)

1,693 1,627 1,695 1,658 1,520 1,591 1,652 1,718 1,594 1,566 1,523 1,489

2028
(e)

1,707 1,640 1,709 1,672 1,532 1,604 1,665 1,732 1,607 1,578 1,535 1,501

2029
(e)

1,720 1,653 1,722 1,685 1,544 1,617 1,679 1,746 1,620 1,591 1,547 1,513

2030
(e)

1,734 1,666 1,736 1,699 1,556 1,630 1,692 1,760 1,633 1,604 1,560 1,525

2031
(e)

1,748 1,680 1,750 1,712 1,569 1,643 1,706 1,774 1,646 1,617 1,572 1,537

Notes

Source: Experian MicroMarketer G3 (2012) for 2011 base year data, accessed January 2014 — 
(a)
actual population, 

(e)
estimated population

The following expenditure growth rates are applied (source: Experian Retail Planner Briefing Note 11, October 2013, Figures 1a and 1b):

2011-12: -2.30%

2012-13: -0.60%

2013-14: -0.60%

2014-15: -0.30%

2015-16: 0.10%

2016-20: 0.80% (per annum)

2020-31: 0.80% (per annum)

All monetary values are held constant at 2011 prices.

denotes interval year for retail capacity assessment

denotes zone which contains LLDC area



Table 3a

Total expenditure, comparison goods

Year Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12 Total

Sub-total at 2014 (£m) 33.38 66.40 92.51 63.21 72.66 71.92 59.20 116.60 127.51 92.38 78.86 67.15 941.78

Experian 'adjusted' SFT (%) 11.60% 11.60% 11.60% 11.60% 11.60% 11.60% 11.60% 11.60% 11.60% 11.60% 11.60% 11.60%

Deduction for SFT (£m) 3.87 7.70 10.73 7.33 8.43 8.34 6.87 13.53 14.79 10.72 9.15 7.79 109.25

Total at 2014 (£m) 29.51 58.70 81.78 55.88 64.23 63.58 52.33 103.07 112.72 81.66 69.71 59.36 832.54

Sub-total at 2017 (£m) 38.56 75.43 104.36 72.24 82.37 81.90 66.88 148.40 146.06 105.19 91.79 76.74 1089.94

Experian 'adjusted' SFT (%) 13.80% 13.80% 13.80% 13.80% 13.80% 13.80% 13.80% 13.80% 13.80% 13.80% 13.80% 13.80%

Deduction for SFT (£m) 5.32 10.41 14.40 9.97 11.37 11.30 9.23 20.48 20.16 14.52 12.67 10.59 150.41

Total at 2017 (£m) 33.24 65.02 89.96 62.27 71.01 70.60 57.65 127.92 125.90 90.67 79.12 66.15 939.53

Sub-total at 2021 (£m) 45.91 88.82 122.00 85.92 97.12 97.05 78.34 211.30 173.68 125.07 112.11 91.93 1329.26

Experian 'adjusted' SFT (%) 15.70% 15.70% 15.70% 15.70% 15.70% 15.70% 15.70% 15.70% 15.70% 15.70% 15.70% 15.70%

Deduction for SFT (£m) 7.21 13.94 19.15 13.49 15.25 15.24 12.30 33.17 27.27 19.64 17.60 14.43 208.69

Total at 2021 (£m) 38.70 74.88 102.85 72.43 81.87 81.81 66.04 178.13 146.41 105.43 94.51 77.50 1120.57

Sub-total at 2026 (£m) 56.12 107.38 145.70 104.84 117.71 117.44 94.00 300.74 211.52 152.45 140.68 113.89 1662.46

Experian 'adjusted' SFT (%) 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90%

Deduction for SFT (£m) 8.92 17.07 23.17 16.67 18.72 18.67 14.95 47.82 33.63 24.24 22.37 18.11 264.33

Total at 2026 (£m) 47.19 90.31 122.53 88.17 98.99 98.77 79.06 252.92 177.89 128.21 118.31 95.78 1398.13

Sub-total at 2031 (£m) 67.43 128.60 173.58 126.58 141.37 141.13 112.23 372.33 255.41 184.34 173.29 139.82 2016.11

Experian 'adjusted' SFT (%) 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90% 15.90%

Deduction for SFT (£m) 10.72 20.45 27.60 20.13 22.48 22.44 17.85 59.20 40.61 29.31 27.55 22.23 320.56

Total at 2031 (£m) 56.71 108.16 145.98 106.45 118.89 118.69 94.39 313.13 214.80 155.03 145.73 117.59 1695.55

Growth in expenditure 2014-31 (£m) 27.21 49.46 64.20 50.57 54.65 55.11 42.05 210.05 102.08 73.37 76.02 58.23 863.01

Notes

Source: Table 1, Table 2a.

Special forms of trading ('SFT') discount source: Experian Retail Planner Briefing Note 11, October 2013, Appendix 3 ('adjusted' percentage figures to take into account store-picked goods).

All monetary values are held constant at 2011 prices.

denotes zone which contains LLDC area



Table 3b

Total expenditure, convenience goods

Year Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12 Total

Sub-total at 2014 (£m) 21.30 46.74 54.77 39.85 47.94 50.40 39.70 76.80 81.78 60.57 53.94 48.18 621.97

Experian 'adjusted' SFT (%) 2.70% 2.70% 2.70% 2.70% 2.70% 2.70% 2.70% 2.70% 2.70% 2.70% 2.70% 2.70%

Deduction for SFT (£m) 0.58 1.26 1.48 1.08 1.29 1.36 1.07 2.07 2.21 1.64 1.46 1.30 16.79

Total at 2014 (£m) 20.73 45.48 53.29 38.77 46.65 49.04 38.63 74.73 79.57 58.94 52.48 46.88 605.18

Sub-total at 2017 (£m) 22.85 49.31 57.38 42.29 50.48 53.30 41.66 90.78 87.00 64.06 58.30 51.14 668.55

Experian 'adjusted' SFT (%) 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50%

Deduction for SFT (£m) 0.80 1.73 2.01 1.48 1.77 1.87 1.46 3.18 3.05 2.24 2.04 1.79 23.40

Total at 2017 (£m) 22.05 47.59 55.37 40.81 48.71 51.43 40.20 87.60 83.96 61.82 56.26 49.35 645.15

Sub-total at 2021 (£m) 24.98 53.31 61.59 46.18 54.64 57.99 44.80 118.68 94.99 69.93 65.38 56.25 748.72

Experian 'adjusted' SFT (%) 4.60% 4.60% 4.60% 4.60% 4.60% 4.60% 4.60% 4.60% 4.60% 4.60% 4.60% 4.60%

Deduction for SFT (£m) 1.15 2.45 2.83 2.12 2.51 2.67 2.06 5.46 4.37 3.22 3.01 2.59 34.44

Total at 2021 (£m) 23.84 50.86 58.76 44.06 52.13 55.32 42.74 113.22 90.62 66.71 62.38 53.66 714.28

Sub-total at 2026 (£m) 27.55 58.14 66.34 50.83 59.74 63.30 48.49 152.36 104.35 76.89 74.01 62.86 844.85

Experian 'adjusted' SFT (%) 5.10% 5.10% 5.10% 5.10% 5.10% 5.10% 5.10% 5.10% 5.10% 5.10% 5.10% 5.10%

Deduction for SFT (£m) 1.40 2.96 3.38 2.59 3.05 3.23 2.47 7.77 5.32 3.92 3.77 3.21 43.09

Total at 2026 (£m) 26.14 55.17 62.96 48.24 56.69 60.07 46.02 144.59 99.03 72.97 70.23 59.65 801.76

Sub-total at 2031 (£m) 29.86 62.81 71.30 55.36 64.72 68.62 52.22 170.15 113.66 83.87 82.23 69.61 924.39

Experian 'adjusted' SFT (%) 5.60% 5.60% 5.60% 5.60% 5.60% 5.60% 5.60% 5.60% 5.60% 5.60% 5.60% 5.60%

Deduction for SFT (£m) 1.67 3.52 3.99 3.10 3.62 3.84 2.92 9.53 6.36 4.70 4.60 3.90 51.77

Total at 2031 (£m) 28.19 59.29 67.31 52.26 61.09 64.78 49.30 160.62 107.29 79.17 77.63 65.71 872.63

Growth in expenditure 2014-31 (£m) 7.46 13.81 14.02 13.49 14.44 15.74 10.67 85.90 27.72 20.23 25.15 18.83 267.45

Notes

Source: Table 1, Table 2b.

Special forms of trading ('SFT') discount source: Experian Retail Planner Briefing Note 11, October 2013, Appendix 3 ('adjusted' percentage figures to take into account store-picked goods).

All monetary values are held constant at 2011 prices.

denotes zone which contains LLDC area



Table 4

Comparison goods market shares, 2007-based (unadjusted)

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12

% % % % % % % % % % % %

Zone 1

no centres/stores

Zone 2

Canning Town 0.71% 0.55% 0.01% 0.24% 0.00% 0.35% 4.33% 0.19% 0.08% 0.00% 0.00% 0.17%

Other centres & stores 0.00% 0.19% 0.00% 0.07% 0.10% 0.37% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Total, zone 2 0.71% 0.75% 0.01% 0.31% 0.10% 0.72% 4.33% 0.19% 0.08% 0.00% 0.00% 0.17%

Zone 3

East Ham 10.01% 10.28% 33.37% 17.12% 42.53% 7.67% 12.08% 2.46% 11.62% 13.96% 0.28% 3.14%

Upton Park 0.66% 1.57% 6.03% 0.86% 3.00% 1.33% 3.97% 0.56% 4.77% 1.42% 0.42% 0.00%

Total, zone 3 10.67% 11.85% 39.41% 17.98% 45.54% 9.01% 16.06% 3.02% 16.38% 15.39% 0.70% 3.14%

Zone 4

Retail parks, Beckton 52.58% 47.66% 23.10% 50.48% 19.51% 31.97% 39.51% 7.93% 15.99% 16.90% 8.76% 13.92%

Total, zone 4 52.58% 47.66% 23.10% 50.48% 19.51% 31.97% 39.51% 7.93% 15.99% 16.90% 8.76% 13.92%

Zone 5

no centres/stores

Zone 6

All centres & stores 0.09% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.29% 0.91% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Total, zone 6 0.09% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.29% 0.91% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Zone 7

All centres & stores 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.29% 0.57% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Total, zone 7 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.29% 0.57% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Zone 8

Stratford 6.03% 9.29% 2.15% 0.80% 0.48% 22.49% 8.94% 39.39% 16.15% 1.64% 0.00% 13.06%

Total, zone 8 6.03% 9.29% 2.15% 0.80% 0.48% 22.49% 8.94% 39.39% 16.15% 1.64% 0.00% 13.06%

Zone 9

no centres/stores

Zone 10

All centres & stores 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00% 0.35% 0.00% 0.00%

Total, zone 10 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00% 0.35% 0.00% 0.00%

Zone 11

Barking — town centre 0.60% 1.58% 4.38% 0.70% 4.71% 0.70% 3.34% 0.26% 1.98% 4.59% 42.36% 0.91%

Barking — retail parks 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.26% 0.67% 0.00%

Total, zone 11 0.60% 1.58% 4.38% 0.70% 4.71% 0.70% 3.34% 0.26% 1.98% 4.85% 43.03% 0.91%

Zone 12

Poplar 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.54%

Total, zone 12 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.54%

Total for study area 70.68% 71.13% 69.05% 70.56% 70.91% 65.17% 73.09% 50.89% 50.59% 39.13% 52.49% 33.74%

Outside study area —

Ilford 1.28% 4.48% 10.05% 4.63% 15.20% 7.51% 7.96% 7.60% 17.96% 42.75% 15.07% 1.94%

West End / Central London 14.16% 7.06% 6.18% 10.68% 5.23% 8.24% 6.25% 15.08% 12.42% 6.20% 4.43% 21.40%

Lakeside 6.53% 7.65% 8.57% 5.61% 3.12% 5.16% 5.62% 5.57% 4.60% 2.47% 9.58% 2.46%

Romford 0.84% 1.53% 3.34% 0.90% 3.27% 4.59% 3.08% 2.98% 1.94% 3.22% 14.46% 3.42%

Canary Wharf / Isle of Dogs 1.16% 3.33% 0.23% 3.15% 0.02% 0.13% 0.82% 0.68% 0.39% 0.00% 0.00% 15.22%

Leyton 0.00% 0.05% 0.00% 0.09% 0.00% 1.22% 0.02% 4.58% 2.96% 0.04% 0.00% 0.06%

Bluewater 1.54% 1.83% 0.25% 1.87% 0.48% 0.94% 0.00% 0.31% 1.40% 0.52% 0.00% 1.01%

Lewisham 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.76% 0.02% 0.00% 6.16%

Forest Gate 0.00% 0.00% 0.31% 0.00% 0.24% 0.14% 0.04% 2.07% 2.46% 0.27% 0.00% 0.00%

Leytonstone 0.00% 0.08% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.60% 0.00% 2.30% 0.72% 1.13% 0.00% 0.00%

Walthamstow 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.16% 0.00% 0.54% 0.00% 1.60% 0.97% 0.64% 0.00% 0.00%

Bow 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.30% 0.15% 0.20% 0.24% 0.00% 3.50%

Greenwich 0.26% 0.10% 0.44% 0.01% 0.00% 0.10% 0.05% 0.30% 0.13% 0.00% 0.00% 2.79%

Other centres & stores 3.56% 2.75% 1.58% 2.35% 1.53% 5.66% 2.78% 5.90% 2.50% 3.38% 3.98% 8.31%

Total for outside study area 29.32% 28.87% 30.95% 29.44% 29.09% 34.83% 26.91% 49.11% 49.41% 60.87% 47.51% 66.26%

Overall total 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Notes

Source: NEMS Market Research, Canning Town & Newham Shopping Study, 2007

Composite analysis provided by NEMS Market Research, 2013

Figures do not take into account retail developments since 2007 — see report for explanation of methodology

denotes zone which contains LLDC area



Table 5

Comparison goods spending patterns, 2007-based (unadjusted)

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12 Total

£m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m

Total available expenditure, 2014 — 29.51 58.70 81.78 55.88 64.23 63.58 52.33 103.07 112.72 81.66 69.71 59.36 832.54

Zone 1

no centres/stores

Zone 2

Canning Town 0.21 0.33 0.01 0.13 0.00 0.22 2.27 0.20 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.10 3.55

Other centres & stores 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.04 0.06 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.45

Total, zone 2 0.21 0.44 0.01 0.17 0.06 0.45 2.27 0.20 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.10 4.00

Zone 3

East Ham 2.96 6.04 27.29 9.57 27.32 4.88 6.32 2.54 13.09 11.40 0.20 1.86 113.47

Upton Park 0.19 0.92 4.93 0.48 1.93 0.85 2.08 0.58 5.37 1.16 0.29 0.00 18.79

Total, zone 3 3.15 6.96 32.23 10.05 29.25 5.73 8.40 3.11 18.47 12.56 0.49 1.86 132.26

Zone 4

Retail parks, Beckton 15.51 27.98 18.89 28.21 12.53 20.33 20.68 8.17 18.02 13.80 6.11 8.26 198.50

Total, zone 4 15.51 27.98 18.89 28.21 12.53 20.33 20.68 8.17 18.02 13.80 6.11 8.26 198.50

Zone 5

no centres/stores

Zone 6

All centres & stores 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.68

Total, zone 6 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.68

Zone 7

All centres & stores 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.53

Total, zone 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.53

Zone 8

Stratford 1.78 5.45 1.76 0.45 0.31 14.30 4.68 40.60 18.21 1.34 0.00 7.75 96.62

Total, zone 8 1.78 5.45 1.76 0.45 0.31 14.30 4.68 40.60 18.21 1.34 0.00 7.75 96.62

Zone 9

no centres/stores

Zone 10

All centres & stores 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.39

Total, zone 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.39

Zone 11

Barking — town centre 0.18 0.93 3.58 0.39 3.03 0.44 1.75 0.26 2.23 3.75 29.53 0.54 46.61

Barking — retail parks 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.47 0.00 0.68

Total, zone 11 0.18 0.93 3.58 0.39 3.03 0.44 1.75 0.26 2.23 3.96 30.00 0.54 47.30

Zone 12

Poplar 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.51 1.51

Total, zone 12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.51 1.51

Total for study area 20.86 41.75 56.47 39.43 45.55 41.43 38.25 52.45 57.02 31.95 36.59 20.03 481.78

Outside study area —

Ilford 0.38 2.63 8.22 2.59 9.76 4.78 4.17 7.84 20.25 34.91 10.50 1.15 107.16

West End / Central London 4.18 4.14 5.05 5.97 3.36 5.24 3.27 15.54 14.00 5.07 3.09 12.70 81.61

Lakeside 1.93 4.49 7.01 3.14 2.00 3.28 2.94 5.74 5.18 2.02 6.68 1.46 45.86

Romford 0.25 0.90 2.73 0.50 2.10 2.92 1.61 3.07 2.18 2.63 10.08 2.03 31.01

Canary Wharf / Isle of Dogs 0.34 1.96 0.19 1.76 0.01 0.08 0.43 0.70 0.44 0.00 0.00 9.03 14.94

Leyton 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.78 0.01 4.72 3.34 0.03 0.00 0.04 8.99

Bluewater 0.45 1.07 0.20 1.04 0.31 0.60 0.00 0.32 1.58 0.42 0.00 0.60 6.60

Lewisham 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.01 0.00 3.65 4.53

Forest Gate 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.16 0.09 0.02 2.14 2.77 0.22 0.00 0.00 5.65

Leytonstone 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.00 2.37 0.82 0.92 0.00 0.00 4.54

Walthamstow 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.35 0.00 1.65 1.10 0.52 0.00 0.00 3.70

Bow 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.15 0.22 0.20 0.00 2.08 2.81

Greenwich 0.08 0.06 0.36 0.01 0.00 0.06 0.02 0.31 0.15 0.00 0.00 1.66 2.70

Other centres & stores 1.05 1.61 1.29 1.31 0.98 3.60 1.45 6.08 2.81 2.76 2.77 4.93 30.65

Total for outside study area 8.65 16.94 25.31 16.45 18.69 22.14 14.08 50.62 55.70 49.71 33.12 39.33 350.75

Overall total 29.51 58.70 81.78 55.88 64.23 63.58 52.33 103.07 112.72 81.66 69.71 59.36 832.54

Notes

Source: Table 1, Table 3a.

Figures do not take into account retail developments since 2007 — see report for explanation of methodology.

All monetary values held constant at 2011 prices.

denotes zone which contains LLDC area



Table 6a

Trade diversion adjustment to Westfield Stratford City

£m

Total turnover of Westfield Stratford City 905.64 (2014 at 2011 prices, estimated)

Trade diversion by zone

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12 Total 

from 

zones

Inflow Overall 

total

Existing turnover from zones, 2014 1.78 5.45 1.76 0.45 0.31 14.30 4.68 40.60 18.21 1.34 0.00 7.75 96.62

Proportion of turnover from study zones inc inflow 1.00% 2.00% 1.00% 0.50% 0.50% 5.00% 1.50% 8.00% 6.00% 1.00% 0.50% 3.00% 30.00% 70.00% 100.00%

Trade diversion to Westfield Stratford City 9.06 18.11 9.06 4.53 4.53 45.28 13.58 72.45 54.34 9.06 4.53 27.17 271.69 633.95 905.64

Patterns of trade diversion

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12 Total

£m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m

Zone 1

no centres/stores

Zone 2

Canning Town 0.06 0.10 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.16 0.59 0.14 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.05 1.15

Other centres & stores 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21

Total, zone 2 0.06 0.14 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.32 0.59 0.14 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.05 1.36

Zone 3

East Ham 0.91 1.86 3.02 0.78 1.93 3.48 1.64 1.78 6.31 1.26 0.01 0.85 23.84

Upton Park 0.06 0.28 0.55 0.04 0.14 0.60 0.54 0.40 2.59 0.13 0.02 0.00 5.35

Total, zone 3 0.97 2.15 3.57 0.81 2.06 4.08 2.18 2.19 8.90 1.39 0.03 0.85 29.19

Zone 4

Retail parks, Beckton 4.76 8.63 2.09 2.29 0.88 14.48 5.37 5.75 8.69 1.53 0.40 3.78 58.65

Total, zone 4 4.76 8.63 2.09 2.29 0.88 14.48 5.37 5.75 8.69 1.53 0.40 3.78 58.65

Zone 5

no centres/stores

Zone 6

All centres & stores 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26

Total, zone 6 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26

Zone 7

All centres & stores 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04

Total, zone 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04

Zone 8

Stratford 0.55 1.68 0.19 0.04 0.02 10.19 1.21 28.54 8.78 0.15 0.00 3.55 54.89

Total, zone 8 0.55 1.68 0.19 0.04 0.02 10.19 1.21 28.54 8.78 0.15 0.00 3.55 54.89

Zone 9

no centres/stores

Zone 10

All centres & stores 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.10

Total, zone 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.10

Zone 11

Barking — town centre 0.05 0.29 0.40 0.03 0.21 0.32 0.45 0.19 1.08 0.42 1.92 0.25 5.60

Barking — retail parks 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.05

Total, zone 11 0.05 0.29 0.40 0.03 0.21 0.32 0.45 0.19 1.08 0.44 1.95 0.25 5.65

Zone 12

Poplar 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.69 0.69

Total, zone 12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.69 0.69

Total for study area 6.40 12.88 6.25 3.20 3.21 29.51 9.93 36.87 27.49 3.54 2.38 9.17 150.83

Outside study area —

Ilford 0.12 0.81 0.91 0.21 0.69 3.40 1.08 5.51 9.76 3.87 0.68 0.53 27.56

West End / Central London 1.28 1.28 0.56 0.48 0.24 3.73 0.85 10.93 6.75 0.56 0.20 5.81 32.67

Lakeside 0.59 1.39 0.78 0.25 0.14 2.34 0.76 4.03 2.50 0.22 0.43 0.67 14.11

Romford 0.08 0.28 0.30 0.04 0.15 2.08 0.42 2.16 1.05 0.29 0.65 0.93 8.43

Canary Wharf / Isle of Dogs 0.10 0.60 0.02 0.14 0.00 0.06 0.11 0.49 0.21 0.00 0.00 4.13 5.88

Leyton 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.55 0.00 3.32 1.61 0.00 0.00 0.02 5.52

Bluewater 0.14 0.33 0.02 0.08 0.02 0.43 0.00 0.23 0.76 0.05 0.00 0.28 2.33

Lewisham 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.00 1.67 2.09

Forest Gate 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.01 1.50 1.34 0.02 0.00 0.00 2.97

Leytonstone 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.00 1.67 0.39 0.10 0.00 0.00 2.45

Walthamstow 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.25 0.00 1.16 0.53 0.06 0.00 0.00 2.00

Bow 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.11 0.11 0.02 0.00 0.95 1.23

Greenwich 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.22 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.76 1.18

Other centres & stores 0.32 0.50 0.14 0.11 0.07 2.56 0.38 4.28 1.36 0.31 0.18 2.26 12.45

Total for outside study area 2.66 5.23 2.80 1.33 1.32 15.77 3.66 35.58 26.85 5.51 2.15 18.00 120.86

Overall total 9.06 18.11 9.06 4.53 4.53 45.28 13.58 72.45 54.34 9.06 4.53 27.17 271.69

Notes

Source of existing (pre-development) turnover of Stratford town centre: Table 5

Trade diversion including inflow: informed by Lakeside Sub-Regional Retail Study (Peter Brett Associates): turnover of Westfield Stratford City from Lakeside Retail Study zones 10 and 12 (which 

are equivalent to the boundaris of the LLDC study area) as a proportion of overall turnover of Westfield Stratford City.

Turnover of Westfield Stratford City at 2013 informed by Lakeside Sub-Regional Retail Study (Peter Brett Associates). Allowance made for increase in sales density 2013-14 of 1.6% per annum.

All monetary values held constant at 2011 prices.



Table 6b

Turnover of centres after trade diversion to Westfield Stratford City

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12 Total Inflow* Overall 

total**
£m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m

Zone 1

no centres/stores

Zone 2

Canning Town 0.14 0.23 0.01 0.12 0.00 0.06 1.68 0.06 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.05 2.40

Other centres & stores 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24

Total, zone 2 0.14 0.30 0.01 0.16 0.06 0.13 1.68 0.06 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.05 2.64

Zone 3

East Ham 2.05 4.17 24.27 8.79 25.40 1.40 4.68 0.75 6.78 10.14 0.18 1.01 89.63

Upton Park 0.13 0.64 4.39 0.44 1.79 0.24 1.54 0.17 2.78 1.03 0.27 0.00 13.44

Total, zone 3 2.18 4.81 28.66 9.23 27.19 1.65 6.22 0.92 9.56 11.17 0.45 1.01 103.07

Zone 4

Retail parks, Beckton 10.75 19.34 16.80 25.92 11.65 5.85 15.31 2.43 9.34 12.27 5.71 4.48 139.85

Total, zone 4 10.75 19.34 16.80 25.92 11.65 5.85 15.31 2.43 9.34 12.27 5.71 4.48 139.85

Zone 5

no centres/stores

Zone 6

All centres & stores 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42

Total, zone 6 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42

Zone 7

All centres & stores 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.49

Total, zone 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.49

Zone 8

Stratford (incl Westfield) 10.29 21.88 10.62 4.94 4.81 49.40 17.05 84.51 63.77 10.25 4.53 31.37 313.42 633.95 947.37

Total, zone 8 10.29 21.88 10.62 4.94 4.81 49.40 17.05 84.51 63.77 10.25 4.53 31.37 313.42 633.95 947.37

Zone 9

no centres/stores

Zone 10

All centres & stores 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.29

Total, zone 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.29

Zone 11

Barking — town centre 0.12 0.64 3.18 0.36 2.81 0.13 1.29 0.08 1.16 3.33 27.61 0.29 41.02

Barking — retail parks 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.44 0.00 0.63

Total, zone 11 0.12 0.64 3.18 0.36 2.81 0.13 1.29 0.08 1.16 3.52 28.05 0.29 41.65

Zone 12

Poplar 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.82 0.82

Total, zone 12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.82 0.82

Total for study area 23.51 46.98 59.27 40.76 46.86 57.21 41.90 88.04 83.87 37.46 38.74 38.03 602.65

Outside study area —

Ilford 0.26 1.82 7.31 2.38 9.08 1.37 3.08 2.33 10.49 31.04 9.82 0.62 79.59

West End / Central London 2.89 2.87 4.49 5.49 3.13 1.51 2.42 4.62 7.25 4.51 2.89 6.89 48.94

Lakeside 1.33 3.10 6.23 2.88 1.86 0.94 2.18 1.70 2.69 1.80 6.24 0.79 31.76

Romford 0.17 0.62 2.43 0.46 1.95 0.84 1.19 0.91 1.13 2.34 9.42 1.10 22.58

Canary Wharf / Isle of Dogs 0.24 1.35 0.17 1.62 0.01 0.02 0.32 0.21 0.23 0.00 0.00 4.90 9.06

Leyton 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.22 0.01 1.40 1.73 0.03 0.00 0.02 3.48

Bluewater 0.31 0.74 0.18 0.96 0.29 0.17 0.00 0.10 0.82 0.37 0.00 0.33 4.27

Lewisham 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.01 0.00 1.98 2.44

Forest Gate 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.15 0.03 0.02 0.63 1.44 0.20 0.00 0.00 2.68

Leytonstone 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.70 0.42 0.82 0.00 0.00 2.09

Walthamstow 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.49 0.57 0.46 0.00 0.00 1.70

Bow 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.05 0.12 0.18 0.00 1.13 1.58

Greenwich 0.05 0.04 0.32 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.09 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.90 1.52

Other centres & stores 0.73 1.12 1.15 1.20 0.91 1.04 1.08 1.81 1.46 2.45 2.59 2.67 18.20

Total for outside study area 6.00 11.71 22.51 15.12 17.37 6.37 10.43 15.04 28.85 44.20 30.97 21.33 229.89

Overall total 29.51 58.70 81.78 55.88 64.23 63.58 52.33 103.07 112.72 81.66 69.71 59.36 832.54

Notes

Source: Table 5, Table 6a.

*inflow to Westfield Stratford City only **overall total including inflow to Westfield Stratford City

All monetary values held constant at 2011 prices.



Table 7

Comparison goods market shares, 2007-based (adjusted to include Westfield Stratford City)

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12
% % % % % % % % % % % %

Zone 1
no centres/stores

Zone 2
Canning Town 0.49% 0.38% 0.01% 0.22% 0.00% 0.10% 3.20% 0.06% 0.04% 0.00% 0.00% 0.09%
Other centres & stores 0.00% 0.13% 0.00% 0.06% 0.09% 0.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Total, zone 2 0.49% 0.52% 0.01% 0.28% 0.09% 0.21% 3.20% 0.06% 0.04% 0.00% 0.00% 0.09%

Zone 3
East Ham 6.94% 7.11% 29.68% 15.73% 39.54% 2.21% 8.95% 0.73% 6.02% 12.41% 0.26% 1.70%
Upton Park 0.45% 1.09% 5.37% 0.79% 2.79% 0.38% 2.94% 0.17% 2.47% 1.27% 0.39% 0.00%

Total, zone 3 7.40% 8.20% 35.04% 16.52% 42.33% 2.59% 11.89% 0.90% 8.49% 13.68% 0.65% 1.70%

Zone 4
Retail parks, Beckton 36.44% 32.96% 20.55% 46.39% 18.13% 9.20% 29.26% 2.36% 8.28% 15.02% 8.19% 7.55%

Total, zone 4 36.44% 32.96% 20.55% 46.39% 18.13% 9.20% 29.26% 2.36% 8.28% 15.02% 8.19% 7.55%

Zone 5
no centres/stores

Zone 6
All centres & stores 0.06% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.08% 0.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Total, zone 6 0.06% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.08% 0.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Zone 7
All centres & stores 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.27% 0.53% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Total, zone 7 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.27% 0.53% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Zone 8
Stratford (incl Westfield) 34.87% 37.28% 12.99% 8.84% 7.49% 77.70% 32.58% 81.99% 56.57% 12.55% 6.50% 52.85%

Total, zone 8 34.87% 37.28% 12.99% 8.84% 7.49% 77.70% 32.58% 81.99% 56.57% 12.55% 6.50% 52.85%

Zone 9
no centres/stores

Zone 10
All centres & stores 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.03% 0.00% 0.31% 0.00% 0.00%

Total, zone 10 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.03% 0.00% 0.31% 0.00% 0.00%

Zone 11
Barking — town centre 0.42% 1.09% 3.89% 0.65% 4.38% 0.20% 2.47% 0.08% 1.03% 4.08% 39.61% 0.49%
Barking — retail parks 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.23% 0.63% 0.00%

Total, zone 11 0.42% 1.09% 3.89% 0.65% 4.38% 0.20% 2.47% 0.08% 1.03% 4.31% 40.24% 0.49%

Zone 12
Poplar 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.38%

Total, zone 12 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.38%

Total for study area 79.68% 80.04% 72.48% 72.94% 72.96% 89.98% 80.07% 85.41% 74.41% 45.88% 55.58% 64.07%

Outside study area —

Ilford 0.88% 3.09% 8.94% 4.25% 14.13% 2.16% 5.89% 2.26% 9.30% 38.01% 14.09% 1.05%
West End / Central London 9.81% 4.88% 5.49% 9.82% 4.87% 2.37% 4.62% 4.48% 6.43% 5.52% 4.15% 11.60%
Lakeside 4.52% 5.29% 7.62% 5.16% 2.90% 1.48% 4.16% 1.65% 2.38% 2.20% 8.95% 1.33%
Romford 0.58% 1.06% 2.97% 0.83% 3.04% 1.32% 2.28% 0.88% 1.00% 2.86% 13.52% 1.86%
Canary Wharf / Isle of Dogs 0.80% 2.30% 0.21% 2.89% 0.02% 0.04% 0.61% 0.20% 0.20% 0.00% 0.00% 8.25%
Leyton 0.00% 0.04% 0.00% 0.08% 0.00% 0.35% 0.02% 1.36% 1.54% 0.03% 0.00% 0.03%
Bluewater 1.07% 1.26% 0.22% 1.71% 0.45% 0.27% 0.00% 0.09% 0.72% 0.46% 0.00% 0.55%
Lewisham 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.39% 0.02% 0.00% 3.34%
Forest Gate 0.00% 0.00% 0.28% 0.00% 0.23% 0.04% 0.03% 0.62% 1.27% 0.24% 0.00% 0.00%
Leytonstone 0.00% 0.06% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.17% 0.00% 0.68% 0.38% 1.01% 0.00% 0.00%
Walthamstow 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.14% 0.00% 0.16% 0.00% 0.48% 0.50% 0.57% 0.00% 0.00%
Bow 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.22% 0.04% 0.10% 0.22% 0.00% 1.90%
Greenwich 0.18% 0.07% 0.39% 0.01% 0.00% 0.03% 0.03% 0.09% 0.07% 0.00% 0.00% 1.51%
Other centres & stores 2.46% 1.90% 1.40% 2.16% 1.42% 1.63% 2.05% 1.75% 1.29% 3.00% 3.72% 4.50%

Total for outside study area 20.32% 19.96% 27.52% 27.06% 27.04% 10.02% 19.93% 14.59% 25.59% 54.12% 44.42% 35.93%

Overall total 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Notes
Source: Table 6b

denotes zone which contains LLDC area



Table 8

Comparison goods spending patterns, 2007-based (adjusted to include Westfield Stratford City)

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12 Total
£m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m

Total available expenditure, 2014 — 29.51 58.70 81.78 55.88 64.23 63.58 52.33 103.07 112.72 81.66 69.71 59.36 832.54

Zone 1
no centres/stores

Zone 2
Canning Town 0.14 0.23 0.01 0.12 0.00 0.06 1.68 0.06 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.05 2.40
Other centres & stores 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24

Total, zone 2 0.14 0.30 0.01 0.16 0.06 0.13 1.68 0.06 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.05 2.64

Zone 3
East Ham 2.05 4.17 24.27 8.79 25.40 1.40 4.68 0.75 6.78 10.14 0.18 1.01 89.63
Upton Park 0.13 0.64 4.39 0.44 1.79 0.24 1.54 0.17 2.78 1.03 0.27 0.00 13.44

Total, zone 3 2.18 4.81 28.66 9.23 27.19 1.65 6.22 0.92 9.56 11.17 0.45 1.01 103.07

Zone 4
Retail parks, Beckton 10.75 19.34 16.80 25.92 11.65 5.85 15.31 2.43 9.34 12.27 5.71 4.48 139.85

Total, zone 4 10.75 19.34 16.80 25.92 11.65 5.85 15.31 2.43 9.34 12.27 5.71 4.48 139.85

Zone 5
no centres/stores

Zone 6
All centres & stores 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42

Total, zone 6 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42

Zone 7
All centres & stores 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.49

Total, zone 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.49

Zone 8
Stratford (incl Westfield) 10.29 21.88 10.62 4.94 4.81 49.40 17.05 84.51 63.77 10.25 4.53 31.37 313.42

Total, zone 8 10.29 21.88 10.62 4.94 4.81 49.40 17.05 84.51 63.77 10.25 4.53 31.37 313.42

Zone 9
no centres/stores

Zone 10
All centres & stores 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.29

Total, zone 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.29

Zone 11
Barking — town centre 0.12 0.64 3.18 0.36 2.81 0.13 1.29 0.08 1.16 3.33 27.61 0.29 41.02
Barking — retail parks 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.44 0.00 0.63

Total, zone 11 0.12 0.64 3.18 0.36 2.81 0.13 1.29 0.08 1.16 3.52 28.05 0.29 41.65

Zone 12
Poplar 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.82 0.82

Total, zone 12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.82 0.82

Total for study area 23.51 46.98 59.27 40.76 46.86 57.21 41.90 88.04 83.87 37.46 38.74 38.03 602.65

Outside study area —

Ilford 0.26 1.82 7.31 2.38 9.08 1.37 3.08 2.33 10.49 31.04 9.82 0.62 79.59
West End / Central London 2.89 2.87 4.49 5.49 3.13 1.51 2.42 4.62 7.25 4.51 2.89 6.89 48.94
Lakeside 1.33 3.10 6.23 2.88 1.86 0.94 2.18 1.70 2.69 1.80 6.24 0.79 31.76
Romford 0.17 0.62 2.43 0.46 1.95 0.84 1.19 0.91 1.13 2.34 9.42 1.10 22.58
Canary Wharf / Isle of Dogs 0.24 1.35 0.17 1.62 0.01 0.02 0.32 0.21 0.23 0.00 0.00 4.90 9.06
Leyton 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.22 0.01 1.40 1.73 0.03 0.00 0.02 3.48
Bluewater 0.31 0.74 0.18 0.96 0.29 0.17 0.00 0.10 0.82 0.37 0.00 0.33 4.27
Lewisham 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.01 0.00 1.98 2.44
Forest Gate 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.15 0.03 0.02 0.63 1.44 0.20 0.00 0.00 2.68
Leytonstone 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.70 0.42 0.82 0.00 0.00 2.09
Walthamstow 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.49 0.57 0.46 0.00 0.00 1.70
Bow 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.05 0.12 0.18 0.00 1.13 1.58
Greenwich 0.05 0.04 0.32 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.09 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.90 1.52
Other centres & stores 0.73 1.12 1.15 1.20 0.91 1.04 1.08 1.81 1.46 2.45 2.59 2.67 18.20

Total for outside study area 6.00 11.71 22.51 15.12 17.37 6.37 10.43 15.04 28.85 44.20 30.97 21.33 229.89

Overall total 29.51 58.70 81.78 55.88 64.23 63.58 52.33 103.07 112.72 81.66 69.71 59.36 832.54

Notes
Source: Table 3a, Table 7
All monetary values held constant at 2011 prices

denotes zone which contains LLDC area



Table 9 

Summary of planning commitments in LLDC area

Commitment name Planning application 

reference

Assumed 

earliest 

year of 

trading

Gross 

floorspace

Sales 

floorspace

Comparison 

goods sales 

floorspace

Comparison 

goods sales 

floorspace

Turnover per 

sq.m 

Total 

comparison 

goods 

turnover

Convenience 

goods sales 

floorspace

Convenience 

goods sales 

floorspace

Turnover per 

sq.m

Total 

convenience 

goods 

turnover
sq.m sq.m % sq.m £ £m % sq.m £ £m

Legacy Communities Scheme 11/90621/OUTODA 2017 5,350 3,745 0% 0 0.00 80% 2,996 £7,000 20.97

2021 7,750 5,425 0% 0 0.00 80% 4,340 £7,000 30.38

Sub-total 13,100 9,170 - 0 - 0.00 - 7,336 - 51.35

Stratford City 07/90023/VARODA 2017 11,000 7,700 0% 0 - 0.00 50% 3,850 £7,000 26.95

Sub-total 11,000 7,700 - 0 - 0.00 - 3,850 - 26.95

Neptune Wharf 12/000210/OUT 2017 1,275 893 0% 0 0.00 50% 446 £7,000 3.12

Sub-total 1,275 893 0 - 0.00 446 3.12

Sugar House Lane TLTCG/12/012/FUL 2017 1,600 1,120 0% 0 0.00 100% 1,120 £7,000 7.84

Sub-total 1,600 1,120 0 - 0.00 1,120 7.84

Total 26,975 18,883 - 0 - 0.00 - 12,752 - 89.27

Notes

Legacy Communities Scheme

Floorspace source: Retail and Leisure Impact Assessment submitted for planning application

Sales density for comaprison goods floorspace taken from RIA. Sales density for conveneince goods florspace: PBA assumptions

Assumes 80% of net sales floorspace will be used for sale of convenience goods, remaining 20% (not shown) for class A2 use.

Gross: net floorspace ratio of 70% applied (source: RIA)

Phase 2 to be developed by 2021, phase 3 by 2031. 

Stratford City

Source: LLDC

Assumes 100% of net sales floorspace will be used for sale of comparison goods, no allowance made for convenience goods sales.

Sales density floorspace: PBA assumptions

Gross: net floorspace ratio of 70% applied

Neptune Wharf

Source: LLDC

Sales density floorspace: PBA assumptions

Split between comparison and convenience goods floorspace: PBA assumptions. Assumes that remaining 50% of net sales area floorspace will be use for use classes A3-A5, B or D class uses.

Gross: net floorspace ratio of 70% applied

Sugar House Lane

Floorspace source: LTGDC Planning Committee Report. A1 retail floorspace is capped at 1,600 sq.m by way of planning condition.

Assumes 100% of net sales floorspace will be used for sale of convenience goods, no allowance made for comparison goods sales.

Sales density floorspace: PBA assumptions

Gross: net floorspace ratio of 70% applied

All monetary values held constant at 2011 prices



Table 10

Summary of comparison goods capacity for LLDC area to 2031 (Scenario A)

This scenario model:

— shows the comparison goods capacity for the LLDC area only (i.e. zone 8, excluding other zones/destinations in the study area)

— is based on a central expenditure ('baseline') growth case

— assumes shopping patterns will remain unchanged to 2031 ('static retention') (adjusted shopping patterns which include WSC)

2014 2017 2021 2026 2031

Total population and expenditure

A Total population Persons 421,987 450,534 488,021 528,465 555,625

B Total comparison goods expenditure £m 832.54 939.53 1120.57 1398.13 1695.55

Retained expenditure

C Retained comparison goods expenditure in LLDC area* % 38% 38% 38% 38% 38%

D Retained comparison goods expenditure in LLDC area* £m 313.42 353.70 421.86 526.35 638.32

E Comparison goods expenditure leakage £m 519.11 585.82 698.71 871.78 1057.23

Inflow

F Inflow £m 633.95 628.70 749.85 935.58 1134.60

Total turnover

G Baseline comparison goods turnover of stores £m 947.37 947.37 947.37 947.37 947.37

Initial surplus

H Growth in retained comparison goods expenditure £m 0.00 35.03 224.33 514.56 825.55

Claims on expenditure

I Sales efficiency growth in existing retailers £m 0.00 43.27 104.06 185.32 272.86

J Comparison goods commitments £m 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

K Total claims on capacity £m 0.00 43.27 104.06 185.32 272.86

Expenditure summary

L Initial surplus of comparison goods expenditure £m 0.00 35.03 224.33 514.56 825.55

M Total claims on capacity £m 0.00 43.27 104.06 185.32 272.86

N Residual comparison goods expenditure £m 0.00 -8.25 120.27 329.23 552.69

Conversion to floorspace need

O Assumed turnover per sq.m £ 7,000 7,320 7,769 8,369 9,016

P Comparison goods floorspace need sq.m net 0 -1,127 15,480 39,338 61,300

Q Comparison goods floorspace need sq.m gross 0 -1,610 22,115 56,197 87,571

Notes

Row A Source: Table 1

Row B Source: Table 3a

Row C Row D divided by Row B

Row D Source: Table 8, is total turnover of Stratford town centre including Westfield

Row E Row B less Row D

Row F Source: Table 6b, inflow to Westfield based on trade draw patterns to Westfield identified in evidence base studies for Thurrock Council

Row G Row D plus Row G

Row H Row D plus Row G, minus Row H

Row I Comparison goods sales efficiency growth of 1.5% per annum applied for the study period 2014-31. 

Row J Source: Table 9 (Scenario A)

Row K Row J plus Row K

Row L Reflects summary figures in Row I

Row M Reflects summary figures in Row L

Row N Row M minus Row N

Row O Sales density at 2014 is PBA estimate. 2014 figure is then increased at 1.5% per annum to 2031.

Row P Row O applied to Row P

Row Q Gross (at 70%) of net floorspace requirement identified in Row Q

All monetary values held constant at 2011 prices

*also including Stratford town centre (outside LLDC area)



Table 11

Convenience goods market shares, 2007-based (unadjusted)

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12

% % % % % % % % % % % %

Zone 1

Stores in North Woolwich 7.35% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Stores in Silvertown 9.03% 0.24% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.54% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Total, zone 1 16.38% 0.24% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.54% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Zone 2

Stores in Canning Town 0.00% 13.49% 0.55% 0.00% 0.00% 0.58% 15.34% 0.00% 0.04% 0.00% 0.34% 0.00%

Other stores 0.00% 8.75% 0.00% 0.51% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Total, zone 2 0.00% 22.24% 0.55% 0.51% 0.00% 0.58% 15.34% 0.00% 0.04% 0.00% 0.34% 0.00%

Zone 3

Sainsbury's, Myrtle Road, East Ham 2.75% 0.35% 17.88% 4.72% 28.15% 0.68% 0.42% 0.85% 3.55% 8.62% 0.87% 0.00%

Other stores in East Ham 1.79% 2.00% 19.99% 6.20% 18.49% 1.81% 0.82% 0.00% 3.39% 8.43% 0.00% 0.00%

Stores in Upton Park 0.00% 1.34% 20.41% 1.80% 17.73% 11.47% 1.83% 1.54% 16.58% 0.85% 0.00% 0.00%

Total, zone 3 4.53% 3.70% 58.27% 12.72% 64.37% 13.97% 3.06% 2.39% 23.52% 17.89% 0.87% 0.00%

Zone 4

Asda, Tollgate Road, Beckton 17.48% 23.67% 9.20% 39.77% 2.71% 5.47% 16.03% 0.47% 2.93% 3.19% 0.00% 0.00%

Tesco, Armada Way, Beckton 20.63% 14.96% 5.40% 14.10% 4.18% 5.58% 9.13% 1.00% 1.23% 1.47% 3.77% 0.67%

Sainsbury's, Clasps Gate Lane, Beckton 5.27% 5.16% 2.27% 3.49% 1.19% 3.52% 3.59% 0.00% 1.12% 0.84% 0.63% 0.41%

Other stores, Beckton 20.15% 9.71% 5.78% 18.41% 3.18% 4.84% 6.76% 0.00% 4.27% 3.87% 0.29% 1.01%

Total, zone 4 63.53% 53.51% 22.64% 75.76% 11.26% 19.41% 35.51% 1.47% 9.55% 9.37% 4.69% 2.09%

Zone 5

No centres/stores

Zone 6

Stores in Plaistow 1.79% 0.00% 1.52% 0.00% 0.00% 13.49% 10.84% 0.00% 0.00% 1.93% 0.00% 0.27%

Stores in West Ham 0.00% 0.78% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.51% 0.00% 0.00% 0.39% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Total, zone 6 1.79% 0.78% 1.52% 0.00% 0.00% 16.00% 10.84% 0.00% 0.39% 1.93% 0.00% 0.27%

Zone 7

Iceland, Barking Road, Plaistow 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.76% 7.10% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Iceland, Barking Road, Canning Town 2.29% 4.60% 0.26% 0.00% 0.29% 0.65% 9.43% 0.00% 0.00% 0.84% 0.00% 0.00%

Other stores, zone 7 0.00% 0.06% 0.84% 0.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.74% 0.88% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Total, zone 7 2.29% 4.66% 1.09% 0.67% 0.29% 3.41% 17.27% 0.88% 0.00% 0.84% 0.00% 0.00%

Zone 8

Sainsbury's, The Mall, Stratford 0.00% 2.09% 0.58% 0.00% 0.00% 16.77% 2.66% 17.18% 4.53% 0.06% 0.63% 2.74%

Morrisons, The Grove, Stratford 0.00% 2.68% 0.60% 0.00% 0.91% 12.40% 4.83% 35.39% 12.19% 2.95% 1.26% 0.19%

Other stores, Stratford 0.00% 0.51% 0.00% 0.00% 0.29% 3.06% 0.00% 14.54% 1.92% 0.00% 0.00% 1.77%

Total, zone 8 0.00% 5.28% 1.17% 0.00% 1.19% 32.22% 7.49% 67.11% 18.63% 3.01% 1.89% 4.70%

Zone 9

Stores in Forest Gate 0.00% 0.00% 0.86% 0.00% 0.98% 0.00% 0.23% 0.00% 20.16% 1.06% 0.00% 0.00%

Total, zone 9 0.00% 0.00% 0.86% 0.00% 0.98% 0.00% 0.23% 0.00% 20.16% 1.06% 0.00% 0.00%

Zone 10

Stores in Manor Park 0.00% 0.35% 0.84% 0.44% 2.30% 0.00% 0.00% 0.59% 0.78% 13.82% 0.00% 1.59%

Total, zone 10 0.00% 0.35% 0.84% 0.44% 2.30% 0.00% 0.00% 0.59% 0.78% 13.82% 0.00% 1.59%

Zone 11

Tesco, Highbridge Road, Barking 2.01% 1.18% 4.39% 2.85% 11.44% 1.47% 2.73% 0.00% 2.07% 5.10% 20.97% 0.48%

Asda, Vicarage Field, Barking 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.68% 0.00% 0.20% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 15.05% 0.00%

Other stores, Barking 0.00% 0.60% 1.42% 0.00% 2.80% 0.68% 0.23% 0.00% 0.96% 2.09% 44.25% 0.00%

Total, zone 11 2.01% 1.78% 5.81% 2.85% 14.92% 2.15% 3.16% 0.00% 3.03% 7.19% 80.27% 0.48%

Zone 12

Tesco, Hanock Road, Bromley By Bow 0.00% 0.00% 0.04% 0.00% 0.00% 2.72% 1.04% 3.69% 1.40% 0.00% 0.00% 14.56%

Other stores in Bromley By Bow 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.76% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.63%

Stores in Poplar 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 20.23%

Total, zone 12 0.00% 0.00% 0.04% 0.76% 0.00% 2.72% 1.04% 3.69% 1.40% 0.00% 0.00% 37.43%

Total for study area 90.53% 92.54% 92.81% 93.72% 95.32% 90.47% 93.94% 76.67% 77.50% 55.11% 88.07% 46.57%

Outside study area —

Tesco, High Road, Leytonstone 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.63% 0.62% 4.19% 9.60% 7.19% 0.00% 0.00%

J Sainsbury, Rodden Street, Ilford 0.59% 0.00% 0.39% 0.78% 0.93% 0.00% 0.00% 0.24% 1.39% 19.65% 0.93% 0.00%

Asda, East Ferry Road, Isle Of Dogs 0.59% 0.35% 0.00% 0.00% 0.39% 0.00% 0.67% 0.00% 0.16% 0.00% 0.29% 27.10%

Asda, Marshall Road, Leyton 0.00% 1.36% 0.78% 1.64% 0.29% 1.04% 0.99% 7.62% 3.48% 0.00% 0.00% 0.16%

Waitrose Food & Home, Canada Square, Canary Wharf2.21% 1.54% 0.00% 2.08% 0.00% 0.99% 1.33% 0.00% 0.51% 0.00% 0.00% 8.04%

Marks & Spencer, High Rd, Ilford 0.00% 0.04% 2.49% 0.00% 1.95% 0.00% 0.00% 0.58% 0.55% 1.44% 0.00% 0.87%

Iceland Extra, High Rd, Ilford 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.43% 0.00% 0.00% 5.64% 0.00% 0.00%

Asda, Merrielands Crescent, Dagenham 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.51% 5.88% 0.00%

Other foodstores outside study area 6.08% 4.17% 3.54% 1.78% 1.12% 3.87% 2.02% 10.70% 6.82% 10.46% 4.82% 17.27%

Total for outside study area 9.47% 7.46% 7.19% 6.28% 4.68% 9.53% 6.06% 23.33% 22.50% 44.89% 11.93% 53.43%

Overall total 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Notes

Source: NEMS Market Research, Canning Town & Newham Shopping Study, 2007

Composite analysis provided by NEMS Market Research, 2013

Figures do not take into account retail developments since 2007 — see report for explanation of methodology

denotes foodstores within LLDC area



Table 12

Convenience goods market shares, 2007-based (unadjusted)

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12 Total
Inflow* Overall 

total
£m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m

Total available expenditure, 2014 — 20.73 45.48 53.29 38.77 46.65 49.04 38.63 74.73 79.57 58.94 52.48 46.88 605.18

Zone 1

Stores in North Woolwich 1.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.52

Stores in Silvertown 1.87 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.38

Total, zone 1 3.40 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.90

Zone 2

Stores in Canning Town 0.00 6.13 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.29 5.93 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.18 0.00 12.86

Other stores 0.00 3.98 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.18

Total, zone 2 0.00 10.11 0.30 0.20 0.00 0.29 5.93 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.18 0.00 17.03

Zone 3

Sainsbury's, Myrtle Road, East Ham 0.57 0.16 9.53 1.83 13.13 0.33 0.16 0.64 2.83 5.08 0.46 0.00 34.71

Other stores in East Ham 0.37 0.91 10.65 2.40 8.63 0.89 0.32 0.00 2.70 4.97 0.00 0.00 31.83

Stores in Upton Park 0.00 0.61 10.87 0.70 8.27 5.62 0.71 1.15 13.19 0.50 0.00 0.00 41.62

Total, zone 3 0.94 1.68 31.05 4.93 30.03 6.85 1.18 1.79 18.71 10.54 0.46 0.00 108.17

Zone 4

Asda, Tollgate Road, Beckton 3.62 10.77 4.90 15.42 1.26 2.68 6.19 0.35 2.33 1.88 0.00 0.00 49.41

Tesco, Armada Way, Beckton 4.28 6.80 2.88 5.47 1.95 2.74 3.53 0.75 0.98 0.87 1.98 0.31 32.53

Sainsbury's, Clasps Gate Lane, Beckton 1.09 2.35 1.21 1.35 0.56 1.73 1.39 0.00 0.89 0.49 0.33 0.19 11.58

Other stores, Beckton 4.18 4.42 3.08 7.14 1.48 2.37 2.61 0.00 3.40 2.28 0.15 0.47 31.59

Total, zone 4 13.17 24.33 12.07 29.37 5.25 9.52 13.72 1.10 7.60 5.52 2.46 0.98 125.10

Zone 5

No centres/stores

Zone 6

Stores in Plaistow 0.37 0.00 0.81 0.00 0.00 6.61 4.19 0.00 0.00 1.14 0.00 0.13 13.25

Stores in West Ham 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.23 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.90

Total, zone 6 0.37 0.35 0.81 0.00 0.00 7.85 4.19 0.00 0.31 1.14 0.00 0.13 15.15

Zone 7

Iceland, Barking Road, Plaistow 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.35 2.74 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.09

Iceland, Barking Road, Canning Town 0.48 2.09 0.14 0.00 0.13 0.32 3.64 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 7.30

Other stores, zone 7 0.00 0.03 0.45 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.67

Total, zone 7 0.48 2.12 0.58 0.26 0.13 1.67 6.67 0.66 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 13.07

Zone 8

Sainsbury's, The Mall, Stratford 0.00 0.95 0.31 0.00 0.00 8.22 1.03 12.84 3.60 0.04 0.33 1.28 28.60

Morrisons, The Grove, Stratford 0.00 1.22 0.32 0.00 0.42 6.08 1.86 26.45 9.70 1.74 0.66 0.09 48.54

Other stores, Stratford 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.13 1.50 0.00 10.86 1.53 0.00 0.00 0.83 15.09

Total, zone 8 0.00 2.40 0.63 0.00 0.56 15.80 2.89 50.15 14.83 1.78 0.99 2.20 92.22

Zone 9

Stores in Forest Gate 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.09 0.00 16.04 0.63 0.00 0.00 17.68

Total, zone 9 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.09 0.00 16.04 0.63 0.00 0.00 17.68

Zone 10

Stores in Manor Park 0.00 0.16 0.45 0.17 1.07 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.62 8.15 0.00 0.74 11.81

Total, zone 10 0.00 0.16 0.45 0.17 1.07 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.62 8.15 0.00 0.74 11.81

Zone 11

Tesco, Highbridge Road, Barking 0.42 0.54 2.34 1.10 5.33 0.72 1.06 0.00 1.65 3.00 11.00 0.23 27.38

Asda, Vicarage Field, Barking 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.90 0.00 8.29

Other stores, Barking 0.00 0.27 0.76 0.00 1.31 0.33 0.09 0.00 0.76 1.23 23.23 0.00 27.98

Total, zone 11 0.42 0.81 3.09 1.10 6.96 1.05 1.22 0.00 2.41 4.24 42.13 0.23 63.65

Zone 12

Tesco, Hanock Road, Bromley By Bow 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 1.33 0.40 2.76 1.11 0.00 0.00 6.83 12.45 40.44 52.90

Other stores in Bromley By Bow 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.23 1.53

Stores in Poplar 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.49 9.49

Total, zone 12 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.29 0.00 1.33 0.40 2.76 1.11 0.00 0.00 17.55 23.47

Total for study area 18.76 42.08 49.46 36.33 44.46 44.36 36.29 57.29 61.67 32.48 46.22 21.83 491.25

Outside study area —

Tesco, High Road, Leytonstone 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.78 0.24 3.13 7.64 4.24 0.00 0.00 17.03

J Sainsbury, Rodden Street, Ilford 0.12 0.00 0.21 0.30 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.18 1.11 11.58 0.49 0.00 14.42

Asda, East Ferry Road, Isle Of Dogs 0.12 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.15 12.70 13.71

Asda, Marshall Road, Leyton 0.00 0.62 0.41 0.63 0.13 0.51 0.38 5.69 2.77 0.00 0.00 0.07 11.22

Waitrose Food & Home, Canada Square, Canary Wharf0.46 0.70 0.00 0.81 0.00 0.49 0.51 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.00 3.77 7.14

Marks & Spencer, High Rd, Ilford 0.00 0.02 1.32 0.00 0.91 0.00 0.00 0.43 0.43 0.85 0.00 0.41 4.38

Iceland Extra, High Rd, Ilford 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00 3.32 0.00 0.00 3.49

Asda, Merrielands Crescent, Dagenham 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.30 3.09 0.00 3.39

Other foodstores outside study area 1.26 1.90 1.88 0.69 0.52 1.90 0.78 8.00 5.43 6.16 2.53 8.10 39.15

Total for outside study area 1.96 3.39 3.83 2.44 2.18 4.67 2.34 17.43 17.90 26.45 6.26 25.05 113.93

Overall total 20.73 45.48 53.29 38.77 46.65 49.04 38.63 74.73 79.57 58.94 52.48 46.88 605.18

Notes

Source: NEMS Market Research, Canning Town & Newham Shopping Study, 2007

Composite analysis provided by NEMS Market Research, 2013

Figures do not take into account retail developments since 2007 — see report for explanation of methodology

denotes foodstores within LLDC area

*inflow is estimated



Table 13

Foodstore overtrading assessment

Foodstore
(1) Estimated 

turnover
(2)

Net 

floorspace
(

3)

Convenience 

floorspace
(4)

Convenience 

floorspace
(4)

Average 

sales 

density
(5)

Benchmark 

turnover

Under / 

over-

trading
(6)

£m sq.m % sq.m £ / sq.m 

net

£m £m

Zone 12

Tesco, Hancock Road, Bromley-by-Bow 52.90 3,316 65% 2,155 12,954 27.92 24.98
Sub-total, Zone 12 52.90 3,316 - 2,155 - 27.92 24.98

Total for LLDC area 52.90 - - 2,155 - 27.92 24.98

Notes
(1)
 Foodstores listed are those within the LLDC area only

(2)
 We have used the turnover from the LB Tower Hamlets Retail Study (with allowance for sales efficiency growth) to take into account the location of this

 store on the periphery of the study area.
(3)
 Source: IGD / LB Tower Hamlets Retail Study

(4)
 Source: LB Tower Hamlets Retail Study

(5)
 Average sales densities are goods-based sales densities derived from Verdict's UK Grocery Retailers Report

(6)
 A positive figure indicates the foodstore is over-trading.

All monetary values held constant at 2011 prices.



Table 14

Westfield Stratford City foodstore commitments

Foodstore

Net 

floorspace
(

1)

Convenience 

floorspace
(2)

Convenience 

floorspace

Average 

sales 

density
(3)

Benchmark 

turnover

sq.m % sq.m £ / sq.m 

net

£m

Waitrose 1,948 85% 1,656 12,784 21.17

Marks & Spencer 12,635 12.5% 1,579 11,609 18.33

Total 14,583 3,235 39.50

Notes
(1)
 Net floorspace figures sourced from Waitrose & Marks & Spencer corporate websites, accessed February 2014

(2)
 Convenience sales estimate for Waitrose and Marks & Spencer based on company averages. Note Marks & Spencer is based on total retail

floorspace (including general merchandising and home goods) within the store
(3)
 Average sales densities are goods-based sales densities derived from Verdict's UK Grocery Retailers Report

All monetary values held constant at 2011 prices.



Table 15

Summary of convenience goods capacity for LLDC area to 2031 

This scenario model:

— shows the convenience goods capacity for the LLDC area only (i.e. excluding other zones/destinations in the study area)

— is based on a central expenditure ('baseline') growth case

— assumes shopping patterns will remain unchanged to 2031 ('static retention')

— includes foodstores at Westfield Stratford City as commitments

2014 2017 2021 2026 2031

Total population and expenditure

A Total population Persons 421,987 450,534 488,021 528,465 555,625

B Total convenience goods expenditure £m 605.18 645.15 714.28 801.76 872.63

Retained expenditure

C Retained convenience goods expenditure in LLDC area* % 9% 9% 9% 9% 9%

D Retained convenience goods expenditure in LLDC area* £m 54.43 58.06 64.29 72.16 78.54

E Convenience goods expenditure leakage £m 550.75 587.09 650.00 729.60 794.09

Inflow

6.68% 6.68% 6.68% 6.68% 6.68%

F Inflow £m 40.44 43.12 47.74 53.58 58.32

Total turnover

G Baseline convenience goods turnover of stores £m 94.87 94.87 94.87 94.87 94.87

Initial surplus

H Growth in retained convenience goods expenditure £m 0.00 6.31 17.15 30.87 41.98

Claims on expenditure

I Sales efficiency growth in existing retailers £m 0.00 0.86 2.01 3.47 4.96

J Convenience goods - commitments £m 0.00 58.89 89.98 91.33 92.71

K Convenience goods - Westfield Stratford City foodstores £m 39.50 39.86 40.34 40.95 41.57

L Total claims on capacity £m 39.50 99.60 132.33 135.75 139.23

Expenditure summary

M Initial surplus of convenience goods expenditure £m 0.00 6.31 17.15 30.87 41.98

N Total claims on capacity £m 39.50 99.60 132.33 135.75 139.23

O Allowance for over-trading of convenience goods floorspace £m 24.98 24.98 24.98 24.98 24.98

P Residual convenience goods expenditure £m -14.53 -68.32 -90.20 -79.91 -72.27

Conversion to floorspace need

Q Assumed turnover per sq.m £ 12,500 12,613 12,765 12,957 13,153

R Convenience goods floorspace need sq.m net -1,162 -5,416 -7,066 -6,167 -5,495

S Convenience goods floorspace need sq.m gross -1,788 -8,333 -10,871 -9,488 -8,454

Notes

Row A Source: Table 1

Row B Source: Table 3b

Row C Row D divided by Row B

Row D Source: turnover of Tesco, Bromley By Bow at 2014 (Table 13), plus turnover of other stores in Bromley-By-Bow (Table 12)

Row E Row B less Row D

Row F Allowance made for inflow to Tesco foodstore in Bromley By Bow (estimate; see Table 12)

Row G Row D plus Row G

Row H Row D plus Row G, minus Row H

Row I Convenience goods sales efficiency growth of 0.3% per annum applied for the study period 2014-31. 

Row J Source: Table 9 (Scenario A)

Row K Source: Table 14. Sales efficiency growth of 0.3% per annum applied for the study period 2014-31. 

Row L Row J plus Row K plus Row L

Row M Reflects summary figures in Row I

Row N Reflects summary figures in Row M

Row O Source: Table 13

Row P Row N minus Row O, plus Row P

Row Q Sales density at 2014 is PBA estimate. 2014 figure is then increased at 0.3% per annum to 2031.

Row R Row Q applied to Row R

Row S Gross (at 65%) of net floorspace requirement identified in Row S

All monetary values held constant at 2011 prices

*excludes foodstore in Stratford town centre
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Appendix 3  Leisure expenditure tables 





Table L1

Population projections

Year Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12 Zone 13 Zone 14 Zone 15 Zone 16 Total

persons persons persons persons persons persons persons persons persons persons persons persons persons persons persons persons persons

2013 (estimate) 50,549 26,920 18,199 32,001 40,077 27,510 28,162 23,518 19,186 25,655 27,438 9,911 17,227 32,241 18,225 23,694 420,513

2016 (estimate) 51,573 27,330 18,449 33,150 41,380 28,252 28,885 23,946 19,414 26,254 28,380 10,181 17,869 33,140 18,333 23,910 430,446

2021 (estimate) 53,326 28,179 18,955 35,008 43,500 29,380 30,177 24,662 19,882 27,236 30,122 10,578 18,819 34,514 18,780 24,273 447,391

2026 (estimate) 54,984 29,077 19,504 36,593 45,461 30,558 31,390 25,438 20,429 28,086 31,697 10,916 19,758 35,638 19,229 24,694 463,452

Change 2013-26 4,435 2,157 1,305 4,592 5,384 3,048 3,228 1,920 1,243 2,431 4,259 1,005 2,531 3,397 1,004 1,000 42,939

Notes

Source: Experian MicroMarketer G3 Population Projections (2012)



Table L2

Per capita expenditure, leisure goods

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12 Zone 13 Zone 14 Zone 15 Zone 16

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

Accommodation services

2011 (actual) 178 189 179 184 148 171 188 194 193 171 156 210 177 180 168 170

2013 (estimate) 179 190 180 185 149 172 189 195 194 172 157 211 178 181 169 171

2016 (estimate) 182 193 183 188 151 175 192 198 197 175 160 215 181 184 172 174

2021 (estimate) 196 208 197 203 163 188 207 214 213 188 172 231 195 198 185 187

2026 (estimate) 209 222 210 216 174 201 221 228 227 201 183 247 208 212 198 200

Cultural services

2011 (actual) 291 304 289 312 269 291 311 317 315 292 281 333 273 302 269 269

2013 (estimate) 292 305 290 313 270 292 312 318 316 293 282 334 274 303 270 270

2016 (estimate) 298 311 296 319 275 298 318 324 322 299 287 341 279 309 275 275

2021 (estimate) 321 335 318 344 296 321 343 349 347 322 310 367 301 333 296 296

2026 (estimate) 342 357 340 367 316 342 366 373 370 343 330 391 321 355 316 316

Games of chance

2011 (actual) 302 319 314 329 313 332 316 336 341 346 308 382 290 344 312 288

2013 (estimate) 303 320 315 330 314 333 317 337 342 347 309 383 291 345 313 289

2016 (estimate) 309 326 321 337 320 340 323 344 349 354 315 391 297 352 319 295

2021 (estimate) 333 352 346 363 345 366 348 370 376 381 339 421 320 379 344 317

2026 (estimate) 355 375 369 387 368 390 371 395 401 407 362 449 341 404 367 339

Hairdressing salons and personal grooming

2011 (actual) 124 134 130 127 106 115 130 136 146 124 105 154 130 130 125 134

2013 (estimate) 124 135 131 127 106 115 131 137 147 124 105 155 131 131 125 135

2016 (estimate) 127 137 133 130 108 118 133 139 149 127 107 158 133 133 128 137

2021 (estimate) 137 148 143 140 117 127 143 150 161 137 116 170 143 143 138 148

2026 (estimate) 146 158 153 149 125 135 153 160 172 146 123 181 153 153 147 158

Recreational and sporting services

2011 (actual) 157 173 162 165 134 156 171 176 183 156 139 201 165 164 155 151

2013 (estimate) 158 174 163 166 135 157 172 177 184 157 140 202 166 165 156 152

2016 (estimate) 161 177 166 169 137 160 175 180 187 160 142 206 169 168 159 154

2021 (estimate) 173 191 179 182 148 172 188 194 202 172 153 222 182 181 171 166

2026 (estimate) 185 203 190 194 158 183 201 207 215 183 163 236 194 193 182 178

Restaurants, cafes

2011 (actual) 1,050 1,105 1,018 1,093 1,002 1,118 1,201 1,113 1,070 1,025 1,073 1,123 935 1,041 925 923

2013 (estimate) 1,054 1,109 1,022 1,097 1,006 1,122 1,206 1,117 1,074 1,029 1,077 1,127 939 1,045 929 927

2016 (estimate) 1,074 1,130 1,041 1,118 1,025 1,144 1,229 1,139 1,095 1,049 1,098 1,149 957 1,065 946 944

2021 (estimate) 1,157 1,218 1,122 1,205 1,104 1,232 1,324 1,227 1,179 1,130 1,183 1,238 1,030 1,147 1,019 1,017

2026 (estimate) 1,234 1,299 1,197 1,285 1,178 1,314 1,412 1,308 1,258 1,205 1,261 1,320 1,099 1,224 1,087 1,085

Notes

Source: Experian MicroMarketer G3 (2012) for 2011 base year data.

The following expenditure growth rates are applied (source: Experian Retail Planer Briefing Note 10.1, Figures 1a and 1b):

2011-12: +1.3%; 2012-13: -0.9%; 2013-14: -0.2%; 2014-15: +0.7%; 2015-16: 1.4%;  2016-20: 1.5% (per annum); 2020-26: 1.3% (per annum).

All monetary values are held constant at 2011 prices.

Table L3

Total expenditure, leisure goods

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7 Zone 8 Zone 9 Zone 10 Zone 11 Zone 12 Zone 13 Zone 14 Zone 15 Zone 16 Total

£m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m £m

Accommodation services

2013 9.03 5.11 3.27 5.91 5.95 4.72 5.32 4.58 3.72 4.40 4.30 2.09 3.06 5.83 3.07 4.04 61.46

2016 9.39 5.28 3.38 6.24 6.27 4.94 5.56 4.75 3.83 4.59 4.53 2.19 3.24 6.10 3.15 4.16 64.19

2021 10.46 5.87 3.74 7.10 7.10 5.54 6.25 5.27 4.23 5.13 5.18 2.45 3.67 6.85 3.48 4.55 71.99

2026 11.51 6.46 4.10 7.92 7.91 6.14 6.94 5.80 4.64 5.65 5.81 2.69 4.11 7.54 3.80 4.94 79.68

Chg 2013-26 2.47 1.35 0.83 2.00 1.96 1.42 1.62 1.22 0.92 1.24 1.52 0.61 1.05 1.72 0.72 0.89 18.22

Cultural services

2013 14.77 8.22 5.28 10.02 10.82 8.04 8.79 7.48 6.07 7.52 7.74 3.31 4.72 9.77 4.92 6.40 102.78

2016 15.35 8.50 5.45 10.58 11.39 8.41 9.19 7.77 6.26 7.84 8.16 3.47 4.99 10.24 5.05 6.58 107.36

2021 17.10 9.44 6.04 12.04 12.90 9.42 10.34 8.62 6.90 8.76 9.33 3.88 5.66 11.49 5.57 7.20 120.43

2026 18.81 10.39 6.63 13.42 14.38 10.45 11.48 9.48 7.57 9.64 10.47 4.27 6.34 12.65 6.08 7.81 133.33

Chg 2013-26 4.04 2.18 1.35 3.40 3.55 2.42 2.68 2.00 1.50 2.12 2.73 0.96 1.62 2.88 1.16 1.41 30.55

Games of chance

2013 15.33 8.62 5.74 10.57 12.59 9.17 8.93 7.93 6.57 8.91 8.48 3.80 5.02 11.13 5.71 6.85 111.66

2016 15.93 8.92 5.93 11.16 13.25 9.60 9.34 8.23 6.77 9.29 8.94 3.98 5.30 11.66 5.85 7.04 116.64

2021 17.75 9.91 6.56 12.69 15.01 10.75 10.51 9.13 7.47 10.39 10.22 4.45 6.01 13.08 6.46 7.70 130.85

2026 19.52 10.90 7.20 14.15 16.73 11.93 11.66 10.05 8.19 11.42 11.48 4.90 6.74 14.41 7.05 8.36 144.87

Chg 2013-26 4.20 2.28 1.46 3.58 4.14 2.76 2.73 2.12 1.62 2.51 2.99 1.10 1.72 3.28 1.34 1.51 33.21

Hairdressing salons and personal grooming

2013 6.29 3.62 2.38 4.08 4.26 3.18 3.68 3.21 2.81 3.19 2.89 1.53 2.25 4.21 2.29 3.19 43.37

2016 6.54 3.75 2.45 4.31 4.49 3.32 3.84 3.33 2.90 3.33 3.05 1.60 2.38 4.41 2.34 3.28 45.29

2021 7.29 4.16 2.72 4.90 5.08 3.72 4.32 3.70 3.20 3.72 3.49 1.80 2.70 4.94 2.59 3.58 50.79

2026 8.02 4.58 2.98 5.46 5.67 4.13 4.80 4.07 3.51 4.09 3.91 1.98 3.02 5.45 2.83 3.89 56.21

Chg 2013-26 1.72 0.96 0.61 1.38 1.40 0.96 1.12 0.86 0.69 0.90 1.02 0.44 0.77 1.24 0.54 0.70 12.84

Recreational and sporting services

2013 7.97 4.68 2.96 5.30 5.39 4.31 4.83 4.16 3.52 4.02 3.83 2.00 2.85 5.31 2.84 3.59 55.82

2016 8.28 4.84 3.06 5.60 5.67 4.51 5.05 4.31 3.63 4.19 4.04 2.09 3.02 5.56 2.91 3.69 58.29

2021 9.23 5.37 3.38 6.37 6.42 5.05 5.69 4.78 4.01 4.68 4.61 2.34 3.42 6.24 3.21 4.04 65.37

2026 10.15 5.91 3.71 7.10 7.16 5.60 6.31 5.26 4.39 5.15 5.18 2.58 3.83 6.87 3.50 4.38 72.35

Chg 2013-26 2.18 1.24 0.75 1.80 1.77 1.30 1.48 1.11 0.87 1.13 1.35 0.58 0.98 1.56 0.67 0.79 16.53

Restaurants, cafes

2013 53.28 29.86 18.60 35.11 40.31 30.88 33.95 26.28 20.61 26.40 29.56 11.17 16.17 33.69 16.92 21.95 372.18

2016 55.40 30.89 19.21 37.07 42.42 32.31 35.49 27.27 21.25 27.53 31.15 11.70 17.09 35.29 17.35 22.58 388.78

2021 61.71 34.32 21.27 42.17 48.04 36.20 39.94 30.25 23.45 30.77 35.62 13.09 19.39 39.60 19.14 24.69 436.20

2026 67.87 37.77 23.34 47.02 53.55 40.16 44.32 33.28 25.70 33.84 39.98 14.41 21.72 43.61 20.91 26.79 482.97

Chg 2013-26 14.59 7.91 4.74 11.91 13.24 9.29 10.37 7.01 5.09 7.44 10.43 3.24 5.55 9.92 3.99 4.84 110.79




